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General

PTE General is a comprehensive and coherent assessment programme that covers all the Common 
European Framework (CEF) levels. It gives test takers the opportunity to identify their strengths, and 
track improvement and success over time. PTE General is used by test takers who are looking for an 
English test that allows them to build a portfolio of their language ability for travel, further education 
or to improve their employment prospects.

Pearson Longman PTE General Skills Boosters – written by the developers of the test.
Available for Levels 2 to 5 of PTE General, the Skills Boosters are a series of practice tests with 
guidance which offer complete preparation for PTE General. 

This Skills Booster provides fi ve complete practice tests which follow the format of the exam.

Students can:
•  Understand the features and format of the test.

•  Learn how to respond to each item type.

•  Practise answering authentic questions prepared by the test developers.

•  Practise items for each of the language skills: reading, writing, 
listening and speaking.

•  Focus on the language related to the themes of the test with 
vocabulary and grammar practice sections.

•  Study new words and phrases for each unit with the Glossary.

•  Improve test-taking strategies with test tips, the writing guide and 
model answers for each exam task type.

This Teacher’s Book contains the complete practice tests which 
appear in the Students’ Book, with model answers provided.

For additional resources and information about PTE General, visit 

www.pearsonpte.com/PTEGeneral

For general test practice, go to: www.iTests.com
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Pearson Test of English General at a glance

Written test

Section Skills Item types Objectives
Number of 
questions

1 Listening Multiple choice
Understand the main detail  

of a short spoken text
10

2
Listening 

and writing
Dictation

Understand and write down 
accurately a longer spoken text 

1

3 Listening
Text, note 

completion
Understand specific information  

in longer spoken texts
10

4 Reading
Multiple choice/

Gap-fill
Understand the purpose, structure 
and main idea of short written texts

5

5 Reading Multiple choice
Understand the main ideas  

in a longer written text
5

6 Reading
Comprehension 
questions (short 

answers)

Understand the main ideas  
of short and longer written texts

8

7 Reading
Text, sentence or 
note completion

Understand specific information  
in a longer written text

7

8 Writing
Write 

correspondence
Write a short letter, email or  

web-based piece of correspondence
–

9 Writing Write a short text
Write a short text from own 

experience, knowledge or imagination
–

Spoken test

Section Skill Item types Objectives Timing

10 Speaking Monologue
Speak continuously on topics  

of personal information and interest
2 minutes

11 Speaking Discussion
Discuss a real-life issue,  

taking a position either for or against
2 minutes

12 Speaking Describe a picture
Compare and contrast two pictures 

and interpret one aspect of them
2 minutes

13 Speaking Role play
Talk to resolve a problem  

or explain a course of action
2 minutes
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Introduction
What is the Pearson Test of 
English General?
PTE General is an assessment solution at six 
different levels of English language proficiency (A1, 
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5). It tests English ability in practical 
skills for real-life situations such as writing 
messages, understanding talks, understanding 
newspaper and magazine articles or taking part 
in conversations. PTE General tests are taken 
four times a year in May, June, November and 
December in centres all around the world.
The tests do not assume any experience of work or 
knowledge of the world and so are most suitable 
for teenagers and young adults who expect to use 
English in their future academic and professional 
lives.

Key features
The sections and items in PTE General Level 4 are 
grouped together into themes or topics related 
either to global issues such as the environment, 
pollution, emigration, or conservation, or to more 
familiar matters such as work, education, travel 
and entertainment. The listening and reading texts 
are authentic and are taken from radio broadcasts, 
newspaper and magazine articles, telephone 
conversations, announcements, etc. The tests 
are international so the reading and listening 
texts are taken from a range of English-speaking 
countries, e.g. the UK, the USA, Australia. The four 
skills – listening, speaking, reading and writing – 
are tested in an integrated way. For example, 
you listen to some information and write about 
what you have heard, or you read a text and then 
answer questions or complete notes based on 
what you have read.

Test structure
PTE General is divided into two parts – the Written 
Test and the Spoken Test.

The Written Test
The Written Test of PTE General consists of nine 
sections and takes 2 hours and 30 minutes at 
Level 4.

Section 1 – Listening
Section 1 consists of ten short listening texts – 
dialogues or monologues. Each text is followed 
by a question and three possible answers. You 
must choose the correct answer by putting a cross 
(7) in a box. There is a short pause before each 
recording for you to read the answers. This section 
tests your ability to understand the main detail of 
what someone says. You will hear the recording 
only once.

Section 2 – Listening and Writing
Section 2 is a dictation. You will hear one person 
speaking and you must write down exactly what 
you hear with the correct spelling. You hear the 
recording twice, the second time with pauses to 
give you time to write. The passage is authentic 
English and can be a news broadcast, an 
announcement, instructions or factual information.

Section 3 – Listening
In Section 3, you will hear two listening texts, 
including conversations, announcements and 
recorded messages. You have to complete a text 
or notes for each listening using the information 
you have heard. There are five gaps to fill for each 
listening text. This section tests your ability to 
understand and write down specific information. 
You will hear the recording twice.

Section 4 – Reading
In Section 4, you read five short texts, each 
containing a gap, and you choose which of three 
answers is the missing word or phrase that fills the 
gap. This section tests your ability to understand 
specific information and/or the overall meaning 
of the text. The reading texts can be instructions, 
signs, notices, labels, advertisements, menus or 
announcements.

Section 5 – Reading
Section 5 has one longer reading text. You read 
the text and answer five questions or complete 
five sentences from a choice of three answers.  
This section tests your understanding of the main 
idea of a text. The reading text can be a newspaper 
or magazine article, a leaflet, a brochure or a 
website article.
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Section 6 – Reading
There are two reading texts in this section. Each 
text is followed by four questions for you to 
answer using a word or a short phrase. They test 
your understanding of the main points of the 
texts. The types of reading can be articles from 
newspapers or magazines, leaflets, brochures or 
website articles.

Section 7 – Reading
In Section 7, you read a text and use the 
information to fill in seven gaps in a second text or 
set of notes. This section tests your understanding 
of specific detailed information you have read. The 
reading text can be an advertisement, newspaper 
or magazine article, or a section from a website or 
a textbook.

Section 8 – Writing
Section 8 is a writing test. You have to write 
a piece of correspondence – for example an 
email, a formal or informal letter – based on the 
information that you have read in Section 7. At 
Level 4, you have to write 120–150 words. In your 
correspondence you are expected to ask for more 
information or to express your opinion on the 
subject. The topics in this section deal with global 
issues and current events.

Section 9 – Writing
In Section 9, you will be asked to write a text from 
your own experience, knowledge or imagination. 
The text to write at Level 4 is 200–250 words 
long. You will be asked to write a text which gives 
your point of view, explains advantages and 
disadvantages, or develops an argument. The 
text type can be an article or blog entry, a review, 
report or essay, or an analysis of an issue. There is 
a choice between two topics.

The Spoken Test
The Spoken Test of PTE General consists of four 
sections and takes 8 minutes at Level 4.

Section 10
In the first part of the Test, the examiner will ask 
you a question and you have to talk about yourself 
continuously for about 1.5 minutes. You may talk 
about your interests, hobbies, the sports you 
take part in, the films or books you like, or about 
things you have done in the past. The examiner 
will ask you further questions to find out more 
information. The whole section is 2 minutes in 
length.

Section 11
In Section 11, you will be asked to give your 
opinions and ideas about a subject suggested 
by the examiner and to support your ideas. The 
examiner will take the opposite point of view for 
the discussion. The topics will include subjects of 
everyday interest, for example, the advantages 
of mobile phones, fast food, living in the city or 
in the country, or more general subjects such as 
pollution or emigration. The discussion will be for 
about 2 minutes.

Section 12
In Section 12, you will be shown two pictures and 
asked to describe them. First, you will be asked to 
compare and contrast the pictures and then you 
will be asked to interpret one aspect of them. You 
will have about 2 minutes to do this.

Section 13
The final section of the Spoken Test is a role play. 
You will be given a card with details of your role, 
a situation and some instructions. The situation 
usually contains a problem which you have to 
solve by talking to the examiner, or a course of 
action that you have to explain and justify. This 
section of the Test takes about 2 minutes.

PTE General Skills Boosters
The PTE General Skills Boosters have been 
specially written to help you become familiar with 
the format and content of the PTE General Test. 
They contain five full practice tests, plus language 
and skills development sections in each unit to 
help you to improve your general level of English 
as well as your score in the test. Each level of the 
PTE General Skills Boosters contains:

• Five Practice Tests for both the Written and 
Spoken Tests, with Tips giving advice on how to 
approach each section and deal with particular 
problems that might occur.

• Vocabulary and Grammar practice sections 
which focus on the language linked to the 
themes of the tests.

• Skills development sections to practise each of 
the four skills in the tests – listening, speaking, 
reading and writing.

• A Writing guide which concentrates on the 
writing tasks you will meet in the tests, giving 
example answers, writing tips and practice 
questions.

• A Glossary with those words and phrases in the 
tests that you may need help with. Each item is 
followed by a definition.
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	 Unit One 
 The themes for this unit are: music/work/health and fi tness/relationships 

	Vocabulary	and	Grammar	
	Vocabulary	1:	Collocation	
	Match	each	word	on	the	left	with	one	from	the	right	and	then	complete	the	sentences	that	
follow,	as	in	the	example.	

   employment  range  

 labour profession 

 strict expectancy 

 status market 

 natural skills 

  broad   loss 

 eating  symbol 

 weight disorder 

 life history 

 organising diet 

 vocational progression 

	Example: The store stocked a   broad range   of classical music scores. 

	1	 Throughout her teens she suffered from a debilitating              eating disorder              brought on by 

the stresses and strains of her young life. 

	2	 Local authorities are concerned at the cost of caring for the elderly as              life expectancy             

continues to rise.  

	3	 When he was no longer able to play the game he loved, it seemed a           natural progression          

to move into management.  

	4	 He was always likely to go into a            vocational profession             	 like teaching or social work.  

	5	 One thing is for sure – the size of the                  labour market                 	 for graduates is decreasing 

as more qualifi ed people seek fewer openings.    

	6	 Contrary to what many people believe,                     weight loss                      need not be diffi cult, so 

long as you plan your eating carefully.  

	7	 After the operation, he was placed on a                      strict diet                       	 of fresh fruit and 

vegetables.  

	8	 These new environmentally friendly cars are also becoming a                       status symbol                       

amongst the middle classes.  

	9	 He became a successful manager because his                  organising skills                    made the work 

of those around him much easier.  

	10	When creating your CV for a job application, it is vital that you include full details of your 

              employment history                . 
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	Vocabulary	2:	Idiomatic	and	fi	gurative	language	
	Match	each	of	the	following	with	its	meaning	and	then	use	the	verb	expressions		in	the	
correct	form		to	complete	the	sentences,	as	in	the	example.	  

		1 to take stock  a to initiate 

 2 to open the door to b to be worth the effort 

 3 to bring tears to the eyes c to make progress  

 4 to catch up with d to be in good condition mentally and physically 

 5 to pick up e to succeed in the face of diffi culty  

6  to come to a head f  to consider the implications  

7  to feel on top of the world g to get up to date with something  

 8 to pay off h make available  

	9 to trigger i to acquire 

 10 to get somewhere j to cause to become emotional 

11  to come through k to reach a critical stage 

Key: 2h; 3j; 4g; 5i; 6k; 7d; 8b; 9a; 10c; 11e

	Example: Having to take time off work following her accident gave Louise time   to take stock   of 

her stressful schedule.  

	1	 His new position of infl uence within the company                    opened the door to                    many 

useful new contacts.  

	2	 The dramatic scene where the woman is forced to decide which child to save reminded John of 

his own experience and                brought tears to his eyes                      .  

	3	 When he goes on holiday, he doesn’t relax; he uses the time                     to catch up with                     

his work.  

	4	 Working with young children meant he was always likely                           to pick up                           

several coughs and colds over the year.  

	5	 Joe’s uneasy relationship with his demanding boss                        came to a head                         when 

he was asked to work at the weekend at very short notice.  

	6	 After three weeks off lazing around in a sunny climate, Jane              felt on top of the world                 

by the end of her holiday.  

	7	 The extra training he put himself through after the injury obviously                       paid off                       

as he was ready for the new season.   

	8	 Robert’s chance remark                         triggered                        a sequence of events that ended in 

tragedy.  

	9	 With the latest results looking so positive, we realised that we were 

                 getting somewhere                 and would be crazy to stop the experiments now.  

	10	There were moments along the way when he felt he couldn’t go on, but he 

                    came through                        in the end.  
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	Vocabulary	3:	Words	with	more	than	one	meaning	
	Use	each	of	the	words	in	the	box		twice		to	fi	ll	the	gaps	in	the	sentences,	as	in	the	example.		
Change	the	form	of	the	word	if	necessary.

  pursuit  arrangement pressure vehicle development movement 

	Example: He worked hard all week but at the weekend engaged in a number of outdoor   pursuits   . 

 The thief rushed out of the apartment block, with the police in   pursuit   . 

	1	 They decided to take a break from each other for a few weeks and at fi rst the         arrangement        

worked well.  

	2	 It was a windy day, and the constant            movement          of the boat in the choppy sea made him 

feel sick.  

	3	 He was very talented and had lots of ideas, but in the end the             pressure           of constant 

deadlines got the better of him. 

	4	 All the            arrangements            have been made for the wedding. We just have to hope for good 

weather now.  

	5	 The novel is a thinly disguised               vehicle               for his political views.  

	6	 A faulty valve had allowed the              pressure             to build up in the boiler, causing it to explode. 

	7	 The police had all but given up their search for the missing man, when an unexpected

            development            revitalised the investigation.  

	8	 But it is ironically in the slow             movement             of this stunning symphony that the music 

suddenly comes alive.  

	9	 The area is of course very different now as a result of widespread urban            development            .  

	10	This is the only                 vehicle                which can negotiate this kind of rough terrain.  

	Grammar	1:	Linking	words	
	Choose	the	correct	option	to	complete	each	sentence,	as	in	the	example.	
	Example: You may not be completely successful,   but   it’s important you show a willingness to help. 

 A but B and C because 

	1	 I think I have my approach all worked out now,                 not just            strategically but 

emotionally, too. 

		 A not really B not so C not just 

	2	              Although             it’s possible to over-exercise, not exercising at all is much worse. 

		 A Because B Whenever C Although 

	3	 He only agreed to the proposal in principle              because             it allowed him to buy some time 

to think it over. 

		 A however B because C before 

	4	 At work he was known throughout the offi ce for his fi erce temper,               yet              at home he 

was a loving husband and father. 

		 A so B yet C and  

	5	           Whether           planning the next multi-million pound company project or a weekend away 

with his family, he would employ the same attention to detail.  

		 A Whether B Although C Despite 
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6	           Though          he sits around all day and does no exercise, he is as thin as a rake.

	 A Though B When C Whereas

7	 The hospital was severely criticised in the report          owing to          its poor hygiene record.

	 A owing to B despite C as well as

8	           While            the manager is a demanding leader, his staff are full of respect for him. 

	 A Whereas B When C While

9	          Just as           we should always show respect to those around us, so we should expect those 

around us to show us the same respect.

	 A Although B Just as C Whenever

10	The doctor says James is well enough to go back to work,              but             he will have to take it 

easy for the first few weeks.

	 A but B and C so

Grammar	2:	Passives
Change	these	active	sentences	into	the	passive	form,	as	in	the	example.

Example: Your employers won’t pay you any more, even if you work harder.

You won’t  be paid any more (by your employers), even if you work harder  .

1	 Sometimes I think that my employees don’t appreciate my work.

	 Sometimes I think my work  is not appreciated (by my employees)  .

2	 When you challenge him about the standard of his work, he makes lots of excuses.

	 When he  is challenged about the standard of his work he makes lots of excuses  .

3	 The media have rightly criticised him for his poor performances in recent films.

	 He has  been rightly criticised by the media for his poor performances in recent films  .

4	 You should always treat serious musicians with respect.

	 Serious musicians  should always be treated with respect  .

5	 I think we should encourage the fact that he is playing in a rock band, not criticise it.

	 The fact  that he is playing in a rock band should be encouraged, not criticised   .

6	 Some health officials consider this kind of treatment to be a waste of hospital resources.

	 This kind of treatment  is considered by some health officials to be a waste of hospital  

resources  .

7	 His frequent health problems certainly affected our relationship.

	 Our relationship  was certainly affected by his frequent health problems  .

8	 My illness forced me to think seriously about the damage I was doing to my body.

	 I  was forced by my illness to think seriously about the damage that I was doing/that was  

being done to my body  .

9	 When I got back to work, someone had moved all my stuff to another office.

	 When I got back to work, all my stuff  had been moved to another office  .

10	I’m sure one of the officers would have assisted the man if he had asked.

I’m sure the man  would have been assisted by one of the officers if he had asked  .
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	Grammar	3:	Functions	and	reporting	verbs	
	Rewrite	the	information	in	the	sentences	in	reported	form	using	verbs	from	the	box,	as	in	
the	example.		

  warn  report announce recommend demand 

thank complain advise (x2) praise offer 

	Example: “Look Joe. You’d better get the job done today because you know what the boss is like.” 

   He warned Joe to get the job done   .   

	1	 “I don’t think you should work so hard, Jane.” 

 Max   advised Jane not to work so hard   . 

	2	 “We will be increasing production of the new model.” 

 A spokesman for the company   announced they would be increasing production of the new  

model   . 

	3	 “We can play the song again for you if you like.” 

 The band leader   offered to play the song again   . 

	4	 “It’s very good of you to invite me, Ann.” 

 He   thanked Ann for inviting him    .  

	5	 “Jack, if that’s the way you feel, you should fi nd another job.” 

 Jack’s wife   advised him to fi nd another job   . 

	6	 “Well Mr Smith, I think this is the best diet for someone in your condition.” 

 The doctor   recommended the best diet for Mr Smith   . 

	7	 “I’m very proud of him because he worked so hard to get where he is today.” 

 The trainer   praised him for working so hard and getting where he is today   . 

	8	 “We can now use science to observe what happens to the brain while we are listening to music.” 

 The correspondent   reported that we can use science to observe what happens to the brain  

while we are listening to music   . 

	9	 “I’m really not happy with the amount of work we are being given to do.” 

 He   complained about the amount of work they were being given to do   . 

	10	“Mike, I need you to fi nish the report by tomorrow; leave everything else and do it now.” 

 The manager   demanded that Mike fi nish the report by the next day./The manager demanded 

Mike’s report by the next day   . 

		  	Language	skills	
	 	Listening	1:	Listen	for	gist	and	specifi	c	information	
	Listen	to	the	recording.	Which	of	the	three	options	is	the	best	summary?	
  Options:  

	1	 People who enjoy their work are understandably happy because on average we spend about a 

third of our lives at work; that’s a long time if you are not happy. 

	2	 Most of us enjoy our jobs because we are lucky to have one and it helps us to pay for the things 

we need. We have plenty of time to relax. 
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3	 There are probably more people who like their jobs than those who don’t, but these are the ones 

who have the good fortune to have a job in the first place.

Key:  Option 1

	Listening	2:	Making	notes
Listen	to	this	radio	item	about	health	clubs	and	complete	the	notes	that	follow.

1	 People who benefit most from the fitness industry:  the owners  

2	 A cheaper option to keep fit:  run in the park 

3	 What fitness clubs offer:  fancy (fitness) machines 

4	 What the experts help you to do:  plan your training programme 

5	 The real reason people go to fitness clubs:  to belong/to be together  

6	 What fitness club members believe about themselves:  They are (naturally) fit and healthy   .

7	 What lots of gym members find:  They don’t (have time to) go  .

8	 Why gym members rarely cancel membership:  They don’t want to admit failure  .

Writing:	Sentence	transformation
Read	the	sentences	below.	Rewrite	them	as	more	complex	sentences	beginning	with	the	
words	shown,	as	in	the	example.

Example: He spent time in hospital. You should not talk to him about this. 

One thing  you should not talk to him about is the time he spent in hospital .

1	 There is only one way to make him look for a job. That is to stop his allowance.

The only  way to make him look for a job is to stop his allowance 

  .

2	 He didn’t tell anyone about the fact that he had a part-time job. This was very surprising.

What  was very surprising was that he didn’t tell anyone about his part-time job./What was 

very surprising was that he didn’t tell anyone about the fact that he had a part-time job  .

3	 He intended to leave the band. He announced this at the last minute.

Only  at the last minute did he announce that he intended to leave the band 

  .

4	 Many people find the lack of immediate physical improvement discouraging. This is what makes 

them give up their programme of exercise. 

It’s  the (discouraging) lack of immediate physical improvement that makes many people 

give up their programme of exercise  .

5	 He has the project he is working on. He has no further work planned until the New Year. This is a 

problem. 

The problem is that,  apart from the project he is working on, he has no further work planned    

until the New Year  .
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Practice Test One
Section	1

You	will	have	10	seconds	to	read	each	question	and	the	corresponding	
options.	Then	listen	to	the	recording.	After	the	recording	you	will	have	10	
seconds	to	choose	the	correct	option.	Put	a	cross	(7)	in	the	box	next	to	the	
correct	answer,	as	in	the	example.

Example: What aspect of customer service is the speaker talking about?

 A 7   dealing with customers by telephone

 B  dealing with customers in a store

 C  dealing with customers in their homes

1.	 What do we learn about Mike?

 A  He wants the report by the end of the week.

 B  He doesn’t mind if the report is a bit late.

 C 7  He expects the report at the agreed time.

2.	 What is David’s attitude towards work?

 A  Do more than you have to.

 B 7  Do as much as you have to do.

 C  Do as little as possible.

3.	 Who is the speaker?

 A  a local radio newsreader

 B 7  a local factory manager

 C  a local person looking for work

4.	 Who are the two speakers?

 A  two members of a music band

 B  a band member and his manager

 C 7  a band member and a reporter

5.	 What is the speaker talking about?

 A  the quality of a recorded piece of music

 B 7  the progression of a piece of music

 C  a live performance of a piece of music
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	6.	 How does the man feel? 

  A 7  pleasantly surprised 

  B  as he expected 

  C  relieved the woman liked it 

	7.	 How does Jack feel about exercising? 

  A  It requires a lot of concentration.  

  B  It has not been diffi cult. 

  C 7  It has had an unexpected result. 

	8.	 What is the speaker doing? 

  A 7  advising 

  B  threatening 

  C  encouraging 

	9.	 Where is the speaker? 

  A  in a radio studio 

  B  in a lecture theatre 

  C 7  in a doctor’s consultation room 

	10.	 Who is the speaker referring to? 

  A 7  a boxer 

  B  an athlete 

  C  a footballer 

 Test Tip 

 Remember that you have only one chance to listen, so be sure to read the question or sentence 

beginning. Listen out for the tone and the intonation, and make full use of the pauses so that you 

are ready to choose the answer. For example, in Question 8, reading the choices should prepare 

you to listen out for the tone of the woman’s voice alongside the language she uses to arrive at 

the right answer.  
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Section	2	

			You	will	hear	a	recording	about	the	effect	of	changing	employment	patterns	
on	retirement.	Listen	to	the	whole	recording	once.	Then	you	will	hear	the	
recording	again	with	pauses	for	you	to	write	down	what	you	hear.	Make	sure	
you	spell	the	words	correctly.	

	

	

	11	.    An employment history showing a continuous full-time career / of more than 40 years / 

would normally guarantee an appropriate standard of retirement living. / But current 

fl exible labour markets / result in job insecurity and higher unemployment. / At the same 

time, the public pension system / is undergoing a sea change / which will have signifi cant 

repercussions / for the retirement of current workers.  

 Test Tip  

 If what you have written down doesn’t make grammatical or logical sense, then you have 

probably misheard it, so consider changing it to something that sounds similar  and  makes sense. 
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Section 3 

 You will hear a radio interview with a scientist talking about why music 
makes us happy. First, read the notes below, then listen and complete the 
notes with information from the interview.  You will hear the recording twice.

 Example: The iPod has made music much more   accessible/available   . 

12   We can analyse the emotional effects of music because of advancements in   science   . 

13   Music is used by babies to communicate   with their mothers   . 

14   Sound patterns give us pleasure because they are   familiar   . 

15   When we hear a rhythm, the bloodstream is fi lled with   chemicals   . 

16   Music helps us to   connect (with the (rest of the) world)   . 

 Test Tip 

 In note-completion exercises, the notes immediately before the gap are often written in a different 

way to what you hear in the text. When listening for the relevant information, it is important to 

recognise this. For example, in Question 15, where you hear “causes the release of chemicals into 

the bloodstream”, you read “the bloodstream is fi lled with ________”. 

 You will hear a radio presentation about people’s attitudes to work. First, 
read the notes below, then listen and complete the notes with information 
from the presentation.  You will hear the recording twice.

 The same people who complain about work would hate to (Example:)  lose their jobs . All jobs have 

their 17                          disadvantages                   , but some things have to be done. Some people feel 

they are not 18                        appreciated                         or complain about their companies. People who 

seem to enjoy their jobs tend to be in 19                       vocational professions                         . Modern 

living has made some people unable to deal with 20                  a challenge/challenges                 . This 

type of person would be no different if they 21                         changed jobs/moved                     . 
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Section	4	

			Read	each	text	and	put	a	cross	(7)	by	the	missing	word	or	phrase,	as	in	
the	example.	

	Example:  

 Whether you’re looking for your very first job, switching 

careers, or re-entering the job market after              , finding a 

job whittles down to two main tasks: understanding yourself and 

understanding the job market.  

  A 7   an extended absence 

  B  a short holiday 

  C  an application 

	22	.

 PAY THE BILLS, BUY THE GROCERIES, OWN A HOME. 
Get work, make money. Anyone can fi nd a job to do. 

But fi nding a job to love is              . 
FIND GREAT SELF-EMPLOYMENT JOBS. 

  A  all you need 

  B 7  another matter 

  C  just as easy 

	23	.

 Though it was probably one of the most audacious debuts in rock 
history and quickly established him as one of the premier songwriters 
of his generation, Elvis Costello’s  My Aim is True  has always felt 
more like a demonstration disc than a recording intended for              . 

  A  rehearsal purposes 

  B  national consumption 

  C 7  commercial release    
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	24	.

 Within the musical structure of 12-bar blues, there is elegant simplicity. Yet enormous 

variety can be applied to that structure. Mastery of the art can take a lifetime, but we can 

teach you                in a very short time. Classes start June 5 th . 

  A  the guitar 

  B 7  the basics 

  C  everything 

	25	.

 Did you know? For the fi rst time since the Civil War, American life expectancy 

will soon decrease, owing to the diseases associated with obesity. Dr Michael 

Fuchs, eminent nutritionist, will be talking about how to               obesity in 

Tuesday’s lunchtime lecture. 

  A 7  avoid 

  B  help 

  C  disable  

	26	.

   NOTICE 

 This fitness centre will be closed for four days 
from 11 th  to 14th March 

whilst we install 
new state-of-the-art equipment. 

We look forward to         our members back 
to our improved facilities. 

Thanks for your patience. 

  A  inviting 

  B  getting 

  C 7  welcoming 

	

NOTICE

 This fitness centre will be closed for four days 
from 11 th  to 14th March 

whilst we install 
new state-of-the-art equipment.

We look forward to         our members back 
to our improved facilities. 

Thanks for your patience. 
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Section	5	

	Read	the	passage	and	complete	the	sentences	below.	Put	a	cross	(7)	in	
the	box	next	to	the	correct	answer,	as	in	the	example.	

 Don’t let 
WORK RULE YOUR LIFE 
 Maybe a short holiday is a good time to refl ect on how much your working life 
is taking out of your real life. Most of us would accept that work is an essential 
pursuit for the obvious reasons of making a living, but also to provide us with a 
more rounded lifestyle. But employment has extended itself into our lives so much 
that we may question the level of satisfaction it brings. Why should this be?  

 Take advances in technology, 
for example. On the plus side, 
computerisation can provide freedom 
and diff erent options in the workplace. 
Working by computer from home, for 
example, has enabled many workers to 
combine family responsibilities with a 
full-time job.  
 But just as technology can bring these 
kinds of advantages to our work, it 
can also increase the amount of time 
spent at work. Gone are the days when 
fi nishing work meant fi nishing work, 
if you see what I mean, as we can now 
take our work home with us thanks to 
mobile phones, PCs and email facilities. 
Technology can be a wonderful help 
to us, but only if directed in ways to 
improve and simplify, not complicate 
and add stress.  
 Interestingly, some of the more 
progressive organisations have actually 
brought the home to work, providing 
facilities for children in order to ease the 
pressure on working mums and dads. 

Unfortunately, the opposite may occur, 
with the same mums and dads feeling 
they have no excuse to go home and so 
staying that bit longer.  
 While enjoying the advantages 
that technology and alternate work 
arrangements can provide, we should 
also take a look at the way our approach 
to work has an eff ect on everything 
we do at home. It now seems very 
important to be busy at almost anything 
all the time. Being busy seems to have 
become a good thing, no matter what 
you are doing. Busy-ness (as opposed to 
business) is good; thinking and refl ecting 
on your life is bad. Speed is praised; 
deliberation is not.  
 Too much emphasis on always staying 
late, always working, always “doing” 
at the expense of “being” can lead to 
serious health problems, as well as 
feelings of alienation. It has never been 
more important to clarify our needs, and 
to spend time in a way that refl ects the 
important aspects of our lives. 
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	Example: Apart from earning a living, what should work provide? 

  A  holidays 

  B 7   satisfaction 

  C  lifestyle 

	27.	 What has technology brought to the workplace? 

  A 7  fl exibility in the way we work 

  B  increased job satisfaction 

  C  more relaxed working conditions 

	28.	What is the result of increased access to technology at work? 

  A  People become lazy. 

  B  People work ineffectively. 

  C 7  People work more hours. 

	29.	 What happens when companies offer family facilities at work? 

  A  Kids don’t want to go home. 

  B  The parents relax more. 

  C 7  The parents work till later. 

	30.	 What is beginning to infl uence home life? 

  A 7  the way we are encouraged to work 

  B  access to much more leisure time 

  C  the constant use of technology 

	31.	 Which of the following is the author’s message? 

  A  Don’t take your work home. 

  B 7  Establish your priorities. 

  C  Use technology to your advantage. 

 Test Tip  

 For this section, make sure you look at the questions and see if there are any you can answer 

easily. If you can get two or three of them to begin with, it will make you more confi dent for the 

others.  
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Section	6	

			Read	the	article	below	and	answer	the	questions,	as	in	the	example.	

 I HAVE TWO DAUGHTERS TO WHOM MUSIC MEANS TWO VERY DIFFERENT 
THINGS. To the elder, music is simply there, a poorly reproduced background 

accompaniment to her life that stays in the background while she gets breakfast or 

dresses for an evening out. Music wakes her up in the morning and sends her to 

sleep at night. To her, music is secondary to the important things in life, a catchy 

tune accompanied by forgettable commentary.  

 My younger daughter has a completely different approach. For her, music should 

be treated with respect. The artist’s efforts, from inception to production, deserve our 

full attention. Just as we sit down to watch a fi lm, then we should sit down to listen 

to music, maybe a whole album, CD, download, in whatever form you like. Admire 

the lyrics, the instrumental expertise, the vocals, the production values. 

 In a world of surround sound, of MTV, of iPods, of supermarkets and shopping 

malls, music is everywhere, but it’s nowhere, and it’s killing the art of listening.  

	Example: How does the writer describe the role of music in his elder daughter’s life? 

    a background accompaniment    

	32.	 What does the writer imply his elder daughter doesn’t do when she has music on? 

   listen/pay attention (to it)   

	33.	 What phrase is used to describe the contribution of music radio presenters? 

   forgettable commentary   

	34.	 What other art form seems to be more respected than music? 

   fi lm   

	35.	 What is affected by music being “everywhere”? 

   the art of listening   
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	Section	6	Continued	

	Read	the	article	below	and	answer	the	questions,	as	in	the	example.	

 Learning music is a bit like learning a language: there is a natural progression in 
development. Exposing children from an early age to a broad range of music, 

with its varying tones and pitches, will enable them to distinguish differences in 
music, much as infants acquire the ability to distinguish their parents’ native language 
from a foreign language. As children develop muscle coordination and a sense of 
rhythm between the ages of three and fi ve, they should be encouraged to sing along 
to music and engage in rhythmic activities, such as clapping, swinging, dancing, 
tapping, marching, and using non-melodic instruments such as drums and cymbals. 
As the ability to recognize and imitate rhythm develops, starting at around the age 
of four, children can begin to accompany singing with melodic instruments. Although 
certain stages in child development are considered sensitive for developing specifi c 
musical and spatial abilities, no one blueprint will help your child become a master 
musician. 

	Example:  What do learning music and learning a language have in common? 

   natural progression   

	36.	What differentiates styles of music? 

    varying/different tones and pitches   

	37.	 What physical quality enables young children to accompany music? 

   muscle coordination   

	38.	What do children learn to appreciate as their musical awareness develops? 

   rhythm   

	39.	What is the best plan to ensure your child becomes a good musician? 

   There isn’t one. / none / no plan / There is no blueprint.   
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Section	7	

	Read	the	article	below	and	complete	the	sentences	that	follow.	Write	
no	more	than	three	words	in	each	gap.		

 I was bitten by the running bug while still at 
school. The thrill of competition against others, 
but mostly against myself, became my main 
focus in life. But when my relationships started 
to be adversely aff ected and my weight began 
to plummet, I was forced to take a fresh look at 
my running.  
 I was convinced that the only way to improve 
my fi tness was to run further than the previous 
week. I was getting up at the crack of dawn 
to run before work, and I was going for a 
long run ast er work; it was the same at the 
weekends. I even started to take time off  work 
if I was unable to run just so I could catch up 
with my running, if I had missed a session. Of 
course, looking back now I can see that it had 
become completely ridiculous, but at the time 
I was blinded by the obsession. There was just 
enough time for me to eat, work and sleep, but 
the rest of my life was taken up by running. I 
was spending very little time with my boyfriend 
and our relationship started to suff er.  
 I went too far. I started to pick up a lot 
of niggling injuries and I was fatigued by 
overtraining. Rather than take the rest my body 
was crying out for, I ploughed on and so never 
got the chance to recover from my injuries.  

 People at work started to notice that I was 
losing weight, but as I wasn’t heavy in the 
fi rst place, people were concerned rather 
than complimentary. I’m sure they thought 
I had a serious illness or an eating disorder. 
The problem was that, although I was eating 
healthy foods, my calorie intake was insuffi  cient 
to maintain the required balance, if I was doing 
all that running.  
 The weight loss worried my boyfriend and the 
whole running obsession came to a head when 
he temporarily walked out on me. As far as 
he was concerned, it was the only way. It was 
the jolt I needed, because it made me look at 
my life and realise I was destroying myself. 
I took a complete break from running and 
concentrated on fi xing the friendships that had 
suff ered because of my obsession. I also got my 
boyfriend back. 
 It’s amazing how the body can recover so 
quickly. I was over my injuries in no time and 
soon back to my usual weight. I’ve started to 
run again, but there are always strict limits 
on the amount of time I dedicate to my 
hobby. If I overstep the mark, my boyfriend 
is quick to point me in the right direction 
again. 

 My Running Hobby 
Became an Obsession 
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	Example: Although she entered races against other people, the writer herself provided her main 

 competition . 

	40.	 The fi rst physical problems the writer noticed concerned her   weight   . 

	41.	 If she missed a running session, she felt obliged to   take time off/make it up   .  

	42.	 As well as her physical condition, dedication to her “hobby” adversely affected her  

 relationship    . 

	43.	 When she experienced tiredness and injury she   continued/ploughed on   .  

	44.	 People at work may have thought she was   ill/unwell   . 

	45.	 She only became fully aware of her problems when   her boyfriend left/walked out   . 

	46.	 Nowadays, in her running she is careful not to   overdo it/overstep the mark/do too much    . 

 Test Tip 

 Paraphrasing: linking words and phrases. Learn to identify clues to where to fi nd the answers. For 

example, in Question 42, you’ll see “as well as her physical condition …” and this is followed at 

the end of the phrase by “adversely affect”. So you are looking for another negative reference in 

the text apart from references to her poor health. 
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Section	8	

		Use	information	from	Section	7	to	help	you	write	your	answer.	

 Test Tip 

 Make sure that you include all the information required by the bullet points, otherwise you risk 

losing marks, however good the English is. 

	47.	You	have	read	the	article	about	an	obsession	with	running.	Write	an	article	for	a	
magazine	about	the	dangers	of	over-exercising.	Write	about	120–150	words.	In	your	
article	you	should:	
	•	 briefl y discuss the benefi ts of leading a healthy lifestyle 

	•	 describe the danger signs of overdoing the exercise 

	•	 describe ways of ensuring you do not become over-obsessed by exercise 

	Write	your	answer	here.	Do	not	write	outside	the	box.	
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Section	9	

	Choose	one	of	the	topics	below	and	write	your	answer	in	200–250	
words.	

	48	.		A)	Employment	and	work	

	You	see	the	following	entry	in	a	magazine.	

   “All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.”

	Write	a	response	to	the	magazine	describing	your	own	ideas	on	this	topic.	

	Or	

	48	.		B)	Music	
	Write	an	essay	entitled	“Other	People’s	Music”.	
	Include	the	following:	
	•	 The type of music that annoys you. 

 • The places and circumstances where you would rather not listen to music. 

 • How you can avoid the annoyance of unwanted music. 

	Write	your	answer	here.	Do	not	write	outside	the	box.	
		

	

WE INVITE YOUR IDEAS. 

Experts are always telling us that we should try to achieve a balance between 
our working lives and our leisure time, but very few suggest ways of doing this. 
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Section	10	(2	minutes)	
	In	this	section	you	will	speak	on	your	own	for	about	a	minute	and	a	half.	Listen	to	what	
your	teacher/examiner	asks.	Your	teacher/examiner	will	ask	one	of	the	main	questions	
below	and	ask	the	follow-up	questions	if	necessary.	
		

Main	prompt	1	:	 • When you were young did you have dreams of what you wanted to 
do as a career? What were they? 

		Follow-up	prompts		:	  • What kind of advice did you get at school in terms of career? 
	  • How did your parents infl uence you in deciding what to do in your 

life? 
	  • What advice would you give to young people about how to decide 

on their future careers? 
		 • What do you think are the main barriers to young people achieving 

their dreams? 

		Main	prompt	2:	  • How important is music in your life? 

		Follow-up	prompts		:	  • How has your taste in music changed over the years? 
		 • What for you are the main differences between listening to live 

music and recorded music? 
		 • Why do you think music is so important to young people? 
	  • How much does fashion dictate taste in music? 

		Main	prompt	3	:	 • What aspects of your life are concerned with health and fi tness? 

		Follow-up	prompts		:	  • How do you think your generation is different from previous 
generations in terms of health and fi tness? 

		 • In what ways does modern life make it more diffi cult to keep 
healthy? 

		 • How do any of your friends behave in ways that make them 
unhealthy? 

		 • How far do you think your genes dictate how healthy you are? 

		Main	prompt	4:	  • How important is it for you to keep contact with your friends? 

		Follow-up	prompts		:	  • Have you kept friends from your childhood? (Why? Why not?) 
	  • How do you think men and women treat friendships differently? 
		 • What needs do your friends fulfi l? 
	  • How diffi cult is it to keep friends who have moved away? 

 Test Tip 

 You may need thinking time to give an answer to the given question. You can give yourself such 

time by techniques such as paraphrasing the question: “So what did I dream about doing when 

I was young?” You can also use expressions to give yourself time without stopping speaking. For 

example: “Let me think …, I don’t remember anything in particular, but …, I don’t think I thought 

about my future life much when I was young.” 
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Section	11	(2	minutes)	
In	this	section	you	will	discuss	something	with	your	teacher/examiner.		

Are	people	nowadays	too	concerned	with	their	diet	and	their	appearance?

 What do you think? 

	Your	teacher/examiner	will	use	the	following	arguments	to	take	an	opposing	view	to	
yours.	

For	people	being	too	

concerned	:	

	•	 We should all learn to relax and enjoy life more.

•	 It’s your character that counts, not how you look.

•	 Worrying about your appearance is actually unhealthy.

•	 Most diets don’t actually work in the long term.

			Against	people	being	too	

concerned	:	

 • There are good reasons why we should take care of our 
health.

• More and more people nowadays are overweight.

• People are more confi dent when they feel good about 
themselves.

• It’s better to be too concerned than not at all.

    Test Tip 

If you are not sure what the question means exactly, use the fact that this section is a discussion 

to question the examiner. This will allow you to establish an agreed meaning . 
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Section	12	(2	minutes)	
	In	this	section	you	will	talk	for	up	to	1	minute	about	two	pictures	showing	ways	to	learn	
about	different	cultures	through	making	online	friends.	The	pictures	are	being	considered	
for	a	website.	Tell	your	teacher/examiner	what	you	can	see	in	the	pictures.	

	Your	teacher/examiner	will	now	put	this	secondary	prompt.	
 Which picture would you choose for the website? Why? 

 Test Tip 

 There are two parts to this section: to describe the pictures and to compare and contrast them to 

fi t a given purpose. You may have forgotten the given purpose when you get to this part. Ask the 

examiner to remind you: “Sorry, could you just tell me again what the pictures are to be used for?” 
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Section	13	(2	minutes)	
	In	this	section	you	will	take	part	in	a	role	play	with	your	teacher/examiner.	Here	is	a	card	
with	the	situation	and	your	goal.	

   Test taker’s card 

  � e situation:    You and a friend have had an argument and are not speaking to each other. 
You are talking to another friend who knows you both. 

  Your goal:    Explain why you are angry and why your friend should apologise. 

	You	are	at	work.	Your	teacher/examiner	is	the	person	who	knows	you	both.	Below	is	a	
sample	script	that	your	teacher/examiner	may	use.	

  Ready? You start.  

  I hear you and Lee are not talking to each other.

What’s it all about?

It doesn’t really matter whose fault it was, does it?

You two have been friends for ages.

You can’t go on like this forever.

Someone has to make the fi rst move.      

 That is the end of the test. 
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  Unit Two 
 The themes for this unit are: politics/literature/emotions/local, national and 
global issues 

 Vocabulary and Grammar 
 Vocabulary 1: Collocation – verbs and nouns 
 Complete the following sentences with a verb from the list below, as in the example. 
Make sure you use the correct form of the verb. 

 raise  reach  burst into show lose give run meet strike keep realise 

 Example:  After six months working in such diffi cult conditions, he had   reached   the limit of his 

endurance. 

 1 When her favourite cat went missing, she was very upset and frequently                 burst into               

tears for days afterwards. 

 2 Throughout the novel, the author is obviously                    giving                  an opinion about what he 

thinks is wrong with the world. 

 3 Many politicians think we should                      raise                    taxes in order to pay for the extra 

expenditure. 

 4 After his early success, he failed to                    realise                    his potential as a great writer. 

 5 There was always an unpleasant atmosphere in the offi ce as the boss was always 

                    losing                      his temper with his staff. 

 6 Doctors felt that the man’s breakdown was partly attributable to the fact that he never

                  showed                     his emotions as a child. 

 7 He said the literary prize money would go to a good cause and he                        kept                       his 

promise by giving it to a special charity. 

 8 After the huge success of their fi rst album, the band’s follow-up offering failed to

                     meet                      expectations. 

 9 She either gets over-enthusiastic about life or terribly depressed; she needs to 

                   strike                      a balance in her emotions. 

 10 If he writes another complicated, impenetrable novel, he                       runs                       the risk of 

alienating his fans. 

 Vocabulary 2: Collocation – adjectives and nouns 
 Complete the following texts with an adjective from the list below, as in the example.  

  thorough  lasting fundamental bursting political emotional

bygone universal uncontrollable institutional missing 

  Text 1  

 The fi rst thing the new president will do is to carry out a (Example:)   thorough   analysis 

of the fi nancial records of the last few years in an attempt to discover the extent of the 
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1                   institutional              corruption which has stained the character of the party. Of course, the 

2                    political                 agenda behind this move is to help to build trust amongst the electorate. 

“My predecessors may have been corrupt,” he is saying, “but we see gaining the trust of the people 

as a 3                 fundamental              issue.” 

  Text 2  

 His more recent novels have a 4                 universal                 appeal, in direct contrast to the rather 

dark and inward-looking early works which, although well-written and likely to bring him 

5                   lasting                recognition in the literary world, were a challenge for even his most 

avid readers. These later, more populist works, usually set in a   6                  bygone                 age, full 

of colour, costume and confl ict, are likely to earn him millions through fi lm rights as offers from 

producers start to pour in. It seems that the 7                  missing                   ingredient of his earlier 

novels was a bit of action! 

  Text 3  

 He would never think about a suggestion calmly and logically before giving his answer. He was 

far more likely to provide an ill-considered   8                  emotional                   response, which was 

guaranteed to make the conversation escalate into another disagreement, culminating in him 

reaching 9                   bursting                    point, which caused him to storm violently out of the room in 

a crazy, 10                uncontrollable            rage. 

 Vocabulary 3: Idiomatic and fi gurative expressions 
 Replace each  underlined  phrase in the sentences with an idiomatic phrase from the box, as 
in the example. In some cases you will have to change the form of the idiomatic expression. 

 stand up for oneself live up to one’s promise through thick and thin open doors

a bygone age  take a back seat under the surface fall prey to  make the most of 

sweep something under the carpet fl y off the handle 

 Example:  With none of the fi nancial backing enjoyed by his opponents, Joe James mounted a 

successful political campaign by making full use of his limited resources.    

  making the most of 

 1 The sensitive issue of the politician’s previous life was  covered up to avoid it becoming public . 

   swept under the carpet   

 2 She was a model student and a high achiever, but frequently  became the victim of  her emotions 

as she found it diffi cult to handle the pressure.    fell prey to    

 3 His behaviour was very unpredictable and he was likely to  become very angry at any moment    if 

things weren’t going well.    fl y off the handle   

 4 Although they experienced diffi culties during their long life together, they stuck together  in good 

times and bad times .    through thick and thin   

 5 As he approached retirement age, he began to  let others take a more active role  during the more 

vigorous promotion campaigns.    take a back seat   

 6 He had always been the weak one at school, but as a result of his therapy he learned to  be strong 

and not allow others to push him around .    stand up for himself   
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 7 No-one ever saw him; he was the product of  another time , living with the barest necessities and 

with none of the comforts of modern life.    a bygone age   

 8 His early essays at school showed that he would have a great future as a novelist and he certainly 

 met expectations .    lived up to his promise   

 9 He gives the impression of being friendly but,  despite appearances , he’s a ruthless political 

operator.    under the surface   

 10 The literary prize didn’t offer much fi nancial reward, but winning it certainly  gave opportunities 

he wouldn’t otherwise have had .    opened doors   

 Grammar 1: Reporting and rephrasing 
 Rewrite the sentences, using verbs from the box in the correct form and changing any 
other parts of the sentence that need to be changed, as in the example. 

 decline insist claim recommend criticise  realise 

question accuse report apologise refuse 

 Example:  “Oh, so it’s Jack’s brother who is running for election. I had no idea,” said John. 

  John didn’t realise it was Jack’s brother who was running for election.  

 1 “It’s a book I think all our listeners will fi nd fascinating,” said the presenter. 

  The presenter recommended the book   . 

 2 “I have to get the results by Friday at the latest,” she said. 

  She insisted on having the results by Friday at the latest   . 

 3 “Look, I don’t want to talk about the matter any more,” he said. 

  He refused to discuss the matter any more   . 

 4 “I’m afraid I am not at liberty to respond to that question at the moment,” said the minister. 

  The minister declined to respond to the question (at that time)   . 

 5 “I must admit I fi nd his decision to stop writing the kind of books for which he is so famous as 

rather unusual,” said the agent. 

  The agent questioned his decision to stop writing the kind of books for which he had been so 

famous   . 

 6 “Don’t lie, I know it was you who took the book; I saw you do it,” she said. 

  She accused him of taking the book   . 

 7 “Having looked very carefully at the facts in this case, I can only conclude that everything 

possible was done to avoid the accident.” 

  He reported that everything possible had been done (to avoid the accident)   . 

 8 “It is my belief that Marcia’s breakdown was caused by the terrible treatment she received from 

her employers,” said the lawyer. 

  The lawyer claimed that Marcia’s breakdown had been caused by the terrible treatment she    

had received from her employers   . 

 9 “The whole political system functions poorly,” he said. 

  He criticised the whole political system   . 

 10 “I would just like to say that I am very sorry for any distress I may have caused as a result of my 

actions,” she said. 

  She apologised for any distress she had caused (by her actions)   . 
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Grammar 2: Passive and active sentences
Change each of the following sentences from the active to the passive form, as in the 
example.

Example:  He wrote his greatest works during the most difficult period of his life.

 His greatest works were written during the most difficult period of his life. 

1 I’ve asked you the same question three times and you have not given me an answer.

You’ve been asked the same question three times and I have not been given an answer 

  .

2 We need to discuss these issues and have to bring the facts to the attention of the public.

These issues need to be discussed and the facts have to be brought to the attention of the  

public  .

3 Having made that point, we have to accept that we are just as accountable to the country as 

anyone else in public office. 

That point having been made, it has to be accepted that we are just as accountable to the  

country as anyone else in public office  .

4 They intended to produce better-educated young people throughout the country by raising the 

school-leaving age. 

Raising the school-leaving age was intended to produce better-educated young people  

throughout the country  .

5 Great works of literature affect us deeply and emotionally because they integrate themes that are 

common to us all. 

We are affected deeply and emotionally by great works of literature because themes common  

to us all are integrated  .

6 The interviewer put the man under great pressure during the programme and asked him some 

provocative questions. 

The man was put under great pressure by the interviewer during the programme and was asked 

some provocative questions  .

7 People have always believed that life in the corridors of power is corrupt. 

It has always been believed that life in the corridors of power is corrupt 

  .

8 Because my parents brought me up as an only child, I had lots of time by myself, which was when 

they introduced me to books of all kinds. 

Being brought up as an only child, I had lots of time by myself, which was when I was 

introduced to books of all kinds (by my parents)  .

9 I must admit any kind of politics bores me and great literature interests me much more.

I must admit I am bored by politics of any kind and I’m much more interested in great literature

  .

10 She is very excited because they are presenting her with a special prize for the progress she has 

made at school. 

She is very excited because she is being presented with a special prize for the progress she  

has made at school  .
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Language skills
 Listening: Key words

Listen to the recording and write down key words which carry the main information. There 
are pauses to allow you to do this. The first one is done as an example.

Example:  politicians – votes – new voters 

1  4/four million new voters (young people) 

2  voting patterns: most people vote for the party they first voted for 

3  new young voters not interested in politics 

4  don’t treat young people like ‘kids’/don’t tell young people how to live 

5  young people who are well informed want ‘straight talking’ 

6  politicians must discuss relevant issues 

7  politicians must understand young people 

 Speaking and listening: Disagreeing
Listen to the discussion on help to poorer countries. Note down the words and phrases 
used by the speakers to question or counter any ideas. For example: Surely you agree …

1  Yes, but … 

2  At least … 

3  Isn’t it better …  

4  Well, maybe, but … 

5  That may be so, but … 

6  But at least … 

Find a partner and practise using questions and counter arguments to discuss this 
question:

Do governments and individuals in the developed world have a responsibility to give aid to the less 

developed world?

If possible, record yourselves and check how well you have used the expressions.
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Writing: Sequencing
Rewrite the following sentences and phrases in the right sequence. The first sentence 
does not change position. Use the underlined words to help you. There may be more than 
one possibility.

Example:  We hear a lot from opposition politicians about what they are going to do when they get 

into power. 

A I don’t think there is any point to this.

B But when they get the power, I’m not sure that they do anything different.

C In fact, they seem to get very quiet and it’s the turn of the other party to start 

criticising. 

D We also hear a lot about what the current government is doing wrong. 

Key: D, B, C, A

1 Choosing what to read on holiday is one of the biggest decisions we have to make as we pack our 

cases every summer. 

A It’s a difficult decision. 

B It’s one you won’t be able to make again until the following year.

C Or perhaps a popular undemanding crime novel. 

D Should you take a classic piece of literature? 

Key: D, C, A, B / A, B, D, C 

2 Some people like a good old-fashioned cry in the cinema, and that’s why the classic ‘tear jerker’ 

is still so popular amongst filmgoers. 

A Surely enough of our lives are miserable enough already.

B So what motivates people to get even more miserable in their free time?

C There is obviously a point to getting emotional in the cinema. 

D But I’m not sure exactly what it is.

Key: C, D, A, B / A, B, C, D

3 I was reading the other day about a husband-and-wife team of politicians who somehow manage 

to balance a busy family life with terribly demanding jobs in government. 

A Or perhaps they’re just very well-organised.

B I don’t know how they do it. 

C They must be superhuman.

D As someone whose only desire after a day’s work is to relax, I am full of admiration. 

Key: B, D, C, A / D, B, C, A
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Practice Test Two
Section 1

You will have 10 seconds to read each question and the corresponding 
options. Then listen to the recording. After the recording you will have 10 
seconds to choose the correct option. Put a cross (7) in the box next to the 
correct answer, as in the example.

Example: What is the speaker’s message?

 A 7   Some people lie to get what they want.

 B  It’s important to make popular decisions.

 C  Attaining power is all that matters.

1. What is the woman doing?

 A  agreeing

 B 7   disagreeing

 C  criticising

2. Where are the speakers?

 A 7   in a television studio 

 B  in a radio studio

 C  in a public meeting room

3. What is the speaker accusing the opposition party of doing?

 A  lying about issues

 B  ignoring issues

 C 7   concealing issues

4. What is the man’s attitude towards ‘literature’?

 A  It’s not really worth the effort.

 B 7   It’s inappropriate for his purpose. 

 C  It helps to pass the time.

5. What is the relationship between these speakers?

 A  bookseller and customer

 B  librarian and borrower

 C 7   two friends who like literature 
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6. How did the speaker feel when she discovered the narrator was a girl?

 A 7   pleasantly surprised

 B  shocked

 C  disappointed

7. How can Jenny’s behaviour best be described?

 A  It was typical.

 B 7   It was unexpected.

 C  It was predictable.

8. What is the speaker claiming about lawyers?

 A  They are less emotional than other people.

 B 7   They are equally susceptible to emotion as others.

 C  Their stressful job makes them emotional.

9. What happened to the players?

 A 7   They were criticised for shouting at the referee.

 B  They were punished for pushing the referee.

 C  They were reported by the referee.

10. Who is the woman?

 A  a friend

 B 7   a therapist

 C  a policewoman
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Section 2 
 You will hear a recording about ways of attracting young people to political 
elections. Listen to the whole recording once. Then you will hear the 
recording again with pauses for you to write down what you hear. Make sure 
you spell the words correctly. 

 

 

 11.   Lowering the voting age to 16 / was intended to counteract / the disengagement of the 

nation’s youth from politics. / Recent voting patterns might suggest failure of the initiative, / 

but many feel that if you treat young people like citizens, / they will act as such. / And within 

or outside current political structures, / it’s only a matter of time before their voice is heard. 

 Test Tip 

 Try to resist writing anything during the fi rst reading. Instead concentrate on understanding the 

overall meaning. 
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Section 3

You will hear a recorded announcement about a bookstore promotion. 
First, read the unfinished sentences below, then listen and complete the 
sentences with information from the announcement. You will hear the 
recording twice.

Example:  Customers may not find what they want because of  the new layout  .

12  The current promotion is to  celebrate (great) literature  .

13  Writers from the same family are  the Brontë sisters  .

14  Zola and Proust are examples of  foreign language writers/authors/literary greats  .

15  Only Roth and DeLillo are  (still) alive/with us  . 

16  The only title mentioned is  ‘Who are the Greats?’  .

You will hear someone arranging to do a counselling course in ‘anger 
management’. First, read the notes below, then listen and complete the notes 
with information from the conversation. You will hear the recording twice.

Example:  Name of the programme:  Short Term Counselling 

17  Techniques used:  deep relaxation 

18  The three C’s of anger management:  control, contain, channel 

19  The negative element of anger:  (it’s) destructive 

20 Frequency of intensive courses:  monthly 

21  Total number of hours in monthly courses:  7.5 / 7½ / seven and a half 
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 Section 4 

 Read each text and put a cross (7) by the missing word or phrase, as in 
the example. 

 Example: 

 If you want a quality steam cleaner for cleaning numerous surfaces in the 
home, this one gives a high standard of hygiene and kills dust mites and 
other allergens. It can be used in kitchens and bathrooms, and is also 
             for cleaning your upholstery and mattresses. 

  A 7   suitable 

  B  proper 

  C  prepared 

    22 .

  A  local politics 

  B 7    the political agenda 

  C  our suggestions 

 23 .

   What this country needs is more than political 
know-how. What this country needs is a leader 
                 , a leader who leads by example, who 
inspires us, uplifts us.

I think you know who we’re talking about, 
but he needs your votes. 

  A  in a variety of situations 

  B  in lots of different countries 

  C 7    in the true sense of the word  

We are the only party 
to place the environment at 

THE TOP OF          . 

✓

and you vote 

TO SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT. 

   VOTE FOR US 
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 24 .

 If you want a fantastic read from a really great writer, 
why not come in and browse though our special offer, 
classic novels section.                   � nd something 
you’ll like and you’ll like the price too.  

  A  I hope you’ll 

  B 7    You’re bound to 

  C  I wonder if you’ll 

 25 .

 I would like to apologise to all my fans for my behaviour towards the 

press yesterday afternoon. I was put in a diffi cult position and was 

asked some provocative questions, but there is no excuse for              . 
I hope you will all give me another chance. 

“
  A 7    my outburst 

  B  my interest 

  C  my disappointment 

 26 .

  A  When you get to work 

  B  When you get up 

  C 7    When you get home 

 Test Tip 

 It can often help if you imagine where you would see these texts in everyday life. For example, 

does it come from a magazine, a website, a label? 

   Did you feel like screaming at someone today? 

Things getting on top of you at work? 

Boss making your life a misery?

                     , try our range of relaxing herbal teas 

and feel the tension of a hard day disappear. 
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 Section 5 

   Read the passage and complete the sentences below. Put a cross (7) in 
the box next to the correct answer, as in the example. 

 We’re always hearing about apathetic 
British youth who have no interest 

in politics or politicians, nor are ever likely 
to. Is this apparent apathy the result of 
disillusionment with the political system 
or simply because life has generally been 
pretty good to the young in recent years? 
Supposedly, the “political apathy” referred 
to has developed because young people, 
up until the economic crisis and recent 
parliamentary scandals, have not really had 
much to worry about in life. So why bother 
getting involved?  

 Ironically, this is quite a good thing: no 
scandal, no economic crisis, no threat to 
lifestyle, usually equates with high levels 
of apathy. It’s when there are fundamental 
issues that directly affect individual lives 
that people make their voices heard and put 
their voting boots on. 

 Many young people have always believed 
that politicians are inherently corrupt 
and this belief has been compounded 
by recent political corruption scandals 
in this country. The reasoning goes that 
because of a general mistrust of politicians, 
young people vote with their feet; in other 
words they don’t vote at all. But this view 

simply doesn’t stack up against the facts. 
Throughout history, whenever there is a 
national crisis, such as a war with another 
country, or the miners’ strikes of the 
seventies, or the exposure of some kind 
of institutional corruption, then that is 
precisely the time when apathy takes a back 
seat and people come out to make their 
feelings known. It’s not in human nature 
for people to get angry about something 
and then decide not to act on it in order to 
let the status quo continue. 

 Politicians who have spent their entire lives 
actively involved in politics want everyone 
to be just like them. There are plenty of 
people in the world to whom politics is just 
a bore and who want to get on with their 
real lives. Being young is a time where you 
can be relatively free of the stress and strain 
of adult life. Surely, if youngsters prefer 
to have a good time rather than becoming 
interested in politics, why shouldn’t they? 
But when there is an issue they care about, 
then people will become more involved; 
and later, when they are no longer young 
and have concerns about job security and 
taxation, political apathy will disappear. It’s 
clearly not a big problem. 

 Why aren’t youngsters 
interested in politics? 
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 Example: What is the accepted idea about today’s youth and politics? 

  A 7   Their lack of interest in politics will last. 

  B  They have a temporary dislike of politics. 

  C  They like complaining about politicians. 

 27. What is the suggested reason for youngsters’ political apathy? 

  A  They have insuffi cient information. 

  B 7   They are satisfi ed with their lives. 

  C  They generally agree with the politicians. 

 28. When does the writer think people are more likely to vote? 

  A  When the economy is going well. 

  B  When people tell them to do so. 

  C 7   When they have specifi c concerns. 

 29. What happens to youngsters during national crises? 

  A 7   They become less apathetic. 

  B  They carry on as normal. 

  C  They get angry, but do nothing. 

 30. In the writer’s view what should youngsters do? 

  A  contribute more to politics 

  B  take responsibility in their lives 

  C 7   enjoy their years of youth 

 31. What is the writer’s belief about political apathy? 

  A 7   Most people outgrow it. 

  B  There is too much of it. 

  C  It is disappearing. 

 Test Tip 

 Try not to be put off if you fi nd a particular text rather diffi cult to understand in parts. Try to form 

an idea of the general meaning and answer the questions in the normal way – you will often 

fi nd that the questions can be answered even if you don’t understand everything in the text. 

Remember, you aren’t expected to write a full answer, but simply choose from three possibilities.  
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 Section 6 

    Read the article below and answer the questions. 

 What makes us laugh and why do we laugh? Scientists attempting to answer 
these questions have found that people who are perceived as witty, clever and 
funny will be more successful in work and relationships.  

 A sense of humour may be that missing ingredient to transform a romantic 
attraction into a fl ourishing long-term relationship. But whereas women say they 
want someone who makes them laugh, men say they want someone whom they 
can make laugh. In another recent survey, 91 percent of top executives surveyed 
considered humour important to career advancement.  

 What's more, scientists report that a strong sense of humour speeds healing 
and reduces the risk of suicide, depression and heart disease. It is humanity's 
ultimate coping mechanism, smoothing the diffi  culties of modern life.  
 Laughter societies hold annual conventions dedicated to researching why we 
laugh. To them, laughter is much more than a neural-path action triggering the 
involuntary expulsion of air and sound. 

 Example:  In which two areas of life does a sense of humour make a difference? 

  Work and relationships  

 32. What do many men like women to appreciate? 

   their (sense of ) humour   

 33. What physical illness can be avoided through humour? 

   heart disease   

 34. What does laughter help people to do in life? 

   cope (with diffi culties)   

 35. What does the last sentence describe? 

    (the act of ) laughing/laughter/a laugh   
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Section 6 Continued 

 Read the article below and answer the questions. 

 HOW DO WE CRY? Tears require an emotional response to be activated, which can 
be caused by pain or loss of love. When emotions affect us, the nervous system 
stimulates the brain which sends signals to the tear glands. The lacrimal gland 
produces the tears of emotion. Scientists believe that the body depends on this 
gland to release excess amounts of chemicals and hormones, returning it to a stable 
state. 

 There are many culturally acceptable reasons to cry in society. The fi rst is probably 
death. Grieving includes crying and it was often believed that if someone did 
not cry, they would suffer physically because they did not release their pain. 
Experiences in life and love are other reasons society allows us to cry. Women have 
been allowed to cry more than men traditionally, but the benefi ts of crying seem to 
suggest that men need to cry more.  

 Example:  What does crying depend on? 

  (an) emotional response   

 36. What do tear glands require before they release tears? 

   stimulation/signal (from the brain)   

 37. What accumulates in the body when people get emotional? 

   chemicals and hormones   

 38. What do people avoid through crying when someone dies? 

   suffering physically/physical suffering   

 39. Why is it more acceptable for women to cry more than men? 

   (for) tradition(al) (reasons) / It’s tradition.   

 Test Tip 

 When answering questions like this, try to give a full answer, but don’t include unnecessary 

information. Your answer doesn’t have to be written as a sentence – often a word or phrase is 

enough. For example, a full sentence answer to Question 34 might be “Laughter helps people to 

cope with diffi culties in life.” But all you really need to write is “cope (with diffi culties).” 
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 Section 7 
 Read the article below and complete the sentences that follow. Write 
no more than three words from the article in each gap. 

 Why do women 
read more fiction 
than men? 

 According to surveys conducted 
in Britain, the United States 
and Canada, men account for 
only 20 percent of  the fi ction 
market. In other words, a 
whopping 80 percent of  fi ction 
readers are women. Why should 
this be so? The theory that too 
much modern fi ction is about 
feelings and relationships and 
that’s what women want to 
read, is not borne out by recent 
research within the publishing 
industry. This shows, somewhat 
surprisingly, that women 
comprise a greater percentage 
of  readers than men across all 
genres. Here are some of  the 
fi gures. Espionage/thriller (69 
percent); General fi ction (88 
percent); Mystery/Detective 
novels (86 percent); and even 
Science Fiction (52 percent). 
Macho male critics in the literary 
world suggest that the school 
curriculum has been feminized 
by a diet of  touchy-feely books 

rather than by stories of  action and adventure by 
masculine writers like Ernest Hemingway. But there is 
no indication that men dislike reading per se, only that 
women tend to read more fi ction. When it comes to 
non-fi ction books, the fi gures are reversed: men out-
read women by at least ten percent. 

 On the other side of  the gender coin, a theory frequently 
put forward is that women like fi ction because they have 
richer and more complex imaginations. Such arguments 
reproduce the worst kind of  gender stereotypes: women 
as sensitive, emotionally intelligent creatures; men as 
unfeeling, inconsiderate idiots.  

 Maybe men don’t like reading novels because the life 
of  a novelist offers few rewards to the traditional male 
ego. It’s not about power, glory and money. No man 
wants to be like a novelist, shut away alone, writing and 
rewriting. He wants to be like a professional sportsman 
or a movie actor.  

 Perhaps we are moving back to the values of  the 19th 
century, when the novel was considered a low-status 
pastime of  ladies of  leisure, rather a waste of  time and 
unfi t for real men.  

 Unfortunately, it is impossible for us to speculate on 
whether men read more fi ction during the 1940s and 
50s heyday of  macho writers like Hemingway or Jack 
Kerouac, as there was little relevant research at the time. 
So, it’s hard to establish a defi nitive link between the 
size of  male readership and the status given to fi ction 
in society – at least over the past 100 years. What is clear 
is that the novel seems to be reverting to its origins as a 
feminine hobby, and hence is in danger of  being given 
less credit than it deserves.  
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Example: One theory is that men don’t want to read books about  feelings and relationships  .

40. Women tend to read more fiction than men no matter what the  genre  .

41. Some people say the school curriculum does not study enough novels about  action and  

adventure  . 

42. One area where women come second to men is in  non-fiction  .

43. Branding women as sensitive and intelligent and men as inconsiderate is an example of 

 gender stereotyping  .

44. Perhaps men don’t read so much fiction because they think a novelist’s life doesn’t have many 

 rewards  .

45. We can’t tell whether men used to read more fiction because of insufficient  research  .

46. We can make a comparison between attitudes towards women and fiction nowadays and those 

of  the 19th century / the 1900s  .
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Section 8 

 Use information from Section 7 to help you write your answer. 

 47. You have read the article about readers of fi ction. Write a response to this article with 
your own views on the subject for a college magazine. Write about 120–150 words. In 
your article you should: 
 • explain why you think more women than men read fi ction 

 • explain what kinds of books your female and male friends read 

 • give your views on the importance of reading fi ction 

 Write your answer here. Do not write outside the box. 
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 Write an essay with this title for submission to the newspaper. 

 Or  

 48 .  B) Emotions 
 Write an article for a website entitled ‘Controlling our emotions’. 
 Include the following: 
 • dangers of controlling our emotions at all times 

 • best circumstances to allow our emotions to be expressed 

 • how society views the expression of emotions in public 

 Write your answer here. Do not write outside the box. 

 

 

Section 9 

 Choose one of the topics below and write your answer in 200–250 
words. 

 48 .  A) Politics 
 You see the following entry in a local newspaper. 

 Following our interview with local MP Jackie Dodds, during which she stated 
that being a politician these days was one of the most diffi  cult jobs that exist, 

we are running a competition for the best article entitled 

The winning entry will be published in the newspaper 
and the writer will receive a special cash prize. 

 Test Tip 

 Think carefully about which topic to choose from the two options. It may not be the one you are 

more interested in. Quickly go through in your mind which topic offers more possibilities for you 

to write about. Do a quick mental plan for each one before making up your mind. Then when you 

decide, you will have a good idea of what your essay will look like.  

 

‘So what’s so hard about being a politician?’ 
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Section 10 (2 minutes) 
 In this section you will speak on your own for about a minute and a half. Listen to what 
your teacher/examiner asks. Your teacher/examiner will ask one of the main questions 
below and ask the follow-up questions if necessary. 
  

Main prompt 1:  • In what ways do politics affect your life? 

  Follow-up prompts  :  • Do any of your friends avoid talking about politics? Why? 

  • Do you think modern politics is more about image than policies? 

Explain. 

  • How much do you think you can infl uence or make changes in your 

community? 

  • Which past or present world leaders do you admire? Why? 

  Main prompt 2:  • How much and what kind of reading do you do? 

  Follow-up prompts:    • What literature do you remember studying at school? 

  • Which character from literature would you most like to meet? Why? 

  • In what way do you think young people should be exposed to good 

literature? 

  • Does it matter that children only read books like  Harry Potter ? 

  Main prompt 3:  • In what way would you describe yourself as an emotional person? 

  Follow-up prompts  :  • Can you describe someone you know who you consider to be an 

extremely emotional type? 

  • How do you react if a friend starts crying? 

  • What kind of things can make you angry? 

  • How do you think men and women have changed in terms of showing 

emotions? 

  Main prompt 4:  • How involved are you in your local community? 

  Follow-up prompts:    • What kind of problems do you see around you in your local community? 

  • How do you think you or others should get involved in making life 

better for people who are less well-off? 

  • Would you describe yourself as an optimist about the future? Explain. 

  • How far do you think we should concentrate on solving local problems 

rather than global ones? 

 Test Tip 

 Some questions in Section 10 may focus on something you don’t have much to say about. You 

can always talk around the topic: “I fi nd it diffi cult to talk about what I’m like or whether I’m very 

emotional or not. I think you’d have to ask my friends or my family about that. I like to think of 

myself as a calm sort of person.” 
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 Section 11 (2 minutes) 
 In this section you will discuss something with your teacher/examiner. 

Do humans have a duty to protect animals and other wildlife?  

 What do you think? 

 Your teacher/examiner will use the following arguments to take an opposing view to 
yours. 

For protecting wildlife :  • It is in our own interest to preserve the balance of nature.

• Losing animal and plant species makes the world a 

poorer place.

• It’s irresponsible to carry on destroying the world.

• Humans have no more right to live on the planet than 

other species.   

Against protecting wildlife :  • It doesn’t really matter if a few species are lost.

• Humans are more important than animals.

• Sometimes protecting wildlife is a sentimental luxury.

• Humans have always made nature serve their needs.   

 Test Tip 

 There are many expressions to learn to use in a discussion to show agreement and disagreement. 

Make your views clear and use language to preface your views: “In my experience … , Personally, 

I think … , What I mean is … , In my opinion … .” 
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 Section 12 (2 minutes) 
 In this section you will talk for up to 1 minute about these two pictures of food markets 
which are being considered for a poster to encourage people to buy food grown locally. 
Tell your teacher/examiner what you can see in the pictures. 

 Your teacher/examiner will now put this secondary prompt. 
 Which one would you choose for a poster to encourage people to buy food grown locally? Why? 

 Test Tip 

 The second part is to choose one of the pictures for a purpose. Make sure you give the reasons 

for your choice, explaining the impact you think the picture you’ve chosen would have. Add any 

information which would enhance the choice, for example: “I think there should be … as well on 

the poster.” 
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 Section 13 (2 minutes) 
 In this section you will take part in a role play with your teacher/examiner. Here is a card 
with the situation and your goal.   

 Test taker’s card 

  � e situation:    You are part of a campaign group protesting against the building of a large road 
near your town. You have been nominated by your group to speak to the local 
political leader to present your views.  

  Your goal:    Try to persuade the politician to allow you to present your views to the local 
council. 

 Your teacher/examiner is a local political leader and has agreed to meet you to discuss 
the issue of the new road. Below is a sample script that your teacher/examiner may use. 

  Ready? I’ll start.  

  Right I haven’t got much time so tell me what you wanted to see me about.  

  Don’t you think the new road will solve some of the problems with traffi c congestion?  

  Residents living along the existing road suffer from pollution.  

  How can the traffi c problems be solved without this new road?  

  The road will be good for the economy as drivers won’t be delayed in traffi c.  

  We can use the land around the new road for new businesses and homes.  

 (Agree to allowing the protestor to speak for 5 minutes at the next council meeting.) 

 That is the end of the test. 
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  Unit Th ree 
 The themes for this unit are: history/character/higher education/books and reading 

	Vocabulary	and	Grammar	
	Vocabulary	1:	Collocation		
	Match	each	word	on	the	left	with	one	from	the	right	and	then	complete	the	sentences	that	
follow,	as	in	the	example.	

  higher  manner  

 terrifi c grade 

 eye survey 

 career class 

 threatening accuracy 

 historical contact 

 fi nal performance 

 authoritative height 

 working   education  

 nationwide path 

 average behaviour 

	Example:  After completing secondary school, it was always assumed I would proceed to   higher 

education   at a top university. 

	1	 A                nationwide survey                 found that more young people are applying to attend 

university than ever before. 

	2	 Although he had studied hard throughout the year, his                      fi nal grade                 was a 

disappointment to both him and his tutors. 

	3	 Although he is only of                         average height                     , he seems to grow in stature every 

time he walks on to the sports fi eld. 

	4	 Although very young to be such a high position, it was the king’s              authoritative manner           
that gained his subjects’ respect. 

	5	 By the time he was seventeen he had already planned out his                   career path                    all 

the way through to retirement. 

	6	 It was his                 threatening behaviour                towards his colleagues which fi nally got him 

suspended from the university. 

	7	 Thanks to a                  terrifi c performance                  by the entire team, they won the game. 

	8	 The gap between rich and poor had never been greater, with conditions in the London slums 

making life impossible for the                        working class                      . 
	9	 The golden rule for interviews is to always maintain                     eye contact                        with the 

person interviewing you.  

	10	The most astounding thing about her novels is their                    historical accuracy                   , so 

you learn a lot about the period whilst enjoying an exciting story. 
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	Vocabulary	2:	Phrasal	verbs	
Complete	each	sentence	with	the	correct	form	of	a	phrasal	verb	,	as	in	the	example.	Each	
phrasal	verb	has	two	different	meanings	and	so	will	be	used	twice.	

 catch up deal with depend on get on look around

look at put in  run out  send out take down think of 

	Example:  When the fi re started, the occupants   ran out   of the house. 

 He stayed in Paris until he   ran out   of money. 

	1	 He              looked at             me with suspicion. 

	2	 Every time he heard that music, he             thought of            his childhood in the countryside. 

	3	 Thank you for being patient. We’ll              send out              the results to everyone this week. 

	4	 Although they left several hours later, they managed to              catch up           with the other group. 

	5	 As the information was released, the man             took down             the details in his notebook. 

	6	 He was a ruthless leader who             dealt with           his opponents cruelly. 

	7	 He heard a sound behind him and            looked around           to see who it was. 

	8	 He               put in                for the post of senior lecturer. 

	9	 All great leaders                depend on              the quality of their advisers. 

	10	If you want to do well, you’ll just have to                get on               with your work. 

	11	 The new higher education policy              sends out               the wrong message to students. 

	12	They had to              take down              the building because they had no planning permission. 

	13	Long before you leave school, it pays to             look around             for some courses that you like. 

	14	It’s a lovely gift and it’s so good of you to                think of                    me. 

	15	 I hope he does well in his exams; he has certainly                put in                 the work. 

	16	Getting into that university              depends on            your exam results. 

	17	 I’m afraid it’s your problem, so you’ll have to               deal with              it. 

	18	We’ll have to                 look at                ways in which we can raise the money. 

	19	He couldn’t join his friends at the party because he had to               catch up              with some work. 

	20	It is an open secret that the two men didn’t                  get on               with each other. 

	Grammar	1:	Relative	clauses	
	Complete	the	sentences	in	one	of	the	following	ways:	
	A	 add a comma plus a relative clause, ‘who’, ‘which’ or ‘where’.  

	B	 add ‘that’ or ‘who’ (without a comma) where possible. 

	C	 add nothing where possible. 

	Examples:  The books , which  should be helpful for you, are arriving later. 

 Here are the books  that  will help you with your course. 

 These are the books  ------  you need for your course. 

	1	 He was the kind of character       ------        they needed .
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2	 The girl      , who         lived very near him, got a first class honours at university.

3	 He found his easy temperament allowed him to get on with almost everybody     , which      made 

him very popular.

4	 It was a decision        that        was to change the course of history.

5	 He was introduced to his new head of department      , who      shook his hand warmly.

6	 The girl      ------       he married was to become an influential figure throughout the country.

7	 This is the man          who        can help you.

8	 They first met in the village of Hampton      , where      they married four years later.

9	 He told me something      ------       I’ll never forget.

10	It was the same company         that        had rejected him six years before.

Grammar	2:	Passive	sentences
Change	each	sentence	into	the	passive	form,	using	the	verb	in	brackets,	as	in	the	
example.

Example:  People think this development may be the first of many. 

(see) 

 This development may be seen as the first of many  .

1	 People thought that it was the best of its kind.

(consider) 

 It was considered (to be) the best of its kind  .

2	 People have found that the project lacks financial support.

(find) 

 The project has been found to be lacking financial support   . 

3	 The number of university applications will probably reach an all-time high this year.

(believe) 

 It is believed that the number of university applications will reach an all-time high this year 

  .

4	 Her classmates are suggesting that the girl knew the man.

(put forward) 

 It is being put forward by her classmates that the girl knew the man  .

5	 People think they had known each other for some years.

(suggest) 

 It is suggested (that) they had known each other for some years   .

6	 They claimed nothing illegal had taken place.

(deny) 

 It was denied that anything illegal had taken place  .

7	 Many think they already knew each other.

(assume) 

 It is assumed (by many) that they already knew each other  .

8	 They thought he would arrive the next day.

(expect) 

 He was expected to arrive the next day  .
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9	 The writing of the new education programme took three years.

(develop) 

 The new education programme was developed over three years  .

10	We have to make these cuts in order to offset shortfalls in higher education finance.

(need) 

 These cuts are needed to offset shortfalls in higher education finance  .

Grammar	3:	Modals
Rewrite	these	sentences	using	an	appropriate	modal	phrase,	as	in	the	example.	There	
may	be	more	than	one	possible	answer.	Use:	should/could/may/might/would/must.

Example:  I’m absolutely certain he has arrived by now.

He must have arrived by now .

1	 It’s possible that his strength of character got him through.

His  strength of character could/may/might have got him through  .

2	 I’m not sure if I can attend the lecture tomorrow.

I  may/might not be able to attend the lecture tomorrow  .

3	 I’m sure he wasn’t Prime Minister during the Second World War; I’m certain it was later.

He  couldn’t/can’t have been Prime Minister during the Second World War. It must have been 

later   .

4	 I suppose his stubbornness is just part of his character.

His  stubbornness could/might just be part of his character  .

5	 The president refused to end sanctions against the country.

The  president wouldn’t end sanctions against the country  .

6	 I don’t think that he got the application form to the college on time.

He  can’t have got the application form to the college on time  .

7	 It’s possible that the course did not cover the content of the exam.

The course  may/might not have covered the content of the exam  .

8	 It wasn’t a good idea for him to make such comments at the time.

He  shouldn’t have made such comments at the time  .

9	 I’m sure he had the strength of character to stand up to this man and refuse.

He  must have had the strength of character to stand up to this man and refuse  .

10	Did you not think of telling them earlier?

 Couldn’t you have told them earlier  ?

Language	skills
	Listening	1:	Listening	for	key	information

Listen	to	the	following	recording	about	character	and	pick	out	three	key	ideas.

1	 Business excellence requires:  good and honourable character 

2	 Character can be:  strong or weak; good or bad 

3	 The character of business leaders needs to be:  strong and good 
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		Listening	2:	Listening	for	detail	
	Listen	to	the	same	recording	again	and	answer	the	following	questions.	

	1	 What is excellence sometimes confused with?   completing a job or a task   

	2	 What aspects of leadership should be considered?   the entire process   

	3	 How does the speaker describe a strong character?   energetic and determined    

	4	 How does the speaker describe a weak character?   disorganised and indecisive    

	5	 Which two examples are given to describe good and bad strong characters?   good: community  

leader / bad: gang leader   

	6	 What is an important element that a leader should have?   trust   

	Reading	and	listening:	Sentence	and	note	completion	
	Read	the	following	script	from	a	talk	about	reading	groups.	Candidates	are	expected	
to	listen	to	such	texts	and	complete	notes	using	words	from	the	text.	Predict	what	the	
candidate	could	be	asked	by	writing	three	sentences	with	blanks	to	be	completed	with	
information	from	the	text.	

	Example: Reading groups were started by females in  factories  . 

 Text 
 Did you know that the fi rst recorded reading groups were among women working in factories 
in the nineteenth century? Reading is normally a solitary activity, but how often do you read 
a book and talk to someone else about it? Reading groups allow you to share your enjoyment 
of books. 
 And now, according to research undertaken a few years ago, there are tens of thousands of 
groups meeting regularly in the UK reading everything from literary classics to technical 
manuals! 

	Compare	your	sentences	with	gaps	with	those	given	below.	
	1	 The conventional view is that reading is a                       solitary                        thing to do. 

	2	 The popularity of reading groups is demonstrated by the                (tens of ) thousands             in 

existence in the UK. 

	3	 A surprising choice of some reading groups is               technical manuals               . 

	Now	complete	the	blanks	for	sentences	1–3.	

	 	Read	sentences	4–7	below,	then	listen	to	the	text	to	complete	the	gaps.	

	4	 The different rules of reading groups demonstrate that none are                   the same                     . 

	5	 Readers need to be aware that a particular book may have a               subject matter                which 

is inappropriate. 

	6	 Libraries have a service which provides               multiple copies               of chosen books. 

	7	 The book list for reading groups is updated with                     new titles                  . 
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	Writing:	Paragraph	organisation	
	Rewrite	the	following	sentences	in	the	correct	order	to	make	one	paragraph.	The	fi	rst	one	
is	given	as	an	example.	
	1	 He was reluctant to test on humans for fear it might not work.  

	2	 Soon Louis and his team were working around the clock to save people who had rabies.  

	3	 The treatment was a success and news soon spread.  

	4	 There is no doubt that, more than any other person, Louis Pasteur helped to increase the life 

expectancy of man in modern times.  

	5	 Although the famous scientist treated thousands of cases, he took a personal interest in every 

individual patient.  

	6	 However, the parents of a young boy who had been bitten by a rabid dog insisted he try his new 

technique.  

	7	  Louis Pasteur created a cure for rabies – a very common disease in the 19  th   century.   

	8	 Louis Pasteur worked tirelessly to deliver real benefi ts for the treatment of infectious diseases.  

	9	 On one of the rare occasions when he failed and a ten-year-old girl died, the great scientist was 

desperately upset.  

	10	He found that by giving animals a weakened form of the illness they were able to develop 

immunity.  

 Louis Pasteur created a cure for rabies – a very common disease in the 19th century. 

He found that by giving animals a weakened form of the illness they were able to develop 

immunity. He was reluctant to test on humans for fear it might not work. However, the parents 

of a young boy who had been bitten by a rabid dog insisted he try his new technique. The 

treatment was a success and news soon spread. Soon Louis and his team were working around 

the clock to save people who had rabies.  

 Although the famous scientist treated thousands of cases, he took a personal interest in every 

individual patient. On one of the rare occasions when he failed and a ten-year-old girl died, the 

great scientist was desperately upset. Louis Pasteur worked tirelessly to deliver real benefi ts 

for the treatment of infectious diseases. There is no doubt that, more than any other person, 

Louis Pasteur helped to increase the life expectancy of man in modern times.  
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Practice Test Three
Section	1

You	will	have	10	seconds	to	read	each	question	and	the	corresponding	
options.	Then	listen	to	the	recording.	After	the	recording	you	will	have	10	
seconds	to	choose	the	correct	option.	Put	a	cross	(7)	in	the	box	next	to	the	
correct	answer,	as	in	the	example.

Example: What is this man describing?

 A  the site of a battle

 B  a ship-building site

 C 7  the site of a castle

1.	 What is the conclusion of these speakers about history?

 A 7  It doesn’t change our behaviour.

 B  It doesn’t teach us anything.

 C  It doesn’t follow a pattern.

2.	 What is the teacher doing?

 A  insisting

 B 7  advising

 C  ordering

3.	 What does the man want to do with the book?

 A  read it

 B  sell it

 C 7  keep it

4.	 This man is advising his friend about a meeting. What kind of meeting?

 A  with business clients

 B 7  a job interview 

 C  a planning meeting

5.	 What kind of sport is the speaker describing?

 A  a game between two teams

 B  a tournament between several teams

 C 7  a race between several teams
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6.	 What is the relationship between the speakers?

 A 7  a furniture salesman and a customer

 B  a couple discussing furniture at home

 C  a houseowner and a man delivering furniture

7.	 What does the speaker imply about going to university?

 A  It can reward you if you work hard. 

 B  It can guarantee you a good job.

 C 7  It can help you make useful contacts.

8.	 What is the man’s advice?

 A  Don’t worry about failing.

 B 7  Rise to the challenge.

 C  Think about how important it is.

9.	 What is the caller’s attitude towards the student loan office?

 A  He appreciates that they are doing their best.

 B 7  He thinks they don’t appreciate the difficulties.

 C  He appreciates the woman’s concern.  

10.	 Why does the speaker like the actor’s portrayal of the vampire?

 A  He lets us see the human side.

 B  He builds the character.

 C 7  He keeps it straightforward.
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Section	2	

	You	will	hear	a	recording	about	characterisation	in	novels.	Listen	to	the	
whole	recording	once.	Then	you	will	hear	the	recording	again	with	pauses	for	
you	to	write	down	what	you	hear.	Make	sure	you	spell	the	words	correctly.	

  	11	.	   When it comes to characterisation, / the novelist faces something of a dilemma. / 

Admittedly, the old adage that it is better / to show rather than tell / appears to address the 

matter, / but it is perhaps somewhat simplistic. / If followed to the letter, it would result / 

in a novel that comprised only dialogue and action. / In other words, it would effectively be a 

play or a fi lm script. 
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 Section 3 

   You will hear a university tutor addressing a group of students about ways to 
improve the delivery of their presentations. First, read the notes below, then 
listen and complete the notes with information from the talk.  You will hear 
the recording twice.

 Example:  Many students giving a presentation believe they simply have to  recite/read what    

they know   .  

12   The level of attention from listeners depends on the presenter’s   delivery and manner (of  

speaking)   . 

13   Watching a video of your presentation not only helps you identify what needs to improve, but 

also   what you (already) do well/your strengths   .   

14   Good presentations should resemble   a conversation (between presenter and listener)   . 

15   No matter how well you do it, reading from notes makes it diffi cult to   maintain eye contact/

look at your listeners/interact with listeners   . 

16   It could be said that the most important part of your presentation is    your/the opening (line)/

beginning/the way you open your lecture   . 

 You will hear two radio presenters discussing the effect of historical 
inaccuracy in fi lm. First, read the notes below, then listen and complete the 
notes with information from the discussion.  You will hear the recording twice.

 The discussion is about the importance of (Example:)   historical accuracy   in fi lm. The woman 

suggests that because some fi lm makers distort the facts, they are behaving 17             irresponsibly/

in an irresponsible manner                                . On the other hand, the man thinks that changing some 

historical detail sometimes results in 18                 a dramatic story/a better fi lm                           . The 

woman feels that after seeing a historical fi lm some people may want to 19         research what really 

happened/research the facts                           . But she also thinks that fi lms like U-571 change the 

facts so much they make the fi lm 20                            misleading                             . Unfortunately, fi lm 

makers can only be challenged on fi lm content if they state that the fi lm is 

21                        (historically) accurate                    . 

 Test Tip 

 Use the pause before the recording starts to read the beginnings of the notes carefully so that you 

know exactly what you are listening for. In note-completion exercises, although you can’t predict 

the answers, it’s sometimes possible to predict the topic or the kind of information you will hear. 
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	Section	4	

	Read	each	text	and	put	a	cross	(7)	by	the	missing	word	or	phrase,	as	in	
the	example.	

	Example:  

Autobiographies tend to be commercial exercises. Very few autobiographies 

qualify as great literature,                 those written by great writers. 

  A 7   even 

  B  especially 

  C  rather than 

	22	.

 He writes lucidly and informatively of the shaping 

of post-war Britain through the creation of a solid 

background               flashes of illuminating detail.  

  A  included in 

  B 7  highlighted by 

  C  exemplifi ed by 

	23	.

 We are one of the UK’s leading universities, with an acknowledged reputation 

for excellence. We off er high standards of education to everyone with 

the ability to benefi t,                 their economic circumstances. Our courses 

are challenging and rigorous, guided and inspired by our fi rst-class academic staff . 

  A 7  regardless of  

  B  depending on  

  C  subject to 

	24	.

 I chose history because, quite frankly, I didn’t know                  . 
But I’m pleased to say it was one of the best decisions I ever 
made in my life. 

  A  much about it 

  B 7  what it involved 

  C  how it was taught 
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	25	.

 Tonight’s debating society event is entitled: 
‘Knowledge for             or knowledge for practical application’. 
What do students want to get from their university course? 
Come along and join in. 

  A 7  its own sake 

  B  useful purposes 

  C  specifi c subjects 

	26	.

 Kids often learn more from their sports coaches about character 
than about athletic performance. Here are some tools to help you 
              the character-building potential of your sports programme. 

  A  work at 

  B  train for 

  C 7  benefi t from  
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Section	5	

			Read	the	passage	and	answer	the	questions	below.	Put	a	cross	(7)	in	
the	box	next	to	the	correct	answer,	as	in	the	example.	

 According to some people, a university degree is a waste of time and money, leaving 
graduates not only in serious debt, but also worse off  in terms of job prospects and 
pay expectations than school-leavers. Are they right? Or is university still a worthwhile 
experience? We asked for your views. Here’s what you said. 

  A  
 I graduated with a law degree eight years ago 
and was told it was a degree that was widely 
recognised by employers and useful in getting a 
well-paid graduate job. Nothing could have been 
further from the truth. University is a con and 
only suits the middle classes. 

  B  
 I’m just starting university and I think the whole 
experience is going to be great. I’ll be studying 
Psychology and I hope to get a career as a 
chartered psychologist. The fact that I’ll be in 
debt after my four years there doesn’t bother me 
too much, although it would be nice to avoid it. 
But I don’t really mind how much I get paid after 
I graduate.  

  C  
 I’m a university lecturer. I don’t think university is a 
waste of time, but I feel that, although graduates 
get a lot of advice about their courses, it should 
include advice about where their degree will take 
them and their likely salary prospects. Many of my 
undergraduate students either believe they will earn 
high salaries within six months of leaving university, 
or are scared stiff that they won’t fi nd a job and 
have a mountain of debt to pay off. The truth is it’s 
probably somewhere in between. 

  D  
 My worry about universities is that 
there is too much emphasis on 
getting ‘bums on seats’ and that often 
means accepting people who really 
aren’t up to it, either academically or 
personality-wise. Students who leave 
with 3rd class degrees after turning 
up to the minimum of lectures, are 
wasting their time. They can’t get a 
decent job and they are burdened with 
huge debts.  

  E  
 Thirteen years ago I left school at 
sixteen without any qualifi cations. 
Some friends stayed on and went 
to university. Maybe it was right 
for them. But I got a job and after 
a lot of hard work I’m earning a 
good salary and enjoy my job. 
My graduate friends are either 
struggling in low-paid, unfulfi lling 
jobs or have no work at all. Maybe 
I missed out on university life, but 
no piece of paper can equate to the 
practical experience I have had. 
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	Example: What does A believe about what he was told? 

  A 7   It was misleading. 

  B  It is only partly true. 

  C  It was helpful advice. 

	27.	 What is most important to B apart from his qualifi cation? 

  A  having good salary prospects  

  B  avoiding too much debt 

  C 7  experiencing university life  

	28.	What does C think about advice given to students? 

  A  It can be a waste of time. 

  B 7  It omits important issues. 

  C  There isn’t enough of it. 

	29.	 What does C think about the beliefs of his students? 

  A 7  They are too extreme. 

  B  They are realistic. 

  C  They are over-optimistic. 

	30.	 In what way does D worry about university policy? 

  A  They have lowered their expectations. 

  B  They have lowered their teaching standards. 

  C 7  They have lowered their entry criteria.  

	31.	 What is E’s view of his graduate friends? 

  A  They made the wrong choice. 

  B 7  They have been disappointed. 

  C  They didn’t work hard enough. 

 Test Tip 

 Often, you will fi nd that each question refers to a paragraph or a block of text, so you have an 

idea where to look for the answers. In this particular section, there is an introductory paragraph 

followed by paragraphs A to E. Each question corresponds to a paragraph. It won’t always be this 

straightforward, but more often than not you will be able to judge where to look for the answer to 

each question. Learn to look for answers to questions in a logical way like this. 
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	Section	6	

	Read	the	article	below	and	answer	the	questions.	

 In the 19th century, the Industrial Revolution transformed life in Britain. Whereas before, 

most people lived and worked on farmland, many now moved to towns to work in industry. 

Whilst the place of middle-class women was at home, the life of working-class women was 

an endless round of hard work and drudgery. As soon as they were old enough, often well 

before their tenth birthday, they worked in factories until they married and had children of 

their own. The very high mortality rate meant that families were much larger than today. 

People just assumed that not all their children would survive, partly because of disease but 

also because of fatal accidents at work.  

 The father was the head of the family. His wife and children respected him and obeyed 

him and, until 1882, all a woman’s property, even the money she earned, belonged to her 

husband. Divorce was made legal in 1857 but it was very rare in the 19th century. 

	Example:  What kind of work had people done before the Industrial Revolution?  

  farm work  

	32.	 Apart from children, what determined whether or not a woman stayed at home? 

    class/her class/whether she was middle class   

	33.	 What ended girls’ factory work? 

    marriage and children    

	34.	 Who was the main person in the family? 

    the father   

	35.	 Which law made little difference in practice? 

    the divorce (law)   

 Test Tip 

 It is to be expected that some questions might seem easier than others. Check through the 

questions in this section and identify the ones you think you may be able to answer fi rst. The texts 

are quite short, so this should be fairly straightforward. This provides a good basis for you to 

move on to the more diffi cult ones.  
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Section	6	continued	

	Read	the	article	below	and	answer	the	questions.	

 In an attempt to get ahead of their rivals in a job market that is becoming ever more 
competitive, about 25,000 UK students a year are choosing to stay on aft er completing 

their fi rst degrees, to take on a postgraduate degree. Th ey believe that it will make them 
more employable, and with good reason. 

 As well as off ering students the chance to train in a new profession, postgraduate study 
can also off er students the opportunity to gain a greater degree of specialisation in their 
existing career path. 

 But whilst an extra qualifi cation on your CV can be useful, it is not all that is needed to 
catch the eye of an employer. 

 Most employers of graduates do not distinguish between a postgraduate and good 
undergraduate qualifi cations; what they are also looking for is potential and the ability 
to learn on the job. But the icing on the cake is relevant work experience, which many 
regard as just as important as a qualifi cation. 

	Example:  What is happening to the graduate job market? 

   It is becoming more competitive   .  

	36.	 What is the writer’s view of the students’ belief in the fi rst paragraph?

     (He/She thinks) they/the students are right    .  

	37.	 What does postgraduate study offer students who don’t want to change their subject? 

    better/more/greater degree of specialisation/to specialise more   . 

	38.	 For employers, what is the difference between postgraduates and graduates? 

    nothing/not much (difference)/no difference   . 

	39.	 What is equally as good as a qualifi cation in the eyes of employers? 

    (relevant) work experience   . 
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	Section	7	

	Read	the	article	below	and	complete	the	questions	that	follow.	Write	
no	more	than	three	words	from	the	article	in	each	gap.		

 Can we develop strength of character in 
our children or is it just a natural thing? 
Character building can be developed if we 
give our children the right experiences in 
the right environment through the right 
education. Character education should 
include everyone. It isn’t complicated and 
it’s based on some basic values that are 
not political, religious, or culturally biased. 
Children fi nd it easy to understand these 
values and their logic right from the start. 
Here’s what we should be helping our 
children with every day.  

 Be honest with yourself and towards 
others. Avoid deceit, cheating or stealing. 
Do what you say you’ll do and build up a 
reputation amongst others of being reliable 
and consistent. This will be respected more 
than anything else about you. Do the right 
thing, even if it’s easier not to. Be loyal to 
friends and family.  

 Treat those around you with the 
respect you would expect from them. 
Learn to tolerate differences between 
yourself and others and make those 
differences into a positive thing. Be civil 
and respectful to those around you. 
Consider the feelings of others and avoid 
threatening behaviour. If someone gets 
angry with you, deal with it as peacefully 
and constructively as you are able and try 

to think what has made the person angry 
in the fi rst place.  

 Develop a sense of responsibility, fi rst 
of all to yourself and your values, then 
to others. Do what you are supposed to 
do, keep trying and always do your best. 
Develop self-discipline and think before 
you act. Consider the consequences of 
your actions and be accountable for your 
choices. 

 Be fair and avoid becoming greedy. 
Take turns and share, be open-minded 
and, most importantly, listen to others. 
Don’t take advantage of other people’s 
weaknesses.  

 Don’t play the blame game. It’s 
sometimes nobody’s fault. Be kind, show 
compassion and show you care for others. 
Be grateful when you need to be, forgive 
others willingly. Show a willingness to help 
other people who need to be helped.  

 Become a good citizen, no matter what 
your circumstances. Help make your 
community better every day. Cooperate 
with others and don’t assume things will 
get done without you. Stay informed and 
be a good neighbour. Abide by the laws 
and the rules, even if you think some are 
unreasonable. There are other ways of 
changing them. Respect authority. Protect 
the environment. 

  What exactly is 

CHARACTER BUILDING?  
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	Example:  Providing children with appropriate experiences and education helps  develop/build 

(their) character . 

	40.	 The values of character education are   easy to understand/basic/logical   . 

	41.	 The things that will earn other people’s respect are   reliability and consistency   .  

	42.	 If someone gets angry with you, avoid   getting angry yourself   . 

	43.	 Don’t take any action without   considering the consequences   . 

	44.	 If other people are not as strong as you,   don’t take advantage   . 

	45.	 Accept that a failure is sometimes the fault of   no one/nobody   . 

	46.	 By contributing to your community you can   make it better/improve it   . 

 Test Tip 

 In this section, as in all note-completion tasks, make sure that what you write is a grammatically 

correct ‘fi t’ with the surrounding notes (even though notes won’t necessarily be complete 

sentences). For example, in Questions 42 and 43, a gerund (- ing  form) is required in each, not an 

infi nitive. 
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	Section	8	

	Use	information	from	Section	7	to	help	you	write	your	answer.	

	47.	You	have	read	the	article	about	character	building	for	children.	Write	a	response	to	
this	article	with	your	own	views	on	the	subject	for	a	college	magazine.	Write	about	
120–150	words.	In	your	article	you	should:	
	•	 give some examples of when you need to show strong character 

	•	 describe the ways in which your own education helped develop your character 

	•	 comment on your own strengths and weaknesses of character 

	Write	your	answer	here.	Do	not	write	outside	the	box.	
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	Section	9	

	Choose	one	of	the	topics	below	and	write	your	answer	in	200–250	
words.	

	48	.		A)	History	
	You	see	the	following	editorial	entry	in	a	magazine.	

 During a recent visit to a secondary school, I was appalled at the lack of  
basic historical knowledge shown by many of  the pupils. I would like to 
start a campaign to get kids more interested in history in order to convince 
them of  its importance to our own lives. We’ll start with a writing 
competition entitled ‘What’s so important about history?’ 

	Write	an	essay	with	this	title	for	submission	to	the	magazine.	

	Or	

	48	.		B)	Higher	education	
	Write	an	article	for	a	website	entitled	‘Is	higher	education	worth	it?’	
	Include	the	following:	
	•	 the advantages and disadvantages of continuing your academic education after leaving 

school 
	•	 why some people choose to work even though they have qualifi ed for university entry 

	•	 describe your own experience or plans in the fi eld of higher education 

	Write	your	answer	here.	Do	not	write	outside	the	box.	
  

‘‘
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Section	10	(2	minutes)
In	this	section	you	will	speak	on	your	own	for	about	a	minute	and	a	half.	Listen	to	what	
your	teacher/examiner	asks.	Your	teacher/examiner	will	ask	one	of	the	main	questions	
below	and	ask	the	follow-up	questions	if	necessary.

Main	prompt	1:	 • What college or university courses have you done or would you like 

to do and how do you get on to such courses?

Follow-up	prompts:	 • If you could get on to any university course anywhere, where would 

you choose and why?

	 • What are the challenges in your country to studying at college/

university?

	 • How do families have to help students to study at college or 

university? 

	 • Is it easy to get a job in your country if you have a university 

degree?

Main	prompt	2:	 • How would different family members describe your character?

Follow-up	prompts:	 • In what way are you either introverted or extroverted?

	 • In what way do you think different personalities learn a language 

better?

	 • In what ways have you ever behaved out of character?

	 • How much do you think your character is defined by genes or by 

upbringing?

Main	prompt	3:	 • What aspects of your family’s history have been passed on to you 

and would you pass on to your children?

Follow-up	prompts:	 • What traditions do your family keep going?

	 • How important do you think it is to study your country’s history?

	 • What do you remember about your history lessons at school?

	 • Who would be your favourite person from history to learn more 

about? 

Main	prompt	4:	 • Which book would you recommend that your friends read and why?

Follow-up	prompts:	 • What kind of books do you like to read?

	 • How much and what kind of reading do you do in English?

	 • It’s said that reading is the best way to improve your English. How 

far do you think this is true for you?

	 • Which is the most memorable book from your childhood? Why?
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	Section	11	(2	minutes)	
	In	this	section	you	will	discuss	something	with	your	teacher/examiner.	

Are	cities	a	major	cause	of	environmental	problems?		

 What do you think?  

	Your	teacher/examiner	will	use	the	following	arguments	to	take	an	opposing	view	to	yours.	

For	cities	causing	environmental	

problems	:

		•	 Large urban areas create a lot of waste.

•	 Cities tend to be industrial, which creates a lot of 

pollution.

•	 People who live in cities have lost touch with 

nature so care less about it.

•	 The spread of cities takes up a lot of space which 

used to be countryside  . 

Against	cities	causing	

environmental	problems	:	

	•	 There are more important environmental problems 

we should be concentrating on, like the destruction 

of rainforests.  

	•	 It’s more important to make sure everyone lives 

more sustainably, not only those in cities. 

	•	 Having a lot of people in one area means that there 

is more use of shared transport.

•	 People have to live somewhere – the problem is 

over-population, not cities  . 

 Test Tip 

 In this section, the examiner may disagree with you or challenge your opinions. Respond to these 

challenges by either agreeing or disagreeing, making your opinion clear. Your views may be 

prefaced with several expressions such as “You may be right, but … , That may be true, but I still 

think … , But what about … ? I think you should consider … .” 
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Section	12	(2	minutes)	
	In	this	section	you	will	talk	for	up	to	1	minute	about	these	two	pictures	about	maths	
teaching.	These	pictures	are	being	considered	for	a	book	on	maths	teaching.	Tell	your	
teacher/examiner	what	you	can	see	in	the	pictures.	

  	Your	teacher/examiner	will	now	ask	this	follow-up	question.	

 Which picture would you choose for a book on maths teaching? Why? 

 Test Tip 

 In this section you will be asked to choose which picture is suitable for a particular purpose. Make 

sure you understand the purpose and include this when giving your opinion. For example, “This 

picture matches the title of the book better as it looks as though the contents would be fun and 

interesting.”  
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	Section	13	(2	minutes)	
	In	this	section	you	will	take	part	in	a	role	play	with	your	teacher/examiner.	Here	is	a	card	
with	the	situation	and	your	goal.	

   Test taker’s card 

  � e situation:    You are a student and the college library has cancelled your library card, 
preventing you from borrowing books. You have always returned books on time. 
You visit the library to sort out the problem.  

  Your goal:    Persuade the librarian there’s been some mistake. 

	You	are	a	student.	Your	teacher/examiner	is	the	college	librarian.	Below	is	a	sample	script	
that	your	teacher/examiner	may	use.	

  Ready? You start.  

  Let me just check. Yes I’m afraid you can’t borrow books until next semester.  

  The library rules are really clear. You’ve got 20 penalty points for late return of books.  

  Our records show the late returns quite clearly.  

  It may be possible there’s a mix-up.   

  How do you spell your family name? And your initials?  

  Which faculty are you in?  

  There’s another (say test taker’s name) in a different faculty.   

  It looks as though there’s been a mix-up.  

 Test Tip 

 The role play may ask you to achieve a goal which requires you to be politely insistent. For 

example, “Could you please check again as I’m sure there’s been some mistake.” “I’m sorry, but 

I’m absolutely sure I’ve returned all my books on time.” 

 That is the end of the test. 
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 Unit Four 
	The	themes	for	this	unit	are:	technology/the	natural	world/leadership/cities	

	Vocabulary	and	Grammar	
	Vocabulary	1:	Collocations	
	Match	each	word	on	the	left	with	one	from	the	right	and	then	complete	the	sentences	that	
follow,	as	in	the	example.	Add	any	necessary	articles.	

 overwhelming  opportunity  

 performance-related evil 

 tired look 

 necessary  scale 

 radically remunerated 

 potentially evidence 

  ideal  role 

 lavishly opposed 

 global  pay 

 forbidding cataclysmic 

 broader thinking 

	Example: The research into alternative medicine is based on   the tired thinking   of the 

pharmaceutical industry.  

	1	 He decided it was                   an ideal opportunity                to restructure the organisation. 

	2	 The latest management style embraces fl atter structures and                     a broader role                    

for each senior manager. 

	3	 The desolate places in the world have                   a forbidding look                    , but are havens for 

wildlife.  

	4	 Conservationists are                     radically opposed                     to the culling of badgers to prevent 

tuberculosis in cattle.   

	5	 Some say that earthquakes, tsunamis and other such natural events are more                potentially 

cataclysmic                  than any man-made effect on the climate.  

	6	 Governments are ignoring                  (the) overwhelming evidence                 which shows the 

world’s fi sh stocks are declining at an unsustainable pace.  

	7	 At one end of the scale are                    (the) lavishly remunerated                  leaders of big business 

and at the other, offi ce and factory workers hardly able to subsist.  

	8	 The new manager has introduced a new system of                 performance-related pay                

designed to increase productivity.  

	9	 Although it seems cruel, a controlled cull in which animals are selectively killed is sometimes 

regarded as a                           necessary evil                        .  

	10	The accelerating loss of natural habitats is a disaster on a                           global scale                        .  
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	Vocabulary	2:	Particles	
	Use	the	following	words	to	complete	the	sentences,	as	in	the	example.	Add	the	correct	
particle	to	each	verb.	(Note	that	one	word	requires	two	particles.)	Change	the	verb	to	be	
grammatically	correct.	

 wipe come be adept boil  border  cross improve look take pick draw 

	Example: His unique management style was considered by his detractors as  bordering on  the 

insane. 

	1	 It’s of great concern that certain species are facing being              wiped out            in our lifetime.  

	2	 As the economy              picks up                speed, we would expect a return to investment in 

research and development.  

	3	 These creatures              are adept at           camoufl aging themselves, preventing attacks from 

predators.  

	4	 The challenges of leadership require those in this role to               draw on               all the resources 

available to them.  

	5	 The management felt there was no way they could              improve on                levels of productivity 

as all traditional methods had been tried.  

	6	 It was on a remote Pacifi c island that the naturalist             came across              what was to be the 

last of these species.  

	7	 Some city slums have             crossed over             into what are self-sustaining communities.  

	8	 It is no easy task to                  take on                 and win the argument against the global 

petrochemical companies.  

	9	 We               looked into             ways of using urban spaces to grow vegetables and now offer grants 

to residents for this use.  

	10	With all the talk about how to improve education, school success                boils down to              the 

quality of the head teacher.  

	Vocabulary	3:	Words	with	similar	meanings	
	Choose	the	correct	word	to	complete	each	of	the	following	sentences,	as	in	the	example	.

	Example:  Every piece of research  points  to the link between pay and productivity.

  A	 directs B	 guides C	 points 

	1	 Environmentalists need to keep in             mind          that politicians have short-term aims. 

 A	 mind B	 focus C	 heart 

	2	 The term ‘wilderness’ is              loosely           defi ned and covers a number of interpretations. 

 A	 loosely B	 faintly C	 thinly 

	3	 Effective leadership plays a signifi cant role in the             delivery          of shareholder rewards. 

 A	 bidding B	 requirement C	 delivery 

	4	 The conclusion that all technology improves living standards is           subject          to interpretation. 

 A	 subject  B	 liable C	 likely 

	5	 To argue that cities are like living organisms is far too            simplistic           .  

 A	 immature B	 credulous C	 simplistic 
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6	 The disappearance of many British birds is blamed on the             extensive           use of pesticides 

in farming. 

A	 expanded B	 extensive C	 extended

7	 The city’s leaders              fostered             the idea of cycling by providing bikes which could be 

hired throughout the city. 

A	 fostered B	 assembled C	 bred

8	 More research needs to be               conducted            to establish how to motivate staff to perform 

to their maximum capacity. 

A	 conducted B	 accomplished C	 discharged

9	 There is little understanding of why porpoises               head              into shallow waters and beach 

themselves. 

A	 direct B	 bear C	 head

10	There have to be financial             incentives             to encourage fishermen to reduce their catches 

to sustainable levels. 

A	 stimulants B	 incentives C	 magnetism

Grammar	1:	Passive	sentences
Rewrite	each	of	the	following	using	a	passive	form,	as	in	the	example.

Example:  Someone needs to conduct the research independently. 

 The research needs to be conducted independently  .

1	 You must see it to believe it.

 It must be seen to be believed  .

2	 They have offered the post to someone in marine conservation.

 The post has been offered to someone in marine conservation  .

3	 We are outsourcing the routine jobs.

 The routine jobs are being outsourced  .

4	 We can no longer attract the most talented into leadership roles.

 The most talented can no longer be attracted into leadership roles  .

5	 Our entrepreneurs need a clear strategic vision.

 A clear strategic vision is needed by our entrepreneurs  .

6	 Someone is contacting the CEO first thing tomorrow.

 The CEO is being contacted first thing tomorrow  .

7	 It was expected that the pollution would cause no lasting damage.

 No lasting damage was expected to be caused by the pollution  .

8	 The government should have done more to protect the wildlife.

 More should have been done by the government to protect the wildlife  .

9	 You will be able to witness the migration of wildebeest during August.

 The migration of wildebeest will be able to be witnessed during August  .

10	They had requested the head teacher’s resignation to give them time to recruit her replacement.

 The head teacher’s resignation had been requested to give them time to recruit her  

replacement  .
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	Grammar	2:	Sentence	patterns	
	Circle	the	constructions	which	can	complete	the	sentences,	as	in	the	example.	There	may	
be	more	than	one	correct	answer.	

	Example:   Many of us tend   . 

 A to feel overwhelmed by the scale of some environmental problems.

  B not to get involved with those aspects of the environment we can’t control .

   C that the main problems of the environment need government action. 

	1	 In-house training is now considered   . 

	A	 a better option for older employees.      

	B	 as if better value for money.  

	C	 to be preferable to conferences.      

	2	 Any new technology is bound to   . 

	A	 being expensive initially. 

	B have a negative impact.      

 C the result of a long lead in. 

	3	 Effective leaders appear   .  

	A	 sharing the same basic skill set.  

	B	 that inspiring staff is fundamental. 

	C	 to maintain a high visibility.      

	4	 Modern life in cities is unlikely   . 

	A	 to be the choice of the more elderly.      

	B	 be so good for the less well-off. 

	C	 improving without affordable transport. 

	5	 I suppose   . 

	A	 scientifi c evidence is required.      

	B	 that some scientists will disagree.    

	C	 as if the idea has been tested. 

	Language	skills	
		 		Listening	and	writing:	Dictation	
You	will	hear	a	recording	about	garden	cities.	Listen	to	the	whole	recording	once.	Then	
you	will	hear	the	recording	again	with	pauses	for	you	to	write	down	what	you	hear.	Make	
sure	you	spell	the	words	correctly.

 The idea of garden cities has been around since the 1960s. / Today there are incentives to 

develop sustainability / through opportunities for urban farming. / Roof-top gardens and 

plant-covered walls / can transform the lives of city dwellers / through better air quality and 

the offer of local food supplies. 
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	Speaking:	Describing	pictures	
	Look	at	the	following	pictures	and	discuss	the	questions	below.	

 

 

 

 

	1	 What is happening in the pictures? 

	2	 Which picture best illustrates the idea of bringing the countryside into the city? 

	3	 People living in cities are increasingly cut off from the realities of country life and nature. How far 

do you see this as a problem? 

	4	 How can children who are brought up in cities be made more aware of nature?  

Writing:	Complex	sentences
	Rewrite	the	following	as	a	single	sentence	starting	with	the	expression	given,	as	in	the	
example.	

	Example:  Aspiring leaders may succeed in the role. There is a strong health warning for them. They 

may be ultimately forced to leave it prematurely. There is a high risk. While in the role 

they will have a limited life outside work. The job will put tremendous strain on health, 

happiness and close family relationships. 

 Even if they … 

	Possible	answer:	

 Even if they succeed in the role, there is a strong health warning for aspiring leaders, 

who may ultimately be forced to leave it prematurely as there is a high risk that, 

while in the role, they will have a limited life outside work and that the job will put 

tremendous strain on health, happiness, and close family relationships. 
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	1	 The new collapsible plastic shipping container is made of fi breglass composite. This means it 

weighs only three-quarters as much as a standard container. More importantly, it can be folded 

down to a quarter of its size. This is when it is empty. 

 Because … 

 Because the new collapsible plastic shipping container is made of a fi breglass composite, 

it weighs only three-quarters as much as a standard container but, more importantly, when 

empty, it can be folded down to a quarter of its size. 

	

2	 Collapsed containers are bundled together in groups of four. This means ships could be loaded 

more quickly. This would cut the time spent in ports. This takes up less space on land. It allows 

depots to operate more effi ciently. 

 If … 

   If collapsed containers were bundled together in groups of four, ships could be loaded more 

quickly, cutting the time spent in ports and taking up less space on land, allowing depots to 

operate more effi ciently. 

	3	 Some street art is crossing over towards a more formally recognised form of art in some places. 

This is a positive trend. This trend has signifi cant cultural and political implications for the city. 

 The fact that … 

 The fact that some street art is crossing over towards a more formally recognised form of art in 

some places is a positive trend with signifi cant cultural and political implications for the city. 
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Practice Test Four
Section	1

You	will	have	10	seconds	to	read	each	question	and	the	corresponding	
options.	Then	listen	to	the	recording.	After	the	recording	you	will	have	10	
seconds	to	choose	the	correct	option.	Put	a	cross	(7)	in	the	box	next	to	the	
correct	answer,	as	in	the	example.

Example: How does the speaker feel? 

	 A 7   sceptical

	 B  cynical

	 C  suspicious

1.	 The speakers are expressing

	 A  mistrust.

	 B  criticism.

	 C 7  dismay.

2.	 The speaker is talking about

	 A  a business broadcast.

	 B 7  a management course.

	 C  a leadership textbook.

3.	 The speaker is recommending

	 A  city guidebooks.

	 B  travel magazines.

	 C 7  web directories.

4.	 What are both speakers’ attitudes to the person being talked about?

	 A  He’s unreasonably pessimistic.

	 B  His opinions are really reliable.

	 C 7  He holds beliefs in spite of evidence.

5.	 The man needs to

	 A 7  follow a special diet.

	 B  provide more evidence.

	 C  watch his weight.
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	6.	 The suggestion in the announcement is that 

		 A  hunting for food addresses the problems of local people. 

		 B  killing animals and conserving nature are incompatible. 

		 C 7  there may be a case for hunting in terms of preserving wildlife. 

	7.	 The speaker’s view is that fi nancial directors 

		 A 7  have shown they can take on a broader role.  

		 B  are most useful in harsher fi nancial times. 

		 C  are frightened of a higher profi le role.  

	8.	 The speaker is implying that any evidence is 

		 A  uncertain. 

		 B  extreme. 

		 C 7  biased. 

	9.	 The speaker assumes that his audience will  

		 A  become aware of the threats facing the natural world. 

		 B 7  remember that we rely on insects for survival. 

		 C  campaign against the destruction of insects. 

	10.	 The speaker’s view of squatter cities is that they 

		 A 7  support poor people. 

		 B  create new cities. 

		 C  develop black markets. 

 Test Tip  

 At this level there are only small differences between the choices given. Read the choices and 

predict what to listen for to make the right choice. For example, in Question 3, what vocabulary 

would indicate the difference between a guidebook, a magazine or a web directory? 
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	Section	2	

	You	will	hear	a	recording	about	the	meaning	of	‘wilderness’.	Listen	to	the	
whole	recording	once.	Then	you	will	hear	the	recording	again	with	pauses	for	
you	to	write	down	what	you	hear.	Make	sure	you	spell	the	words	correctly.	

  

		11		.  Defi ning wilderness is challenging / because the word has many different usages: / it is 

sometimes used very loosely / and sometimes very precisely, / for example as a biological 

descriptor. / Adding to the complexity is the fact / that the term refers to qualities, / such 

as wildness, intactness and remoteness, / all of which are to some degree / contextual and 

subject to interpretation. 

 Test Tip 

 Focus on the meaning when you listen fi rst. This will help establish the sentence structure. If you 

hear a word you don’t recognise, don’t hesitate. Leave a blank and make a guess at the end. 
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 Section 3 

 You will hear an interview about volcanoes. First, read the notes below, then 
listen and complete the notes with information from the interview.  You will 
hear the recording twice.

 Example: Volcanoes are important as   symbols   to show the earth is alive. 

12   Iceland is where the Eurasian and                          North American                       tectonic plates meet.  

13   If there were no                           molten core                            , there’d be no magnetic fi eld. 

14   The planet                              Mars                           provides evidence of why volcanoes are vital. 

15   The two volcanoes are known as                                  Angry Sisters                             . 

16   The larger volcano has a crater which is                                 10/ten kilometres                          wide. 

 You will hear part of a lecture. First, read the notes below, then listen and 
complete the notes with information from the lecture.  You will hear the 
recording twice.

 Example: Sand dunes created by:   the constant gale   

17   Winter temperatures:     blistering hot    

18   Location of the civet cats:   limestone plateaux   

19   Number of unique life forms:   700    

20  Reason behind the name ‘dragon’s blood’:   the red sap   

21   Historical evidence of Socotri cows:   Egyptian reliefs   

 Test Tip 

 The answers needed are concrete facts and information and are exact words from the text. 

Listen for paraphrases to identify the information, for example in Question 15 “are known as” 

paraphrases “so-called”. 
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	Section	4	
	Read	each	text	and	put	a	cross	(7)	by	the	missing	word	or	phrase,	as	in	
the	example.	

	Example:  

 Th ere’s some temptation to treat the biosphere holistically and the species 
that compose it as hardly worth distinguishing one from the other. But each 
is exquisitely adapted to the environment in which it lives,                to form 
ecosystems upon which our own lives depend.  

		 A  living independent lives 

		 B  displaying great diversity 

		 C 7   interlocked with other species 

	22	.

		 A  Claim now 

		 B 7  Sign up 

		 C  Join in 

	23.

              to receive free email updates 
of  SCIENCE FOR TODAY ’s top headlines – 
delivered to your inbox at no charge. 
Get the latest science news with our 
FREE EMAIL NEWSLETTERS, 
updated daily and weekly.  

  A biochemist explains that cooking is 

all about chemistry, and knowing some 

facts can help chefs understand why 

recipes go wrong. Because cooking is 

essentially a                 . 

		 A 7  series of chemical reactions 

		 B  parade of scientifi c steps 

		 C  lesson following basic recipes 

   Want to stay up to 

date with the latest 

science, health, 

technology and 

environment news? 
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	24.	

 The Head of Conservation will                  in the delivery of a 

strategy for protection of the marine environment. This is an 

ideal opportunity for an experienced, team-oriented individual, 

with a working background in marine conservation, excellent 

organisational, management and communication skills, to play a 

signifi cant role in the delivery of marine conservation. 

		 A  have knowledge 

		 B  provide funding 

		 C 7  be instrumental 

	25	.

 The course benefi ts from the partnership with the Centre for 
Creative Leadership – in its design and delivery, and from its 
position as a top global player in leadership development. Its 
combined format allows candidates to meet                  while 
studying.  

		 A 7  their professional obligations 

		 B  the high standards expected 

		 C  all the course requirements 

	26	.

 Watch tonight – Channel 17 at 2030 hrs. We need to 

think about cities in new ways according to economist, 

Paul Simpson. Simpson debunks the old way of 

thinking about cities as biological organisms 

which consume resources and grow in 

size. But Simpson and his team found 

that this                 .   

		 A  tells another story 

		 B  can be clearly verifi ed 

		 C 7  is a false metaphor 

 Test Tip  

 Identifi cation of the text type will help you. For example, Question 22 is an Internet advert, so B is 

more likely. 
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	Section	5	
	Read	the	passage	and	complete	the	sentences	below.	Put	a	cross	(7)	in	
the	box	next	to	the	correct	answer,	as	in	the	example.	

 Is the best way to motivate people performance-related rewards? Eminent 
management gurus have been dismissing payment-by-results as simplistic and 
mechanical, ever since Frederick Taylor tried to turn it into the cornerstone 

of scientifi c management in the early 20th century. But there’s now a wider debate, 
sparked by the way bankers and other lavishly remunerated people are paid. In the age 
of routine production, it made sense for organisations to rely on sticks and carrots, 
but today, with routine jobs being outsourced or automated, it makes more sense to 
rely on intrinsic rewards or the pleasure we gain from doing a job well.  

 Business pundits now maintain that 
carrots and sticks are not only outdated, 
but can also be counterproductive – 
motivation killers and creativity 
dampeners. Paying people to give blood 
actually reduces the number who are 
willing to do so. Providing managers with 
fi nancial rewards can encourage them 
to ‘game the system’ or, even worse, to 
engage in reckless behaviour. 

 So how should fi rms motivate people? 
Latest theories argue that the answer 
is to give them more control over their 
own lives and thus allow them to draw 
on their deep inner wells of diligence 
and drive. How convincing is all this? 
Reviews of research on the subject 
from the 1980s onwards have all come 
to the same conclusion: that pay-for-
performance can increase productivity 
dramatically. A study of an American car 
company, for example, found that shift ing 

from salaries to individual incentives 
increased productivity by 44%. More 
recent analysis of workers at a Chinese 
electronics factory also confi rms that 
performance-related pay, especially the 
threat of losing income, is an excellent 
motivator. 

 Linking pay to performance does 
not just increase motivation. It also 
helps to recruit and retain the most 
talented. Th e world’s brightest students 
are overwhelmingly attracted to 
organisations that make extensive use 
of performance-related rewards, such as 
partnerships and share options. Firms are 
adept at using these rewards to encourage 
long-term loyalty: people work in the salt 
mines for years in the hope of becoming 
partners or senior managers. Companies 
that shun extrinsic rewards risk 
encumbering themselves with reluctant 
workers. 
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	Example: The theory that productivity can be stimulated through pay has been 

		 A  scientifi cally undermined. 

		 B  used successfully up to now. 

		 C 7   criticised by eminent theorists. 

	27.	 More discussion on paying by results 

		 A  has reached a much wider audience. 

		 B 7  has been prompted by reports of high salaries. 

		 C  has arisen because new business don’t believe in it. 

	28.	Today, management experts argue that paying bonuses 

		 A 7  works negatively. 

		 B  is used illegally. 

		 C  discourages leaders. 

	29.	 Investigations into paying for performance demonstrate 

		 A 7  that it can improve productivity. 

		 B  workers respond to other incentives. 

		 C  employees need greater freedom. 

	30.	 Companies have better applicants if they 

		 A  have a system of large bonuses. 

		 B  respond to global demands. 

		 C 7  offer incentives other than money. 

	31.	 If companies don’t use any ‘carrots’, they could 

		 A  lower morale of low paid workers. 

		 B  lose their most dedicated staff. 

		 C 7  be left with less motivated employees. 

 Test Tip 

 Look for paraphrases to locate the answer. For example, in Question 27: “reassessment” matches 

“there’s now a wider debate”; in Question 28: “management experts” matches “business 

pundits”. You are tested on opinions and attitudes; spot the words that indicate these, such as 

 “dismiss, argue, maintain” . 
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	Section	6	

	Read	the	article	below	and	answer	the	questions.	

 IT’S OFTEN COVERT, SELDOM PRETTY AND ALMOST ALWAYS CONTROVERSIAL. 
Its perpetrators have been branded as criminals and stars alike. Like it or hate it, street art, or 
gra�  ti as it is usually called by opponents, is an urban phenomenon you cannot ignore. 

 I have always been interested in street art as an urban phenomenon. Most of it is subversive 
and bordering on the criminal, no doubt, but it can also be an instrument of political and urban 
commentary. Can it be, in some way, ‘controlled’ as a device to foster dialogue between the 
communities that create gra�  ti and the authorities, rather than as a form of cold war between 
them? And is the fact that some street art is crossing over towards a more formally recognized 
form of art in some places, a positive trend with signi� cant cultural and political implications for 
the city? 

 I think it is possible – though not without its own set of challenges and limitations – that, 
handled with the right balance of sensitivity and sternness, a dialogue between authorities and 
street artists, as representatives of disadvantaged communities in our cities, more often than 
not, could break the traditional barriers between them.  

	Example:  What do those against graffi ti artists label them as?

    criminals   

	32.	 Where does the writer imply that graffi ti is restricted to? 

   urban areas   

	33.	 What type of graffi ti is the writer most interested in? 

   political and urban commentary    

	34.	 Which bodies usually fi ght against graffi ti? 

   the authorities   

	35.	 Which section of society do graffi ti artists refl ect? 

   disadvantaged communities   

 Test Tip  

 Generally, the answers you need are words and phrases from the text, so look for equivalent 

phrasing. For example, in Question 34 “bodies” means the same as “authorities” and “cold war” 

means the same as “fi ght”. 
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	Section	6	Continued	

	Read	the	article	below	and	answer	the	questions.	

 Doctor John Membi, a researcher 

in wildlife trade, argues that there is a 

proliferation of elephants in some parts 

of southern Africa. Surplus pachyderms 

impose a particular burden on the 

poor, trashing their crops and attacking 

water sources, children and old people. 

Culling is sometimes necessary to deal 

with these problems and, if culling is 

to happen anyway, the resulting ivory 

might as well be used to raise some 

money. 

 A recent opinion piece in one nature 

magazine stated baldly that such ivory 

sales encourage poaching. Dr Membi, 

however, says the evidence for such a 

claim is lacking. “We have no baseline 

data on how much ivory is on the market 

or what proportion is whale, hippo or 

bone.” 

	Example:  Which group suffers more than most from elephant attacks?

   The poor.  

	36.	 What, according to Dr Membi, is a logical solution to the problem? 

   culling   

	37.	 What is the result of selling ivory according to one source? 

   Poaching is encouraged    .

	38.	 What does the sale of ivory inevitably lead to, according to some? 

   (increased/more) poaching   

	39.	 What does Dr Membi say is needed before reaching a conclusion? 

   (more) evidence/baseline data    
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	Section	7	
	Read	the	article	below	and	complete	the	notes	that	follow.	Write	no	
more	than	three	words	from	the	article	in	each	gap.		

 The revolution in 
making books 
 E spresso might seem an odd name 

for a book-making machine. But 

the wardrobe-sized apparatus at a 

bookstore in central London and thirty 

other locations worldwide, can print 

a paperback in about the time it takes 

to make and drink a shot of caffeine. A 

black and white printer produces the 

pages; a colour one the cover; they are 

then glued together by a third device.  

 To some this is just ‘retail theatre’, 

a clever way to lure people into 

bookstores. But others view it as the 

logical step in a development that 

has picked up speed recently, yet has 

not received nearly as much attention 

as electronic readers or touch-screen 

tablets: the printing of books on 

demand, rather than on a publisher’s 

hunch. 

 It is estimated that about 6% of 

books in America are now printed 

on toner-based or inkjet machines – 

a rough proxy for print-on-demand 

(POD) – as opposed to on offset 

presses. It is predicted that this fi gure 

will increase to 15%. In 2008, the latest 

year for which data are available, about 

285,000 titles were printed on demand 

or in short runs – 132% more than in 

2007 and, for the fi rst time, more than 

in the conventional way. Amazon, the world’s 

biggest online bookseller, uses POD machines, 

although it does not reveal how often. 

 Better technology is one reason for the 

rapid growth. These days, only experts can tell 

whether a book has been printed on an offset 

machine or a digital one. But economics is the 

main driver. Estimating the demand and thus 

the print run for a book has been a guessing 

game since Gutenberg’s day. This means that 

the industry’s supply chain is exceedingly 

wasteful. About 30% of books in America are 

returned to the publisher. Although it is still 

pricier to print books digitally, the overall cost 

of printing on demand is lower, since books 

are printed only when there is a buyer, and 

thus do not languish in a warehouse merely to 

be destroyed later. 

 POD has also led to an explosion of self-

publishing, allowing authors to bypass 

sceptical publishers. Authors upload their 

works free of charge and pay only when they 

sell a book. Despite all its advantages, POD is 

unlikely to take over the world. This is because 

in contrast to digital printing, whose per-unit 

costs stay pretty much the same, traditional 

offset printing exhibits strong economies 

of scale. As long as you have bestsellers 

with hundreds of thousands of copies, on-

demand printing is not going to displace the 

conventional sort. Then there is regulation. 

In some countries, such as China, a licence 

is needed to publish books; others, such as 

Germany and France, have price controls for 

books. 
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Example: There are  thirty-one  Espresso machines in operation.

40.	 The machine produces a book in                                 three                                            different stages.

41.	 Some people regard the machine as a                             retail                                                    gimmick.

42.	 Traditionally books got into print based on                             a publisher’s hunch                                .

43.	 Figures demonstrate that there is a decline in using                          offset presses                               

to produce books.

44.	 Since the advent of mass-produced books, it has always been difficult to determine 

                               print runs                                .

45.	 Printing a book digitally is                                lower cost/cheaper                        in the long run, 

unless it is a bestseller.

46.	 In some circumstances, laws will prevent                              POD (print-on-demand)                              

being adopted on a global scale.
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	Section	8	
	Use	information	from	Section	7	to	help	you	write	your	answer.	

	47.	You	have	read	the	web	article,		The  r evolution in making books .	Write	a	response	to	
the	article	as	a	blog	giving	your	views.	Write	about	120–150	words.	In	your	response	
include:	
	•	 information about your own reading habits 

 • the advantages of printing on demand for authors and readers 

• the disadvantages of printing on demand

 Test Tip  

 150 words is quite short. Write three separate sentences in response to each of the points given, 

and then build on each to form three separate paragraphs. 

	Write	your	answer	here.	Do	not	write	outside	the	box.	 
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	Section	9	
	Choose	one	of	the	topics	below	and	write	your	answer	in	200–250	
words.	

	48	.	 	A)	Pollution	
	You	see	an	article	in	your	local	newspaper	about	the	growing	problem	of	people	leaving	litter	

in	the	streets	and	the	environmental	problems	caused	by	plastic	carrier	bags.	The	newspaper	

is	asking	readers	to	write	follow-up	articles.	

	Write	to	your	local	newspaper	about	this	problem	suggesting	solutions	and	
encourage	residents	to	join	you	to	clean	up	the	town.	

	Or	

	48	.	 	B)	Cities	
	Write	an	essay	analysing	and	giving	your	views	on	the	following	statement.	
W e divide naturally into two groups: those for whom cities are vibrant and exciting, and those 

for whom they are dirty, noisy and dangerous.  

	Write	your	answer	here.	Do	not	write	outside	the	box.	
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Section	10	(2	minutes)	
	In	this	section	you	will	speak	on	your	own	for	about	a	minute	and	a	half.	Listen	to	what	
your	teacher/examiner	asks.	Your	teacher/examiner	will	ask	one	of	the	main	questions	
below	and	ask	the	follow-up	questions	if	necessary.	

		Main	prompt	1:	 •	  Describe a city you have had experience of. 

		Follow-up	prompts		:	   •	  What, for you, makes a city a good place to live? 

			 •	  Which city would you like to visit and why? 

	   •	  Why do you think there has been such a growth in cities? 

			 •	  What kind of problems are associated with large cities? 

		Main	prompt	2:	 •	  How concerned are you about the future of the natural world? 

		Follow-up	prompts		:	   •	  What do you think are the biggest threats to wildlife? 

	   •	  What do you or any of your friends do to care for the natural world? 

	   •	  In what way do you think it’s important to save endangered 

species? 

	   •	  In what ways are you optimistic about the future of our planet? 

		Main	prompt	3:	 •	  How much do you use new technology in your life? 

		Follow-up	prompts		:	   •	  What are the biggest changes for your family in terms of new 

technologies? 

	   •	  In what way are there differences in attitudes to technology 

between older and younger members of your family? 

			 •	  What should scientists concentrate on to improve life for you or 

your country? 

			 •	  What inventions have had a negative effect on the quality of your 

life? 

		Main	prompt	4:	 •	  What are the qualities of a leader you admire? 

		Follow-up	prompts		:	   •	  What motivates you to perform at your best? 

			 •	  Do you think there are jobs where money is the only motivation for 

hard work? Why? 

	   •	  What would you personally have to learn if you wanted to become a 

good leader? 

			 •	  What do inspirational leaders have in common? 

 Test Tip 

 You are not expected to give a short answer to the question asked. Extend your answers with 

examples from your own experience. 
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	Section	11	(2	minutes)	
	In	this	section	you	will	discuss	something	with	your	teacher/examiner.	

	Is	too	much	money	spent	on	advertising?	

 What do you think? 

	Your	teacher/examiner	will	use	the	following	arguments	to	take	an	opposing	view	to	yours. 

	For	spending	money	

on	advertising:	

	•	 Some people aren’t educated about advertising and 

believe its claims. 

	•	 We all know that some products are not good for us, but 

advertising makes people want to buy stuff.  

•	 The cost of the advertising is passed on to the consumer. 

It could be reduced and products would be cheaper.  

•	 It’s really annoying to have breaks in TV or radio 

programmes for advertising. 

Against	spending	money	

on	advertising	:	

	•	 Without advertising, companies wouldn’t be able to inform 

the public about what they can buy.  

•	 The basis of society is buying and selling, so we have to 

accept advertising.  

•	 Some advertisements are creative and artistic. Life would 

be boring without them. 

	•	 Advertisers fi nancially support newspapers, radio, 

magazines, etc. The quality of these things would go down 

without advertising. 

 Test Tip 

 Don’t forget to disagree politely! Learn and use a range of expressions to do this, for example, 

“That may be true, but … .” “Don’t you think … ?” 
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Section	12	(2	minutes)	
	In	this	section	you	will	talk	for	up	to	1	minute	about	two	pictures	to	illustrate	audio	
city	guides.		They	are	being	considered	for	an	article	about	such	guides,	which	can	be	
downloaded	and	taken	with	you	when	you	visit	a	city.	Tell	your	teacher/examiner	what	
you	can	see	in	the	pictures.	

	Your	teacher/examiner	will	now	put	this	secondary	prompt.	
 Now say which you would choose for the article and why. 

 Test Tip 

 At this level, the pictures may represent abstract ideas. Give your opinions and also justify them. 

For example, “Well, either picture could be used, but I think this picture is more appropriate for an 

audio guide because … .” 
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	Section	13	(2	minutes)	
	In	this	section	you	will	take	part	in	a	role	play	with	your	teacher/examiner.	Here	is	a	card	
with	the	situation	and	your	goal.	

   Test taker’s card 

  � e situation:     You have a friend who is thinking of moving from the city to the countryside. 
You think this is a bad idea. 

  Your goal:    Without off ending your friend, persuade him/her to reconsider the idea. 

	Your	teacher/examiner	is	your	friend.	Below	is	a	sample	script	that	your	teacher/examiner	
may	use.	

  Ready? I’ll start.  

  You’ve probably heard I’m thinking of moving to the countryside.

I’ve dreamed about living in the countryside for a long time.

City life is so busy – I want some peace and quiet.

What I want is a more natural lifestyle.

I know there are advantages to city life but I think I can happily live without them.

      

 That is the end of the test. 
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 Unit Five 
 The themes for this unit are: social issues/theatre and fi lm/business/advertising 

 Vocabulary and Grammar 
 Vocabulary 1: Collocations 
 Match each word on the left with one from the right and then complete the sentences that 
follow, as in the example.  

 ringing  encounter  

 thankless benefi t 

 fundamental disaster 

  chance  coverage 

 eligibility endorsement 

 public  backgrounds 

 pure consciousness 

 media task 

 diverse criteria 

 natural shift 

 potential theory 

 Example: Our fi rst meeting was a   chance encounter   through our shared interest in arts fi lms. 

 1 Most press releases gave the new play a            ringing endorsement             , which should 

encourage full houses. 

 2 The company was proud of the fact that it recruited staff from             diverse backgrounds             . 

 3 There’s been a move away from management courses covering just 

                      pure theory                       . 

 4 Although she realised the job was a                thankless task                , she knew it had to be done.  

 5 Of late, the issue of homelessness in our big cities has attracted greater 

                 media coverage                    . 

 6 Volunteers recruited to teach in developing countries face very strict          eligibility criteria            .  

 7 There has been a             fundamental shift            in business culture through the availability of 

‘free’ information through the Internet.  

 8 The speed with which governments take action in the wake of any               natural disaster              

has often been criticised.  

 9 The documentary showed, perhaps for the fi rst time, that there are             potential benefi ts           

to living in the slum areas.  

 10 Since the power of the Internet fi rst came into the            public consciousness           , businesses 

have been scrabbling to join in.  
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Vocabulary 2: Suffixes and prefixes
Complete the following sentences by adding an appropriate prefix and/or suffix to the 
word in brackets, as in the example.

Example: The company were hampered by the new health and safety regulations although they 

knew they wouldn’t be  enforced  . (FORCE)

1 We are                  indebted                 to the work of the homeless charities in tackling this social 

problem. (DEBT)

2 The economic downturn means further investment in research is                 untenable                  . 

(TENABLE)

3 The rate of growth in Internet advertising over the last few years has been

                unprecedented              .  (PRECEDENT)

4 The fact that businesses need to think global is not going to change in the 

                 foreseeable                 future.  (SEE)

5 He was                uncompromising               in sticking to his vision of what the film industry 

needed.  (COMPROMISE)

6 He felt it was totally                     misleading                   to link the failure of the economy to the 

greed of the banks.  (LEAD)

7 He campaigned for solutions to the                     underlying                   causes of poverty rather than 

throwing food aid at the problem.  (LIE)

8 It appeared a                     pointless                  exercise to create legislation to prevent hostile 

takeovers.  (POINT)

9 A survey suggests that many firms are guilty of                  underusing                 the skills that exist 

in their workforce.  (USE)

10 Even today, rates of                    illiteracy                   among school leavers are quite shocking.  

(LITERACY)

Write down the suffixes and prefixes you used above and collect examples of words in 
which they can be used. Extend your lists with other prefixes and suffixes: dis … , in … , 
… ful, etc.

Grammar 1: Changing the emphasis
Rewrite the following sentences using the beginning given, as in the example.

Example: In the end the producer ran out of cash and the film was never finished.

What  happened in the end was that the producer ran out of cash and the film 

was never finished  .

1 We’ve received a number of complaints about their latest advert.

A number  of complaints have been received about their latest advert  .

2 What explanation can there be for why he didn’t apply for promotion?

Why ever  didn’t he apply for promotion  ?

3 The food aid finally got through after three weeks. 

It  was (only) after three weeks that the food aid finally got through  .
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 4 Although their products appear upmarket, the pricing is reasonable. 

 Upmarket   as their products appear, the pricing is reasonable   . 

 5 We hadn’t been given a clear rationale for the restructuring of the senior team. 

 What   we hadn’t been given was a clear rationale for the restructuring of the senior team   .  

 6 A complete apology is the only thing that will satisfy the bank’s customers. 

 Nothing   less than a complete apology will satisfy the bank’s customers   .  

 7 The government made efforts to reduce child poverty, but it continued to increase. 

 In   spite of the government’s efforts, child poverty continued to increase   .  

 8 The plot of the fi lm is suprising, but the rather obvious ending lets it down. 

 The thing   that lets the plot down is the rather obvious ending   . 

 9 You can try to disguise it, but it’s still a fi nancial disaster. 

 However   (hard) you can try to disguise it, it’s (still) a fi nancial disaster   . 

 10 Lack of education is a major cause of poverty in less developed countries. 

 One   of the major causes of poverty in less developed countries is lack of education   .     

 Grammar 2: ‘If’ clauses 
 Join the two clauses using ‘if’, making any changes necessary, as in the example. Don’t 
forget to punctuate your sentences. 

  First clause   Second clause  

  his work been more satisfactory   he/promote  

 1 investment in training of middle managers seems unrewarding they/be/not keen to undertake it 

 2 it can be easy to make over-optimistic forecasts you/not get/your projections/right 

 3 you are planning to start a business documentation systems/be/vital 

 4 you want to avoid the football try/watch/the last  Dr Who  fi lm 

 5 please ring to contact a member of staff you/wish to use this door 

 6 your initial proposal meets our eligibility criteria you/need/to submit a full proposal 

 7 have money to spend on yourself how/you/spend it 

 8 you help me deliver them I/get the leafl ets printed 

 9 hadn’t been to see it already I/love/to come with you 

 10 I’d be feeling more relaxed about this you/manage/to get more quotes 

 Example:  If his work had been more satisfactory, he would have been promoted . 

 1  Investment in training of middle manager seems unrewarding if they aren’t keen to undertake 

it   . 

 2  It can be easy to make over-optimistic forecasts if you haven’t got your projections right 

   . 

 3  If you are planning to start a business, documentation systems are vital 

   . 

 4  If you want to avoid the football, try watching the last Dr Who fi lm 

   . 
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5 Please ring to contact a member of staff if you wish to use this door 

  .

6 If your initial proposal meets our eligibility criteria, you will need to submit a full proposal 

  .

7 If you have/had money to spend on yourself, how would you spend it 

  ?

8 If you help me deliver them, I’ll get the leaflets printed 

  .

9 If I hadn’t been to see it already, I would have loved to come with you 

  .

10 I’d be feeling more relaxed about this if you had managed to get more quotes 

  .

Grammar 3: Modals 
Rewrite these sentences using an appropriate modal phrase to replace any underlined 
words, as in the example. Use one of the following: should, could, may, would, must.

Example:  I believe everyone loves this type of movie.

 Everyone must love this type of movie .

1 It’s possible that the contract didn’t cover the shipping arrangements.

 The contract may not have covered the shipping arrangements  .

2 The government refused to take any responsibility for the lack of training facilities.

 The government wouldn’t take responsibility for the lack of training facilities  .

3 It really wasn’t a good idea to go with the first bank who made you an offer.

 You shouldn’t have gone with the first bank who made you an offer  .

4 She realised it would have been better if she had consulted her boss. 

 She should have consulted her boss  .

5 It wasn’t possible for us to deal with the larger social issues.

 We couldn’t deal with the larger social issues  .

6 Surely the news alerted you to the fall in the share price.

 The news must have alerted you to the fall in the share price  .

7 I’m sure he wasn’t upset just because the funding was going to older directors.

 He couldn’t have been upset just because the funding was going to older directors  .

8 I’m convinced that he didn’t fill in the forms on time to get any unemployment benefit.

 He mustn’t have filled the forms in on time to get any unemployment benefit  .

9 She had the opportunity to become a first-class film director before now.

 She could have been a first-class film director before now  .

10 His refusal was definitely a sign that his acting days were over.

 His refusal must have been a sign that his acting days were over  .
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 Language skills 
  Listening: Listening for the main idea and for specifi c information 
 Listen to the recording. What is the main idea of the text? 
 A The increase in the number of elderly people is an immediate problem. 

 B The rate of increase in the elderly should be manageable.      

 C Reported fi gures on the ratio of the young to the elderly are huge. 

 Listen again and answer the following questions. 
 Example: Which body gave the report?  US Bureau  

 1 What age does this report focus on?   Over 80   

 2 Over what period are fi gures given?   30 years    

 3 What is the percentage increase per year in the USA?    2.7%   

 4 What will the percentage of the elderly be in the UK by 2040?   8.8%   

 5 Which group in the population is falling in numbers?   working age    

 6 How do workers contribute to the care of the elderly?   through taxation    

 Speaking: Advertising 
 Look at the following images and discuss the questions below.   
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 What different impressions do the images convey? 
 Which image would be most suitable to advertise:  
 • a sports car? 

 • washing powder? 

 • trainers? 

 • a mobile phone? 

 What else could these images be used to advertise and how? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Writing: Register 
 You may be asked in the writing part of the test to write in a formal or informal manner. 
The message below is an email to a good friend, but it is too formal. Rewrite it in a more 
informal register. 

   Dear Jan 
 You asked how I was progressing. Would it be possible for you to visit me to experience 
it for yourself? You will be able to imagine it is enormously different from our quiet village. 
It took me a long time to discover how to get to the university and similarly how to locate 
where my classes took place on getting there. 
 I think that the aspect that is most worrying is to understand what coursework is necessary. 
It’s quite confusing, but at least I’m with others in the fi rst year having the same problems. 
 So take care of yourself and it would be lovely if you could come and visit me as I miss 
you. 

 Hi Jan 

 Well you wanted to know how I was getting on. Why don’t you come and see for 

yourself? You can guess it’s massively different from our sleepy village. It took 

ages to fi nd my way to the university, never mind fi nding where I’m supposed to be 

when I get there.  

 I reckon the biggest thing is getting my head round what coursework I’m supposed 

to be doing. It’s all a bit confusing, but at least I’m in the same boat as the other 

fi rst years.  

 Anyway, take care and come and visit me. Miss you. 
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Practice Test Five
Section 1

You will have 10 seconds to read each question and the corresponding 
options. Then listen to the recording. After the recording you will have 10 
seconds to choose the correct option. Put a cross (7) in the box next to the 
correct answer, as in the example.

Example: The speaker claims that the economies in the developing world

 A 7   are moving into new areas of business.

 B  no longer rely on cheap labour.

 C  need new thinking from entrepreneurs.

1. The man

 A  is looking forward to finishing his job.

 B  hasn’t decided when he wants to retire.

 C 7  wants to work until the legal retirement age.

2. The speaker is

 A  motivating pupils to study plays. 

 B  describing a university English course.

 C 7  advertising a literature course for adults.

3. The woman is trying to

 A  confirm.

 B 7  persuade.

 C  reassure.

4. The speaker is talking about

 A 7  a choice of TV programmes.

 B  broadcasting live sports events.

 C  the chance to see a superstar.

5. The speaker thinks more attention is needed on issues concerning

 A  recruitment management.

 B 7  the aging workforce. 

 C  keeping young workers.
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 6. The speaker is 

  A 7  introducing students to an economics course. 

  B  describing an advanced course in maths. 

  C  explaining a remedial course for school pupils. 

 7. The writer is saying that she 

  A 7  no longer owns a play once it’s written. 

  B  expects audiences to respond appropriately. 

  C  writes her plays on an emotional level. 

 8. The male speaker is most likely to be a 

  A  TV advertiser. 

  B  charity worker. 

  C 7  researcher. 

 9. The experts are going to discuss the 

  A  traditionally accepted role of fi nance directors. 

  B 7  extending the scope of fi nance directors’ work. 

  C  shortcomings of the limited job of fi nance directors. 

 10. The man is infl uenced by the 

  A  age of his son’s friends. 

  B 7  negative stories he’s heard. 

  C  distance to school. 

 Test Tip 

 At this level, some questions may require you to be able to infer from what the speaker is saying. 

For example, in Question 1 you are asked to decide what the man is implying and in Question 3 

what the woman is trying to do. It is necessary not only to understand the words, but also the 

function of what is said. 
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 Section 2 

   You will hear a recording about making fi lms. Listen to the whole recording 
once. Then you will hear the recording again, with pauses for you to write 
down what you hear. Make sure you spell the words correctly. 

  

 11 .    For the 21st-century world of fi lm making, / the Internet is a double-edged sword. / 

The web is a marketing bonanza / where producers can generate a community of interest / 

before a fi lm is made. / It allows them to circumvent traditional distribution methods; / 

some even use it to raise funding. / However, as the music industry has clearly shown, / 

the downside is the ease of piracy. 

 Test Tip 

 The words which are sometimes the easiest to hear are those which carry the stress, e.g. nouns, 

verbs, adjectives. It is often more diffi cult to hear unstressed words like articles, particles and 

pronouns. When you’ve fi nished writing, check these grammatical words. Make sure you haven’t 

missed any. 
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 Section 3 

 You will hear a radio news item. First, read the notes below, then listen and 
complete the notes with information from the broadcast.  You will hear the 
recording twice.

 A recent news item detailed the agreement to give (Example:)   20 billion dollars   to assist 

countries in the developing world to feed themselves as a better alternative to providing

 12                            food aid                           . An example of how such projects can be successful is 

where  13              (smallholder) farmers              have been trained and funds are used to provide 

better supplies from seeds to fertiliser.  14                 Five thousand/5,000                suppliers of 

agricultural products have now been trained. A positive example of the benefi ts is the much-reduced 

15                          distance                          farmers need to go to buy supplies. Such examples of funding 

are known as 16                      Smart Aid                     . 

 Test Tip 

 Listen for the cues which tell you what information is coming up next. Quite often the cues are 

synonyms of words in the notes. In the example in the fi rst text, the cue is a word meaning the 

same as “agreement”, which is “deal”. The cues may not be synonyms, but paraphrases. For 

example, in Question 13 listen for a paraphrase for “successful projects”. 

 You will hear a report. First, read the notes below, then listen and complete 
the notes with information from the report.  You will hear the recording twice.

 Example: Age managers decide to abandon training:   fi fty-fi ve    

17   Suggested focus of training:   the actual workplace   

18   Recommended timetable of training:   short, sharp bursts   

 19  Name of enthusiastic trainer:   Charles White   

 20 Courses led by:   learning guides   

 21  Equipment used:   pen and paper   
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 Section 4 

 Read each text and put a cross (7) by the missing word or phrase, as in 
the example. 

 Example:  

 This article explores a number of debates which have developed around the 
signi� cance of ‘virtual communities’. This piece examines some of the claims made 
as to the                of virtual communities and asks whether they are the democratic, 
alternative, liberating, safe and e� ective environments that many claim them to be. 

  A 7   benefi ts 

  B  nature 

  C  manner 

 22.  

 There is a level access door next to the Theatre Restaurant. 
A low-level doorbell is provided. Please ring to contact a member 
of staff if you wish to use this door, as it is not                . 
All other entrances to the theatre have some steps. 

  A  recommended 

  B 7  manned 

  C  signposted 

 23.  

 If your initial proposal meets our eligibility criteria, you                to 

submit a full proposal. Among eligible proposals, preference will 

be given to research aimed at developing practical applications of 

recent scientifi c knowledge for the benefi t of governmental and non-

governmental organisations fi ghting malnutrition.  

  A 7  will be invited 

  B  won’t need 

  C  can choose  

 There is a level access door next to the Theatre Restaurant. 
A low-level doorbell is provided. Please ring to contact a member 
of staff if you wish to use this door, as it is not               . 
All other entrances to the theatre have some steps.
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 24. 

 This is a course for graduates who want 
to work in the marketing communications 

industry. It is one of the leading courses of its 
kind in the country. The programme attracts 

students from all over the world and is 
delivered over three terms for those            . 

  A  working in a changing world 

  B  with strong links in industry 

  C 7  studying on a full-time basis 

 Test Tip 

 It’s important to understand the coherence or logic of each text, which means understanding the 

complete text, not just the sentence with the gap. For example in Question 25, you need to decide 

whether the information in the text gives the idea that  The Mousetrap  is likely or unlikely to be 

extended. There are several clues: “once again”, “given that”, “now in its 58 th  year”. 

 

  Rome through film : presents a study of the worlds created in 
Roman historical epics.                analysis of the visual and narrative fabric 
of seven fi lms set in Ancient Rome, this book demonstrates how cinematic 
versions of Ancient Rome have been able to captivate us, and inscribe their 
versions of the city and its history onto our imagination. 

  A  Studied by 

  B  Reviewed in 

  C 7  Based on 

 25.  

 London theatre stalwart,  The Mousetrap  has been extended once again 
in London’s West End, it has been revealed. The play will now have 
another six months added to its booking period. However, given that the 
Agatha Christie murder mystery is now in its 58th year in London, it is 
         that producers will announce another extension later this year. 

  A  most disappointing 

  B 7  highly likely 

  C  quite unavoidable   

 26.  
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Section 5 

 Read the passage and complete the sentences below. Put a cross (7) in 
the box next to the correct answer, as in the example. 

 The Internet is a powerful tool, not 
only enabling communication 
between individuals, but also 

allowing whole groups of people to interact 
in virtual or ‘cyber’ space, both private and 
communal. It can sustain intimate, personal 
encounters as well as open, accessible 
forums. Do sociologists have to re-work 
existing theories of community in order to 
acknowledge this fundamental shift  in the 
way we construct our relationships? 

 Since the possibilities aff orded by the 
Internet fi rst entered public consciousness, 
great claims have been made as to 
its potential. It is argued that virtual 
communities allow their members greater 
freedom, as users are not tied to physical 
locations. In addition, they free users from 
the oft en rigid roles associated with ideas 
of household, neighbourhood, region or 
nation, liberating them to communicate 
in a realm where strictly imposed 
codes are irrelevant. However, previous 
communication technologies have worked 
in similar ways – so how is communication 
via the Internet fundamentally diff erent? 
Granted the Internet aff ords a faster 
more fl exible means of communication, 
nevertheless, it is another thing to suggest 
that social relationships shaped through 
this medium will prove to be fundamentally 
diff erent.  

 It has been suggested that those who 
fi nd each other and communicate on the 

Internet will engage in ‘conversations’ which 
are more focused than those in the physical 
world. Th is presupposes that we share 
an understanding of which encounters 
convey meaning and signifi cance. All 
sorts of meetings can be advantageous and 
rewarding, not only the previously arranged 
and managed. Th ere are potential benefi ts 
and also pleasures associated with chance 
encounters in shared physical spaces. In 
real life, one meeting can serve numerous 
purposes and this can be a strength rather 
than a limitation.  

 Vibrant virtual communities seem to 
hold out the promise of changing the way 
we communicate, but in reality, many 
of the problems which plague face-to-
face meetings are present in their virtual 
counterparts. Th is is hardly surprising given 
that virtual communities are initiated and 
maintained by people living in the material 
world and that users will bring problems, 
prejudices and limitations into their cyber 
communities. Despite the tendency for 
many to herald new technologies as the 
saviours of society, our future is forged 
from our past. Most people still fi nd their 
sources of community in physical spaces. 
While they may also experiment building 
networks and friendships across cyberspace, 
virtual communities have not yet replaced 
traditional means of building and 
maintaining community – however fl awed 
these might be. 
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 Example: In the fi rst paragraph the writer 

  A 7   acknowledges the impact of the Internet on how we form relationships. 

  B  questions the work of sociologists on the effects of cyberspace. 

  C  describes how we can use the Internet to create individual groups. 

 27. The writer challenges the notion that the Internet 

  A  allows users to forget their own culture. 

  B 7  creates relationships which are exceptional. 

  C  imposes its own rules and regulations. 

 28. A view the writer refers to in the third paragraph is that Internet relationships 

  A  are not nearly as important as real life ones. 

  B 7  allow users to concentrate on shared interests.  

  C  can be as satisfying as any other relationship. 

 29. When people meet by accident in the real world, they 

  A 7  might have several things in common. 

  B  may have more than one meeting. 

  C  create bonds which last for longer. 

 30. Which of the following is the best summary of the last paragraph? 

  A 7  The benefi ts of the Internet are overstated. 

  B  Technology may change, but people don’t. 

  C  People will always have inherent faults. 

 31. The writer’s conclusion is 

  A 7  communication on the Internet does not require new sociological theories. 

  B  Internet forums are the way forward in establishing communities. 

  C  people behave very differently when they communicate via the Internet. 

 Test Tip 

 Remember that some answers might be quite tempting, because they seem to make sense. For 

example, if you read the questions and the choices without looking at the text, all of them could 

be possible. However, the questions test your understanding of the information, especially the 

attitudes and opinions in the text, so always refer to the text and carefully analyse the meaning. 
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 Section 6 

 Read the article below and answer the questions. 

 The business-school boom depended largely on the idea that MBAs were entry tickets 

to the world’s two most lucrative professions: investment banking and consultancy. These trades 

not only consumed more than half the graduates of the leading schools, they also underwrote 

the schools’ � nances. Students were willing to pay $100,000 in fees and living expenses (and 

forgo even more in income) because they were all but guaranteed jobs in these high-paying 

industries. 

 But banks and consulting � rms are increasingly recruiting people without MBAs, particularly 

mathematicians and computer scientists. They are also getting keener on growing their own. 

Why lose a hard-working 25-year-old for a couple of years when you can train him internally 

and keep him at the coalface? Banks are increasingly dominated by traders who think MBAs are 

a waste of parchment. Criticism of MBAs extends beyond consultancies and banks. People in 

many industries worry that business-school professors are more concerned with pure theory 

than with practical management.  

 Example: Why have MBAs been so popular?

    entry ticket to lucrative professions   

 32. How many people holding MBAs went into banking and consultancy? 

   half   

 33. Why were graduates happy to subsidise MBA courses heavily? 

   guaranteed jobs   

 34. What is the latest trend instead of MBAs? 

   internal training   

 35. What is the focus of MBA courses leading to dissatisfaction? 

   (pure) theory   
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 Section 6 Continued 

 Read the article below and answer the questions. 

 The JMK trust presents an annual prize to 

a young person of outstanding potential, 

enabling them to mount a full-scale 

professional production of their choice 

that they direct. Winning the award 

has been instrumental in launching the 

careers of some of Britain’s fi nest new 

directors. Some contend that too many 

young theatre directors today studied 

at prestigious universities like Oxford 

or Cambridge, but the award’s selection 

process is a rigorous one that encourages 

applicants from diverse backgrounds. 

Recent funding has also allowed the trust 

to provide a six-month, intensive, mentored 

training programme throughout the year 

for eight directors and to expand its remit 

in 2009 and offer open days providing free, 

professional workshops at regional theatres. 

These allowed all those interested in the 

craft of theatre-making the opportunity 

to spend time learning from top directors. 

The fi rst series of fi ve workshops reached 

282 participants. It also generated far more 

applicants for the award than in previous 

years. 

 Example: Who is the JMK prize for? 

    young theatre directors   

 36. What opportunity does winning give? 

   directing/mounting a full-scale theatre production   

 37. Why is the award seen as signifi cant? 

   instrumental in launching careers   

 38. What evidence shows the award isn’t elitist? 

   applicants are from diverse backgrounds   

 39. How has the trust encouraged a larger number of candidates for their award? 

   free professional workshops   
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 Section 7 

 Read the article below and complete the notes that follow. Write no 
more than three words from the article in each gap.  

 Although many of us experience 
loneliness at one time or another, it is 
ost en overlooked or dismissed. Because 

our society sets great store by self-reliance, 
loneliness might carry a stigma for people who 
admit to it.  

 The Finnish language has a word that 
means both loneliness and solitude, but the 
two should not be confused. Many of us live 
happily alone and get pleasure and satisfaction 
from solitude. Psychiatrists argue in favour of 
an introspective approach to life, proposing 
that solitude is necessary for mental health 
and creativity, and that the most profound 
human experiences have little to do with our 
relationships with others.  

 However, we’re inherently social animals: 
we’re designed to live in close communities 
and sociology teaches us that we thrive in 
close co-operation with each other, but our 
modern way of life increasingly isolates us 
from others. Some psychologists argue that, 
as a species, we are unsuited to the physical 
and social environment we now inhabit. 
Had a zookeeper been asked to construct an 
enclosure suitable for man, his instructions 
would have warned him of the social nature of 
our species. Instead, more of us live alone in 
small apartments, work at home, and shop and 
socialise online. Or we commute long distances 

back and forth to work long hours at the offi  ce, 
barely fi nding time to spend with our families.  

 In modern times, electronic communication 
appears to be keeping many of us connected. 
In a recent survey, two thirds (62%) of the 
respondents say technology helps them stay 
in touch with those they might otherwise 
lose touch with. While not face-to-face, it is 
likely to be better than no communication at 
all, especially for those living far away from 
friends and loved ones. The results also support 
evidence that increasing numbers of people 
are moving away from their roots. Because of 
careers or education, more of us live further 
from our families and the communities we 
grew up in. 

 Behind such statistics are demographic 
changes and lifestyle choices. But shist s in 
attitude also play a part: today, socialising and 
investing time in social ties are generally seen 
as less important than ‘productive’ activities 
like work. A ‘cult of busyness’ has become 
a modern badge of honour. Researchers 
suggest that we face so much pressure to be 
‘productive’ that we neglect ‘unnecessary’ 
relationships that are as vital as food and 
water. Long working hours are frequently cited 
as having a negative impact on family life. For 
many people, working long hours is a necessity 
to support their families, rather than a choice.  
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Example:  Loneliness is neglected because people today value  self-reliance  .

40. Some academics maintain that                    solitude                     is an indispensable aspect of well-

being.

41. Modern life has developed in a way that ignores the                   social nature                  of humans.

42. A large number of people make contact through          electronic communication       .

43. People leave their hometown or village for             careers or education              .

44. The results of the survey can be partly explained by changes in                       attitude                   .

45. Devoting energy to                     social ties                   is considered secondary to work.

46. To appear to be always                busy/productive/working               is like a new religion. 
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 Section 8 

   Use information from Section 7 to help you write your answer. 

 47. You have read the article. Write an email to a good friend. Write about 120–150 words. 
In your email you should include: 
 • your views on whether modern life can lead to loneliness 

 • whether you agree with the attitudes to work described in the article 

 • your suggestions on how you’ll make sure you have a work/life balance 

 Write your answer here. Do not write outside the box. 
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 Section 9 

 Choose one of the topics below and write your answer in 200–250 
words. 

 Test Tip 

 Check the type of text required. The most common are: essay, article, report and review. Use 

effective linking words or expressions so the reader can follow the function of each sentence. 

For example: “In my opinion …”, “An illustration of this is …”, “However, …” etc. 

 48.   A) Business and commerce 
 You see the following on the Fairtrade website: 

Fairtrade is about better prices, decent working conditions, local sustainability, and fair 

terms of trade for farmers and workers in the developing world. 

 Write a report for your college magazine urging the purchase of Fairtrade products. 

 Or 

 48 .  B) Cinema  
 A local group is campaigning to save your local cinema from closure. Write a blog entry for 

the campaigners’ website supporting the group. 

 Write your answer here. Do not write outside the box. 
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 Section 10 (2 minutes) 
 In this section you will speak on your own for about a minute and a half. Listen to what 
your teacher/examiner asks. Your teacher/examiner will ask one of the main questions 
below and ask the follow-up questions if necessary. 

  Main prompt 1: •  In what way are you concerned about people in countries poorer 

than yours? 

  Follow-up prompts:     •  What do you do to help people in need? 

   •  Which charities would you like to help and why? 

   •  How do you think governments should help poorer countries? 

   •  What issues are the most pressing globally in your view? 

  Main prompt 2: •  How important are the theatre or fi lms in your life? 

  Follow-up prompts:     •  What was the most memorable fi lm or play you have seen? Why? 

   •  How infl uential is having a megastar in a fi lm in persuading you to 

watch it? 

   •  How much do you discuss fi lms or plays with your friends? 

   •  How far do you think fi lms and plays have a social role? 

  

Main prompt 3: •  If you have money to spend on yourself, how do you spend it? 

  Follow-up prompts:     •  How do you decide to spend your money? 

   •  Do you think buying things over the Internet is a good or bad thing? 

Why? 

   •  What advice would you give to young people today about spending 

money? 

   •  What in your view are the best and worst aspects of capitalism? 

  

Main prompt 4: •  In what ways do you and your friends use modern technology? 

  Follow-up prompts:     •  How do the older generation in your family use modern technology? 

   •  Do you think today’s technology creates any social issues? 

   •  How would you be affected if mobile phones were banned? 

   •  Why do you think some people call themselves ‘technophobes’? 

 Test Tip 

 In the fi rst part of the spoken test, you are expected to talk about personal experiences, interests, 

tastes and attitudes for at least one and a half minutes. This is quite a long time, so be prepared 

to give examples from your own experience. You can always preface such anecdotes with 

expressions such as, “This may not be a good example of what you mean, but … .” Remember the 

examiner is not looking for the right answer, but how you can express yourself in English. 
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 Section 11 (2 minutes) 
 In this section you will discuss something with your teacher/examiner. 

 Is it easier nowadays to be friends with people from different countries? 

 What do you think?  

 Your teacher/examiner will use the following arguments to take an opposing view to yours. 

For making friends 

more easily : 

 • People move around much more and so they can meet 

people from different countries and backgrounds more 

easily. 

 • We are much better educated now and have fewer 

prejudices. 

 • The whole class system where people only had friends 

from the same culture and background has broken down. 

 • The Internet allows us to make friends with people from 

different countries and different backgrounds more easily. 

Against making friends 

more easily : 

 • We still prefer to be with people who share the same 

values.

• Prejudice against certain classes and cultures still exists.

• It is natural for people to stick together with people from 

the same background.

• Friendships made on the Internet are only superfi cial.   

 Test Tip 

In this part of the test you will demonstrate  your ability to exchange opinions. Don’t forget to ask 

the examiner questions: “What do you mean exactly? What makes you think that? How can you be 

so sure?”   This will make it a two-way discussion. 
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 Section 12 (2 minutes) 
 In this section you will talk for up to 1 minute about these two pictures. The pictures are 
being considered for an advertisement for a fi lm school. Tell your teacher/examiner what 
you can see in the pictures.   

  Your teacher/examiner will now put this secondary prompt. 
Now say which one you would choose for the advertisement and why . 
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 Section 13 (2 minutes) 
 In this section you will take part in a role play with your teacher/examiner. Here is a card 
with the situation and your goal. 

 Test taker’s card 

  � e situation:    Your friend has just started their own business and wants your advice about 
advertising. You think the best idea is to do a leafl et drop in the area because 
people keep leafl ets.  

  Your goal:    To persuade your friend to use a leafl et drop.  

 Your teacher/examiner has just started their own business and wants to advertise to get 
customers. Advise him/her on what to do. Below is a sample script that your teacher/
examiner may use. 

  Ready? I’ll start.  

  What do you think I should do to get customers?  

  Well, I thought it would be better to have a web page.  

  Everybody uses the Internet these days.  

  I haven’t got time to deliver loads of leafl ets.  

  Anyway, what about the cost of printing?  

  I don’t think it’s the best way. Perhaps I should advertise in the local paper.  

  I tell you what, I’ll do the leafl et drop if you help me.  

 Test Tip 

 Check carefully what your goal is. If it is to persuade, make sure you use appropriate language: 

“I really think you should … , Why don’t you … , It would be better if you … .” 

 That is the end of the test. 
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Writing guide
Introduction
Writing tasks in the Pearson Test 
of English General
In the Pearson Test of English General test, there 
are two sections which assess your writing skills.

Section 8
In this section you are asked to write a piece 
of correspondence. This may take the form of 
a letter, an email or another form of electronic 
communication such as a contribution to a web 
page.
What you have to write will always be a response 
to the text you read in Section 7. For example, 
you may be asked to respond to a newspaper 
story by writing a letter to the newspaper. You will 
need to refer to the text in the previous section, 
usually by summarising the main idea and/or 
commenting on it. In either case, you should use 
your own words as far as possible, not simply 
copy parts of the original text. Exactly what you 
need to include is indicated by three bullet-
pointed instructions.
The word limit in this section is 120–150 words. 
You may well find that the biggest problem is not 
that this is a lot of words but that, once you start 
writing, it is not enough to include everything 
that you want. For this reason it is important to 
express yourself concisely.

Section 9
This section is a free writing task in which you 
will need to express your point of view, explain 
the advantages and disadvantages of something 
or develop an argument. What you are asked to 
write can take various forms. It may be something 
factual (for example a leaflet or article), critical 
(for example a review or report) or analytical (for 
example an essay).
There will be a choice of two tasks. The topics 
will be related to two of the themes of the test so 
there may be ideas in other sections, but again 
you should use your own words. The word limit is 
200–250 words.

General advice
There are specific tips in the relevant test sections 
of this book. Below are some more general pieces 

of advice relating to writing in general and in the 
Pearson Test of English General test.
• Always be aware of the reader, the person or 

people that you are writing for. This will have 
an effect on both the content and the style/
register of what you write. Generally speaking, 
an informal, more conversational style is best 
for letters and emails to friends and for light-
hearted articles, while a semi-formal or neutral 
style is better for more serious articles or 
essays. 

• Don’t try to be over-ambitious and use 
superficially “impressive” language, especially 
if you’re unsure about it. This may be a higher 
level test but the true sign of a good writer 
is the appropriate use of language, not its 
complexity. If you’re not sure how to say 
something in English, either say it in a simpler 
way or say something else.

• Don’t pre-learn large sections and long 
phrases, for example introductions, and try to 
fit them into your writing, whatever the topic. 
Firstly, it often looks unnatural and is usually 
easy for the examiner to notice. Secondly, it 
is often a waste of words: if you use a lot of 
words on “decoration”, you might find you 
have no room left to say anything useful.

• Make a short plan of what you want to write. 
In this way your writing will be clearer, more 
coherent and better organised. Paragraphing 
makes the organisation of your writing clear. 
Linking words and phrases will also help to do 
this, but if the writing is well organised, it does 
not need very many. It is probably enough 
to have two or three basic words or phrases 
for various purposes, for example and, also 
and in addition for adding extra information 
or but, whereas and however for showing 
contrast. The most important thing is that you 
understand how to use them.

• When you have finished writing, check what 
you have written for mistakes, especially 
the ones you make under pressure that you 
would get right if you thought about it. Try to 
be aware of the kinds of mistake you tend to 
make frequently.

• Your writing will be marked for how well it 
performs the task as well as for the language, 
so make sure you cover all the points required 
by the question and bullet points.
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 Letters to magazines or newspapers 
 Model answer 

 You have read an article about the importance of eating healthy food and the dangers of 
‘junk food’ on our health. Write a letter to the newspaper saying why it may be diffi cult for 
many people to follow this advice. Write about 120-150 words.  
 • Say why you think the basic idea in the article is a good idea. 
 • Describe some reasons why it may not be so easy for some people. 
 • Say what supermarkets and fast-food restaurants could do to help. 

   Dear Sir/Madam,  

 I found your article about healthy 
food interesting, but I think 
you failed to discuss some very 
important issues. Everyone 
knows about the dangers of 
eating unhealthy food, but 
although we get lots of advice 
about healthy diets, for many 
people it isn’t so simple to 
suddenly start a diet of good food. 
They may be very busy and not 
have time to think enough about 
the food they eat. They may 
fi nd it easier to buy a pizza or a 
hamburger. They may fi nd healthy 
food too expensive.  
 What your article fails to mention 
is that we still fi nd ‘junk food’ in 
attractive packets in supermarkets. 
We still fi nd fast-food restaurants 
everywhere. They should help us 
become more healthy by 
selling good quality food which is 
quick to prepare and cheap to buy. 
 Yours, 
 _______  
[138 words]

   The fi rst sentence should 
get straight to the point 
by referring to the context, 
identifying yourself (if 
necessary) and stating 
your reason for writing. 
This particular  sentence 
construction is a very 
useful way of beginning a 
letter like this because you 
can introduce your letter 
on a positive note and then 
add  but  to prepare the 
reader for some different 
views.  

 Using a linking word like 
 although  is a good way of 
setting up a contrasting 
idea, or for giving a reason 
for why something might 
not be as straightforward 
as is suggested.   

 Using an expression like 
this:  for many people 
it isn’t so simple …  , 
prepares the reader for 
some examples or reasons 
to follow. So it’s a useful 
way to make them want to 
read more.   Lists in threes are a very 

effective construction and 
make a point forcefully in 
writing of this kind. Also, 
the repetition of  they may  
reinforces the point. 

 Starting a sentence with 
 What …  again raises the 
level of anticipation in the 
reader. As soon as he/she 
reads  What your article 
fails to mention is … ,  he/
she knows that another 
key point is about to be 
made.   Note the use of the 

cohesive device  by  in 
this sentence, which is 
used to introduce ways in 
which supermarkets and 
fast-food restaurants can 
improve the situation. 

 Practice 
 1 You read an article in a newspaper about the violence depicted in computer games. The 
writer obviously thinks that there is too much violence shown in these games and that 
this could damage young people in some way. Write a letter to the magazine giving your 
own view on the review. Write about 120–150 words. 
 2 You read a review in your local newspaper about a new restaurant in your town. The 
review is very critical of the food and the service. You went to the same restaurant this 
week and found everything very good. Write a response to the review stating your own 
view and criticising the critic. Write about 120–150 words. 
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 Emails and other forms of electronic communication 
 Model answer 
 You read a discussion on a website entitled ‘Why we don’t need books any more’, about 
how our access to technology is replacing the need for books.  
 Write a contribution to the website, giving your opinion. Write about 120–150 words. 

   Yes, of course, nowadays we 

can fi nd as much information as 

we need on the Internet. But to 

my mind, books do much more 

than simply give us information. 

Whether we are talking about 

fi ction or non-fi ction, the truth 

is that a book provides the 

background to a story, explores 

its history and its characters and 

allows the author to express and 

develop a point of view.  

 A book is real; it’s there; you can 

turn its pages, pick it up, hold 

it, fl ick through its pages, check 

back to an earlier page. You might 

argue that the Internet can do 

all these things but somehow it’s 

not the same. And while we are 

on the subject of books, you will 

never replace a good novel with 

technology. It is something so deep 

in our culture that I don’t believe it 

will ever die. 
[144 words]

 Practice 

 1 You read a discussion forum on a media website comparing the experience of watching 
fi lms on DVD and watching them at the cinema. Write a contribution to the debate giving 
your views on the two forms of watching movies. Write about 120–150 words. 

 2 You read an article on a website saying that technology will soon replace newspapers. 
The website asks readers to add their opinion and give examples. Write your contribution 
in about 120–150 words. 

 You have a limited number 
of words, so it’s important 
to get straight to the point. 
In the opening sentence, 
the writer manages to 
briefl y summarise the point 
he/she is responding to, 
whilst at the same time 
preparing the reader for an 
alternative point of view. 

 Here is an example of 
someone giving a very 
strong opinion:  the truth 
is  … , implies that there is 
no discussion, it’s a fact. 
Be careful if you decide to 
use this kind of language. It 
can emphasise a point, but 
should be used sparingly. 
Other examples are:  it is the 
case that … , it’s absolutely 
sure that … , what I am 
certain about is …  . 

 The use of short, sharp 
and simple phrases is 
a very powerful way of 
making your point strongly. 
In this case the writer is 
almost making a list and 
repeats the pronoun  it  
to refer to the book. This 
is an especially effective 
approach when the short 
phrases are followed by a 
longer phrase or sentence 
to provide contrast. 

 These kinds of phrases 
are used to link two ideas 
within the same subject 
matter. Imagine how abrupt 
or sudden the change to 
talking about novels would 
be if the phrase  and while 
we are on the subject of … 
 were not there. 

 There are lots of different 
ways of announcing your 
opinion in a piece of 
writing. Here the writer 
uses  to my mind , but 
could also use  as far as 
I’m concerned  or  in my 
opinion .  
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 Essays 
 Model answer 
 You have been asked to write an essay in answer to the following question. 
 Is higher education worth it? 
 Many students make the decision not to do a university course and to get a full-time job when 
they fi nish school, even if their results are good enough to continue their academic education. Are 
they doing the right thing? What are the advantages and disadvantages of this decision? 

 Write about 200–250 words .

   Is higher education worth it? 

 Most people would say that, if you have the 

ability, then you should continue with your 

academic education after you fi nish school. 

Getting good qualifi cations is important today, 

when it is getting more and more diffi cult to 

get a job. But there are several disadvantages. 

First of all, it’s expensive. Apart from the fees 

you (or your parents) may have to pay, you 

also spend at least three years of your life not 

earning money. So who is going to support you? 

Many children of less wealthy parents simply 

can’t afford to pay the fees, so they get a job. 

Secondly, there is no guarantee that you get a 

job when you fi nish. Graduate unemployment is 

becoming more and more widespread. 

 It’s true to say that academic education suits 

some people, while other people benefi t more 

from the practical experience of getting a job 

rather than doing more study. Many jobs these 

days include training programmes for that 

specifi c job so the education is more focused. 

In my own experience, I was undecided what 

I wanted to do when I left school, but I 

eventually thought that the opportunity to go to 

university was too good to miss as you get an 

education and you meet interesting people. But 

I didn’t simply choose an interesting academic 

subject. Instead I chose a practical subject 

which would improve my chances of employment 

when I fi nished university.  

 So I would say that, yes, higher education is 

defi nitely worth it if you use it carefully to 

give yourself a good chance of using it to fi nd 

employment.  
 [262 words ]

 Don’t waste words by 
repeating the question. 
Get straight into answering 
the question by using 
expressions like the one 
used here:  Most people 
would say …  .   Then you 
can elaborate and develop 
your own argument without 
wasting any words. 

 Practice 
 Write an essay in answer to the following questions in about 200–250 words. 
 1 Do you think famous sports personalities get paid too much? Give some examples and 
give reasons for your answer. 
 2 “Cheap travel will soon be a thing of the past and holidays will never be the same 
again.” Why do you think this statement has been made and how far do you agree with it? 

 Use these kinds of 
devices when you want to 
develop a list of examples 
or ideas:  fi rst of all …  ,  
secondly …  ,  fi nally …  . 
Other simple sequences 
like this is are:  in the fi rst 
place …  ,  to begin with … 
 ,  then …  ,  next …  ,   etc. But 
make sure that, when you 
use these, you continue 
the sequence. If you write 
 fi rstly …  , make sure you 
then have a  secondly …  
, otherwise you will lose 
your readers. 

 These are known as 
rhetorical questions. 
They are asked to make 
a point rather than fi nd 
out information so they 
don’t expect an answer. 
Questions like this are 
typical in spoken arguments 
but they can also be used 
in written contexts. As with 
all such fi gures of speech, 
however, they should not 
be overused. 

  So  is a cohesive device 
linking the fi rst part of the 
sentence, which states the 
problem, with the second 
part of the sentence, which 
gives a possible solution. 
We could rewrite the 
sentence like this:  Because 
many … can’t afford to pay 
the fees, they get a job.  But 
it is more effective to use 
 so . Think of it as meaning 
 as a result .  

 It’s always useful to 
personalise your writing 
by giving examples of 
your own experience as 
it relates to the subject 
matter. Most of the topics 
presented are those which 
have some relevance to 
your own life so you will be 
able to do this. 

 Note that the second half 
of the sentence explains 
the fi rst. In this case 
the word  when  is used 
instead of  because  or  as 
a result of .  

 Conclude the essay by 
referring back to the 
question and giving your 
own opinion. 
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   Are youngsters today 
happier than they 
were 50 years ago?  

 In many ways, it’s true to say that life is better 

for many people today. Technology, science and 

medicine have made our lives easier, safer and 

healthier, the age of cheap travel has allowed us 

to see places we could have only dreamt about 

fi fty years ago, and music and fi lm are much 

more available. 

 If that is the case, why is there so much stress in 

modern life? The same technology and media 

that have improved so many aspects of our lives, 

are also responsible for making us anxious. We 

are constantly exposed to people telling us what 

we should look like, what we should be wearing, 

what we should be listening to, what phone we 

should be using. We see our idols on the TV and 

want to be like them. We have to have the best, 

the newest, the most fashionable – and that costs 

money.  

 There is also much more pressure in the 

workplace. Years ago, you would fi nish your 

education and get a job you could stay in as long 

as you wanted. But now you get a job and before 

you know it, people are telling you that you have 

to move on. It seems there is no such thing as a 

permanent job any more.  

 So are youngsters happier now than fi fty years 

ago? Despite all the excitement and the fast pace 

of life today, I really don’t think they are. If you’re 

one of the young people affected, you’ll probably 

never know.  

 [250 words ]

 Articles usually have 
a title or a heading to 
attract the reader’s 
attention. This is not 
absolutely necessary 
but including one 
will make your article 
look more realistic 
and create a good 
impression from the 
start. 

 Articles 
 Model answer 
 You have agreed to write an article for your school/college magazine, which is producing 
a special edition entitled " Youth Today ". 
 Write about 200–250 words. 

 The fi rst sentence 
is important as you 
want to spark the 
readers’ interest and 
get them to read 
further. You can do 
this in different ways. 
In this example the 
writer apparently 
agrees that life 
should be better, but 
by including  in many 
ways  in the fi rst line, 
prepares the reader 
for the opposite view. 

 This series of 
clauses expands on 
the areas that have 
helped improve our 
lives in recent years. 

 Another example of a 
rhetorical question, 
which makes a point, 
rather than expecting 
an answer and 
prepares the reader 
for some examples. 

 Another example of 
repetitive language 
to present a list of 
items or ideas for 
effect. 

 This is a useful 
device for writing 
for effect. In this 
case there is a list 
of things we want to 
acquire and at the 
end we are brought 
down suddenly by 
the simple sentence 
 and that costs 
money . 

 The use of two 
contrasting 
sentences to make 
a point is very 
effective in this kind 
of writing. 

 This last short 
paragraph returns 
to the question 
originally asked and 
attempts to answer 
it. 
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 Practice 

 1 You see this advertisement in an English language magazine and decide to write an 
article and enter the competition. 

 Prizes to be won 
 Our writing competition this month is entitled 

‘An experience that changed my life’.
Write an essay describing your experience and say 
why you think it changed your life. 

      

 Write an article in about 200–250 words. 

Prizes to be won
 Our writing competition this month is entitled 

‘An experience that changed my life’.
Write an essay describing your experience and say 
why you think it changed your life. 

 Write an article in about 200–250 words. 

 2 You see this notice in your college magazine. 

   “The best way to study” 
    We need articles for the next issue 

to help new students coming to the college. 
Tell us your “top tips” on how to study effectively 

and which work for you so we 
can pass them on to others. 

�
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Glossary
Unit 1
alienation (n) the feeling of not being part of society or a group

allergy (n) a medical condition in which you become ill or in which your skin becomes red and 
painful because you have eaten or touched a particular substance

allowance (n) an amount of money that you are given regularly or for a special purpose

audacious (adj) showing great courage or confidence in a way that is impressive or slightly 
shocking

bassoon (n) a musical instrument like a very long wooden tube, that produces a low sound. You 
play it by blowing into a thin curved metal pipe

bitten by (adj) have a very strong interest in something, for example a hobby

blackmail (n) when someone tries to get money from you or make you do what they want by telling 
other people your secrets

blare out (phr v) to make a very loud unpleasant sound

bloodstream (n) the blood flowing in your body

blueprint (n) a plan for achieving something; a photographic plan of a building, machine, etc.

boom (n) an increase in how popular or successful something is, or in how often it happens

bug (n) a sudden strong interest in doing something

cardiologist (n) a doctor who studies or treats heart diseases

catchy (adj) a catchy tune or phrase is one that is easy to remember

cello (n) a musical instrument like a large violin that you hold between your knees and play by 
pulling a bow across the strings

choppy (adj) choppy water has a lot of waves and is not smooth to sail on

clarinet (n) a musical instrument like a long black tube that you play by blowing into it and pressing 
keys to change the notes

come through (phr v) to continue to live, be strong or succeed after a difficult or dangerous time

come to a head (v phr) if a problem or difficult situation comes to a head, or something brings it to 
a head, it suddenly becomes worse and has to be dealt with swiftly

crack of dawn (n) very early in the morning

deadline (n) a date or time by which you have to do or complete something

debilitate (v) to make someone ill or weak; to make an organisation or system less effective or 
powerful

disorder (n) a mental or physical illness which prevents part of your body from working properly

double bass (n) a very large musical instrument shaped like a violin that the musician plays 
standing up

download (v) to move information or programs from a computer network to a small computer

expectancy (n) the feeling that something pleasant or exciting is going to happen

gene (n) a part of a cell in a living thing that controls what it looks like, how it grows, and how it 
develops
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genetics (n) the study of how the qualities of living things are passed on in their genes

get on with (phr v) to continue doing something

get somewhere (v phr) to make progress

go on about (phr v) to talk too much about

gratification (n) a feeling of being pleased and satisfied

inception (n) the start of an organisation or institution

jolt (n) a sudden shock

laptop (n) a small computer that you can carry with you

laze (v) to relax and enjoy yourself in a lazy way

lyrics (n pl) the words of a song

movement (n) one of the main parts into which a piece of music is divided, especially a symphony

niggle (v) if something niggles you, you keep worrying about it or feeling annoyed about it and you 
cannot forget about it

obesity (n) when someone is very fat in a way that is unhealthy

opening (n) a job that is available

overdo it (v) to work too hard or be too active so that you become tired

overstep the mark (v phr) to offend someone by doing or saying things that you should not do or 
say

pay off (phr v) if something you do pays off, it is successful or has a good result

perk (n) something that you get legally from your work in addition to your wages, such as goods, 
meals or a car

pet hate (n) something that you strongly dislike because it always annoys you

pick up (phr v) to acquire, win or collect something

pitch (n) how high or low a note or other sound is

plough on (phr v) to continue doing something that is difficult or boring

plummet (v) to suddenly and quickly decrease in value or amount

propel (v) to move someone into a new situation or make them do something

pull one’s weight (v phr) to do your full share of work, etc.

pursuit (n) an activity such as a sport or hobby, which you spend a lot of time doing

put through (phr v) to make someone do or experience something difficult or unpleasant

rake (n) a gardening tool with a row of metal teeth at the end of a long handle, used for making soil 
level, gathering up dead leaves, etc.

regime (n) a special plan of food, exercise, etc. that is intended to improve your health

repercussions (n pl) the effects of an action or event, especially bad effects that continue for some 
time

sea change (n) a very big change in something

status symbol (n) something that you have or own that you think shows high social rank or position

stick to (phr v) to do or keep doing what you said you would do or what you believe in, even when it 
is difficult

stick together (phr v) if people stick together, they continue to support each other when they have 
problems

suit yourself (v phr) used to tell someone they can do whatever they want to, even though it annoys 
you or you think they are not doing the right thing
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surround sound (n) a system of four or more speakers used so that sound from a film or television 
programme comes from all directions

time off (n) time when you are officially allowed not to be at work or studying

tone (n) the quality of a sound, especially the sound of a musical instrument or someone’s voice

trigger (v) to make something happen very quickly, especially a series of events

undergo (v) if you undergo a change, an unpleasant experience, etc., it happens to you or is done 
to you

unspecified (adj) not known or not stated

venue (n) a place where an organized meeting, concert, etc. takes place

viola (n) a wooden instrument that you play like a violin but that is larger and has a lower sound

violin (n) a small wooden musical instrument that you hold under your chin and play by pulling a 
bow across the strings

vocational (adj) teaching or relating to the skills you need to do a particular job

whine (v) to complain in a sad, annoying voice about something

whittle down (phr v) to gradually make something smaller by taking parts away

Unit 2
accountable (adj) responsible for the effects of your actions and willing to explain or be criticized 

for them

accumulate (v) to gradually get more money, possessions, knowledge, etc. over a period of time; to 
gradually increase in numbers or amount

allergen (n) a substance that causes an allergy

allergy (n) a medical condition in which you become ill or in which your skin becomes red and 
painful because you have eaten or touched a particular substance

anger management (n) the ability to control one’s anger

answerable to (adj) having to explain one’s actions to someone in authority

anxious (adj) worried about something

apathetic (adj) not interested in something, and not willing to make any effort to change or improve 
things

apathy (n) the feeling of not being interested in something, and not willing to make any effort to 
change or improve things

attain (v) to succeed in achieving something after trying for a long time

balance of payments (n) the difference between what a country spends in order to buy goods and 
services abroad and the money it earns selling goods and services abroad

borrow (v) to take and use something that belongs to someone else and that you must give back to 
them later

borrower (n) someone who borrows, especially money from a bank or books from a library

bound to (adv) very likely to do or feel something

brand (v) to describe someone or something as a very bad type of person or thing, often unfairly

breakdown (n) a serious medical condition in which someone becomes mentally ill and unable to 
work or deal with ordinary situations in life
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browse (v) to look through the pages of a book, magazine, etc. without a particular purpose; to 
look at the goods in a shop without wanting to buy any particular thing

bygone (adj) of a period of time in the past

bypass (n) a road that goes around a town or other busy area rather than through it

cheat (v) to behave in a dishonest way in order to win or get an advantage, especially in a 
competition, game or examination

complacent (adj) pleased with a situation, especially something you have achieved, so that you 
stop trying to improve or change things

compound (v) to make a difficult situation worse by adding more problems

corrupt (adj) using your power in a dishonest or illegal way in order to get an advantage for yourself

counselling (n) advice and support given by a counsellor to someone with problems, especially 
after talking to them

counteract (v) to reduce or prevent the bad effect of something by doing something that has the 
opposite effect

cover up (phr v) to prevent people from discovering mistakes or unpleasant facts

culminate (v) if a process culminates in or with a particular event, it ends with that event

depression (n) a medical condition that makes you very unhappy and anxious and often prevents 
you from living a normal life

disengagement (n) stopping being involved or interested in something

disillusion (v) to make someone realize that something that they thought was true or good is not 
really true or good

distress (n) a feeling of extreme unhappiness

draft (n) a piece of writing that is not yet in its finished form

endurance (n) the ability to continue doing something difficult or painful over a long period of time

engagement (n) when you become involved with someone or something in order to understand 
them

equate with (phr v) to consider that two things are similar or connected

escalate (v) if fighting, violence or a bad situation escalates, it becomes much worse

exposure (n) the attention that someone or something gets from newspapers, television, etc.

extravagant (adj) spending or costing a lot of money, especially more than is necessary or more 
than you can afford

feminise (v) to change something so that it includes women, is suitable for women, or is considered 
typical of women

flourishing (adj) very successful, growing well

fly off the handle (phr) to suddenly get very angry

folder (n) a group of related documents that you store together on a computer

gland (n) an organ of the body which produces a substance that the body needs such as hormones, 
sweat

grieve (v) to feel extremely sad, especially because someone you love has died

heyday (n) the time when someone or something was most popular, successful or powerful

hormone (n) a chemical substance produced by your body that influences its growth, development 
and condition
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ill-considered (adj) decisions, actions, ideas, etc. that are ill-considered have not been carefully 
thought about

impenetrable (adj) very difficult or impossible to understand

ingredient (n) one of the foods that you use to make a particular food or dish

inherent (adj) a quality that is inherent in something is a natural part of it and cannot be separated 
from it

initiative (n) the ability to make decisions and take actions without waiting for someone to tell you 
what to do; an important new plan or process to solve a particular problem

issue (n) a subject or problem that is often discussed or argued about, especially a social or 
political matter that affects the interests of a lot of people

kid (n) a child or young person

know-how (n) knowledge, practical ability, or skill to do something

layout (n) the way in which something such as a town, garden or building is arranged

lower (v) to reduce something in amount, degree, strength, level, etc.

mistrust (n) the feeling that you cannot trust someone, especially because you feel that they may 
treat you unfairly or dishonestly

mite (n) a very small creature that lives in plants, carpets, etc.

narrator (n) the person who tells the story in a book or a play

nominate (v) to officially suggest someone or something for an important position, duty or prize

operator (n) someone who is good at achieving things by persuading people to help or agree with 
them

opposition (n) in some countries such as Britain, the main political party in the parliament that is 
not part of the government

outgrow (v) to no longer do or enjoy something that you used to do, because you have grown older 
and changed

output (n) the amount of goods or work produced by a person, machine, factory, etc.

pastime (n) something that you do because you think it is interesting or enjoyable

petition (n) a written request signed by a lot of people, asking someone in authority to do 
something or change something

populist (adj) related to or representing ordinary people, rather than rich or very highly-educated 
people

predecessor (n) someone who had your job before you started doing it

productivity (n) the rate at which goods are produced, and the amount produced, especially in 
relation to the work, time and money needed to produce them

promising (adj) showing signs of being successful or good in the future

protester (n) someone who takes a part in a public activity such as a demonstration in order to 
show their opposition to something

provocative (adj) provocative remarks, behaviour, etc. are intended to make people angry or upset, 
or to cause a lot of discussion

purpose (n) the purpose of something is what it is intended to achieve

reasoning (n) a process of thinking carefully about something in order to make a judgement

relax (v) to rest or do something that is enjoyable, especially after you have been working

revert to (phr v) to change back to a situation that existed in the past
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run (v) to try to be elected in an election

ruthless (adj) so determined to get what you want that you do not care if you have to hurt other 
people in order to do it

scandal (n) an event in which someone, especially someone important, behaves in a bad way that 
shocks people

set in (v) if something sets in, especially something unpleasant, it begins and seems likely to 
continue for a long time

shut away (phr v) to put someone or something in a place away from other people where they 
cannot be seen

soul (n) the part of a person that is not physical, and that contains their character, thoughts and 
feelings

stack up (phr v) to make things into a neat pile

stain (v) something that damages the good opinion that people have about someone

straight talking (adj) honest and direct, always telling the truth

strain (n) a difficulty or problem that is caused when a person, relationship, organization or system 
has too much to do or too many problems to deal with

strike (n) a period of time when a group of workers deliberately stop working because of a 
disagreement about pay, working conditions, etc.

susceptible (adj) likely to suffer from a particular illness or be affected by a particular problem

tear jerker (n) a film, book or story that is very sad and makes you cry

therapist (n) someone who has been trained to give a particular form of treatment for physical or 
mental illness

touchy-feely (adj) too concerned with feelings and emotions, rather than with facts or actions

turn (n) the time when it is your chance, duty or right to do something that each person in a group 
is doing one after the other

unfeeling (adj) not sympathetic towards other people’s feelings

upholstery (n) material that is used to cover chairs

uplift (v) to make someone feel happier; to make something higher

whopping (adj) very large

witty (adj) using words in a clever and amusing way

Unit 3
abide by (phr v) to accept and obey a decision, rule, agreement, etc., even though you may not 

agree with it

appalled (adj) very shocked and upset by something very bad or unpleasant

around the clock (phr) all day and night, without stopping

authoritative (adj) an authoritative book, account, etc. is respected because the person who wrote 
it knows a lot about the subject; behaving or speaking in a confident, determined way that 
makes people respect and obey you

be up to (phr v) be clever, good or well enough to do something

bums on seats (n pl) the number of people, usually a large number, who go to see a film, play, 
sports match, etc.
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be burdened with (v phr) to have a lot of problems because of a particular thing

catch someone’s eye (v phr) to look at someone at the same moment that they are looking at you; 
to attract someone’s attention and make them look at something

catch up (phr v) to improve and reach the same standard as other people in your class, group, etc.

character building (adj) designed or meant to improve someone’s strong qualities

chartered (adj) qualified according to the rules of a professional organization that has a royal 
charter

civil (adj) polite in a formal but not very friendly way

con (n) a trick to get someone’s money or make them do something

deceit (n) behaviour that is intended to make someone believe something that is not true

delivery (n) the way in which someone speaks in public

detractor (n) someone who says bad things about someone or something in order to make them 
seem less good than they really are

distort (v) to report something in a way that is not completely true or correct

distract (v) to take someone’s attention away from something by making them look at or listen to 
something else

divorce (n) the legal ending of a marriage

downfall (n) something that causes a complete failure or loss of someone’s money, moral 
standards, social position, etc.

drudgery (n) hard boring work

employable (adj) having skills or qualities that are necessary to get a job

estimate (v) to try to judge the value, size, speed, cost, etc. of something, without calculating it 
exactly

extrovert (n) someone who is active and confident, and who enjoys spending time with other 
people

flash (n) a sudden, very brief event

forefront (n) the leading position in an important activity that is trying to achieve something or 
develop new ideas

get ahead (phr v) be successful and do better than other people in a job or work

greedy (adj) always wanting more food, money, power, possessions, etc. than you need

hand over (phr v) to give someone power or responsibility over something that you used to be in 
charge of

icing on the cake (phr) something that makes a very good experience even better

immunity (n) the state or right of being protected from particular laws or from unpleasant things; 
the state of being immune to a disease

imply (v) to suggest that something is true, without saying this directly

infer (v) to form an opinion that something is probably true because of information that you have

interact (v) if people interact with each other, they talk to each other, work together, etc.

introvert (n) someone who is quiet and shy, and does not enjoy being with other people

lack (v) to not have something that you need, or not have enough of it

lucid (adj) able to understand and think clearly, used especially about someone who is not always 
able to do this
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measured (adj) if you do something in a measured way, you do it in a careful and controlled way, 
not in an excited or sudden way

mislead (v) to make someone believe something that is not true by giving them information that is 
false or not complete

miss out (phr v) to not have the chance to do something that you enjoy and that would be good for you

mix-up (n) a mistake that causes confusion about details or arrangements

mortality (n) the condition of being human and having to die

offset (v) if the cost or amount of something offsets another cost or amount, the two things have an 
opposite effect so that the situation remains the same

open-minded (adj) willing to consider and accept other people’s opinions and ideas

pass on (phr v) to give something, especially a disease, to your children through your genes

pattern (n) a regularly repeated arrangement of shapes, colours or lines on a surface, usually as a 
decoration

portrayal (n) the way someone or something is described or shown in a book, film, play, etc.

poverty-stricken (adj) extremely poor

pressing (adj) needing to be discussed or dealt with very soon

prospects (n pl) chances of success in the future

rabies (n) a very dangerous disease that affects dogs and other animals, and that you can catch if 
you are bitten by an infected animal

rival (n) a person, group or organization that you compete with in sport, business, a fight, etc.

run out (phr v) to use all of something and not have any more left

school leaver (n) someone who has just left school, especially to do or look for a job rather than 
going to college, university, etc.

site (n) a place that is used for a particular purpose

slum (n) a house or an area of a city that is in very bad condition, where very poor people live

solitary (adj) spending a lot of time alone, usually because you like being alone

stature (n) the degree to which someone is admired or regarded as important

stay on (phr v) to continue to do a job or to study after the usual or expected time for leaving

suspend (v) to make someone leave their job or school for a short time, especially because they 
have broken the rules

sustainable (adj) able to continue without causing damage to the environment

take turns (v phr) if people take turns doing work, etc., they do it one after the other in order to 
share the work or play fairly

tedious (adj) something that is tedious continues for a long time and is not interesting

threatening (adj) if someone’s behaviour is threatening, you believe they intend to harm you

tireless (adj) working very hard in a determined way without stopping

tournament (n) a competition in which players compete against each other in a series of games 
until there is one winner

turn up (phr v) to arrive at a place, especially in a way that is unexpected

upbringing (n) the way your parents care for you and teach you to behave when you are growing up

vampire (n) in stories, a dead person that sucks people’s blood by biting their necks

worse off (adv) in a worse situation or having less money
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Unit 4
advent (n) the time when something first begins to be widely used

badger (n) an animal which has black and white fur, lives in holes in the ground, and is active at 
night

baldly (adv) in a way that is true but makes no attempt to be polite

baseline (n) a standard measurement or fact against which other measurements or facts are 
compared, especially in medicine or science

biosphere (n) the part of the world in which animals, plants, etc. can live

black market (n) a system by which people illegally buy and sell foreign money, goods that are 
difficult to obtain

blistering (adj) very hot

blockage (n) something that is stopping movement in a narrow place

boil down to (phr v) if a long statement, argument, etc. boils down to a single statement, that 
statement is the main point or cause

border on (phr v) to be very close to being something extreme

bypass (v) to avoid obeying a rule, system or someone in an official position

catch (n) a quantity of fish that is caught at one time

CEO (n) Chief Executive Officer – the person with the most authority in a large company

coach (v) to teach a person or team the skills they need for a sport

collapsible (adj) something collapsible can be folded so that it uses less space

composite (n) something made up of different parts or materials

container (n) a very large metal box in which goods are packed to make it easy to lift or move them 
onto a ship or vehicle

core (n) the central part of the Earth or any other planet

cornerstone (n) something that is extremely important because everything else depends on it

cross over (phr v) if an entertainer crosses over from one area of entertainment to another, they 
become successful in the second one as well as the first

cull (v) to kill some animals of a group, usually the weakest ones, so that the size of the group does 
not increase too much

debunk (v) to show that an idea or belief is false

diligent (adj) someone who is diligent works hard and is careful and thorough

directory (n) a place in a computer where files or programs are organized

download (v) to move information or programs from a computer network to a small computer

draw on (phr v) to use information, experience, knowledge, or part of a supply of something for a 
particular purpose

drive (n) determination and energy to succeed

driver (n) one of the main things that influence something or cause it to make progress

environmentalist (n) someone who is concerned about protecting the environment

extrinsic (adj) coming from outside or not directly relating to something

fibreglass (n) a light material made from small glass threads pressed together, used for making 
sports cars, motor boats, etc.
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foster (v) to help a skill, feeling, idea, etc. develop over a period of time

guru (n) someone who knows a lot about a particular subject, and gives advice to other people

habitat (n) the natural home of a plant or animal

haven (n) a place where people or animals can live peacefully or go to in order to be safe

holistic (adj) considering a person or thing as a whole, rather than as separate parts

hunch (n) if you have a hunch that something is true or will happen, you feel that it is true or will 
happen

incentive (n) something that encourages you to work harder, start a new activity, etc.

ingestion (n) taking food or other substances into your body

inkjet printer (n) a printer that uses very small jets to blow ink onto paper to form letter, numbers, 
etc.

intact (adj) not broken, damaged or spoiled

interlock (v) if two or more things interlock, or if they are interlocked, they fit firmly together

intrinsic (adj) being part of the nature or character of someone or something

invasive (adj) spreading quickly and difficult to stop

ivory (n) the hard, smooth, yellowish-white substance from the tusks of an elephant

lavish (adj) large, impressive or expensive

lead-in (n) remarks made by someone to introduce a radio or television show

limestone (n) a type of rock that contains calcium

lure (v) to persuade someone to do something, especially something wrong or dangerous, by 
making it seem attractive or exciting

molten (adj) molten metal or rock has been made into a liquid by being heated to a very high 
temperature

offset (adj) relating to a method of printing in which ink is put onto rollers and then the paper 
passes between the rollers

outsource (v) to arrange for someone outside a company to do work or provide goods for that 
company

pachyderm (n) an animal with thick skin, such as an elephant

pass up (phr v) to not make use of a chance to do something

performance-related pay (n) money that you earn for your work, which is increased if you do your 
work very well

perpetrator (n) someone who does something morally wrong or illegal

pesticide (n) a chemical substance used to kill insects and small animals that destroy crops

pharmaceutical (adj) relating to the production of drugs and medicines

plateau (n) a large area of flat land that is higher than the land around it

poach (v) to illegally catch or shoot animals, birds or fish, especially on private land without 
permission

porpoise (n) a sea animal that looks similar to a dolphin and breathes air

print run (n) the number of books or magazines that are printed at the same time

proliferate (v) if something proliferates, it increases quickly and spreads to many different places

proxy (n) if you do something by proxy, you arrange for someone else to do it for you
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pundit (n) someone who is often asked to give their opinion publicly of a situation or subject

relief (n) a way of decorating wood, stone, etc. with a shape or figure that is raised above the 
surface, or the decoration itself

reluctant (adj) slow and unwilling

remote (adj) far from towns or other places where people live

remuneration (n) the pay you give someone for something they have done for you

sap (n) the watery substance that carries food through a plant

shareholder (n) someone who owns shares in a company or business

shift (v) to move from one place or position to another, or make something do this

shot (n) a small amount of coffee or a strong alcoholic drink

shun (v) to deliberately avoid someone or something

squatter (n) someone who lives in an empty building or on a piece of land without permission and 
without paying rent

stakeholder (n) someone who has invested money into something or who has some important 
connection with it, and is therefore affected by its success or failure

stocks  (n pl) the total value of all of a company’s shares

subsist (v) to stay alive when you only have small amounts of food or money

toner (n) a type of ink that is used in machines that print or copy documents

touch screen (n) a type of computer screen that you touch in order to tell the computer what to do 
or to get information

trash (v) to destroy something completely, either deliberately or by using it too much

tsunami (n) a tidal wave

tuna (n) a large sea fish caught for food

update (n) the most recent news or information about something

upload (v) if information, a computer program, etc. uploads, or if you upload it, you move it from a 
small computer to a computer network so that other people can see it or use it

wildebeest (n) a large Southern African animal with a tail and curved horns

wilderness (n) a large area of land that has never been developed or farmed

wildlife (n) animals and plants growing in natural conditions

wipe out (phr v) to destroy, remove or get rid of something completely

Unit 5
bonanza (n) a lucky or successful situation where people can make a lot of money

boost (v) to increase or improve something and make it more successful

burst (n) a sudden short effort or increase in activity

circumvent (v) to avoid a problem or rule that restricts you, especially in a clever or dishonest way – 
used to show disapproval

coalface (n) place where the real work is done, not just talked about

community of interest (n) a group of people who share a common interest or passion. They 
exchange ideas, but may know (or care) little about each other outside of this area
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consultancy (n) a company that gives advice on a particular subject; advice that a company is paid 
to prepare

cult (n) an extreme religious group that is not part of an established religion or a group of people 
who are interested in a particular thing

cyberspace (n) the connections between computers in different places, considered as a real place, 
where information, messages, etc. exist

double-edged sword (n) something that seems to be good but can have a bad effect

downturn (n) a period or process in which business activity, production, etc. is reduced and 
conditions become worse

drawback (n) a disadvantage of a situation, plan, product, etc.

eligibility (n) the ability or right to do something because you have the right qualifications, are the 
right age, etc.

endorsement (n) a public statement or action showing that you support someone or something

entrepreneur (n) someone who starts a new business or arranges business deals in order to make 
money, often in a way that involves financial risks

ethical (adj) morally good or correct; relating to the principles of what is right and wrong

fabric (n) the basic structure of a building, organization, story, etc. 

fertiliser (n) a substance that is put on the soil to make plants grow

forgo (v) to not do or have something pleasant or enjoyable

forum (n) a group of computer users who are interested in a particular subject and discuss it using 
email or the Internet

gadget (n) a small, useful and cleverly-designed machine or tool

get through (phr v) to be successful in reaching a place

hamper (v) to make it difficult for someone to do something

hold out (phr v) to think or say that something is possible or likely to happen, especially something 
good

hold to account (v phr) to say that someone is responsible for something

host (n) a large number of people or things

hotbed (n) a place where a lot of a particular activity, especially bad or violent activity, happens

indispensable (adj) someone or something that is indispensable is so important or useful that it is 
impossible to manage without them

in-house (adj) working within a company or organization

insight (n) a sudden clear understanding of something or part of something, especially a 
complicated situation or idea

insurmountable (adj) an insurmountable difficulty or problem is too large or difficult to deal with

lucrative (adj) a job or activity that is lucrative lets you earn a lot of money

Luddite (n) someone who is opposed to using modern machines and methods

malnutrition (n) when someone becomes ill or weak because they have not eaten enough good 
food

MBA (n) Master of Business Administration – a university degree in the skills needed to be in 
charge of a business that you can get after your first degree. A person who has this is called an 
MBA
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megastar (n) a very famous singer or actor

notion (n) an idea, belief or opinion

overarching (adj) including or influencing every part of something

parchment (n) thick, yellow-white writing paper, sometimes used for official documents

piracy (n) the crime of illegally copying and selling books, tapes, videos, computer programs, etc.

prestigious (adj) admired as one of the best and most important

quote (n) a statement of how much it will probably cost to build or repair something, or do some 
other work

remedial (adj) intended to improve something that is wrong

remit (n) the particular piece of work that someone has been officially asked to deal with

ringing endorsement (n) a statement that is made with a lot of force in support of something

run (n) a continuous series of performances of a play, film, etc. in the same place

scoop (n) an important or exciting news story that is printed in one newspaper or shown on one 
television station before any of the others know about it

scrabble (v) to try to find or do something very quickly, usually by moving your hands and feet in an 
uncontrolled way

set store by (v phr) consider something to be very important

shipping (n) the delivery of goods, especially by ship

shortcoming (n) a fault or weakness that makes someone less successful or effective than they 
should be

smallholder (n) someone who has a piece of land used for farming, that is smaller than an ordinary 
farm

stalwart (n) someone who is very loyal to a particular organization or set of ideas, and works hard 
for them

stigma (n) a strong feeling in society that being in a particular situation or having a particular 
illness is something to be ashamed of

succumb to (phr v) to stop opposing someone or something that is stronger than you, and allow 
them to take control; if you succumb to an illness, you become very ill or die of it

takeover (n) when one company takes control of another by buying more than half its shares

technophobe (n) someone who does not like modern machines, such as computers, and would 
prefer to live without them

thrive (v) to become very successful or very strong and healthy

trust (n) an organization or group that has control over money that will be used to help someone 
else

uncompromising (adj) unwilling to change your opinions or intentions

underwrite (v) to support an activity, business plan, etc. with money and to take financial 
responsibility for it if it fails

untenable (adj) an untenable situation has become so difficult that it is impossible to continue

upmarket (adj) designed for or used by people who have a lot of money

virtual (adj) made, done, seen, etc. on the Internet or on a computer, rather than in the real world

wake (n) if something, especially something bad, happens in the wake of an event, it happens 
afterwards and usually as a result of it
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Tapescripts
Unit One
Language skills
Listening 1: Listen for gist and specific information

Narrator: Listen to the recording. Which of the three options is the best summary?

Man: If we’re lucky enough to have a job, it’s surprising how much so many of us really hate it. 
Every hour we spend in that office or in that factory or in that store is an hour wasted and 
only serves to give us enough money to pay the bills and spend the rest of our lives in 
deserved peace. But considering that on average we work eight hours – or one third of a 
twenty-four hour day – and sleep for another third, that seems an awful big slice of a life to 
waste doing something we hate so much. That’s why when we meet someone who truly and 
genuinely loves what they do for a living, they exude a happiness that is difficult to deny.

Listening 2: Making notes

Narrator: Listen to this radio item about health clubs and complete the notes that follow.

Woman: Probably the best line of business to be in these days is the fitness industry. Let’s face it, 
the people who seem to get the most out of the industry are the owners themselves. It’s 
certainly not the members. It seems that the attraction of running on a treadmill getting 
nowhere fast is what everyone wants. The logical question is, why not go for a run in the 
park? You actually go somewhere, you breathe fresh air, and you’re not stuck with a load of 
other people all doing the same thing.

 Ah! I hear you say. They have all these fancy machines to tone every muscle in the body – 
well there are trees in the park, there are fences in the park; there’s the ground, there are 
walls. Well, I hear you say, they have experts there who help you plan your own training 
programme. But do we really need all that?

 Well maybe we do. Maybe that’s the attraction, this belonging, this working together to a 
common end. And then there’s the jacuzzi of course after all that hard work!

 I’m sure there’s a belief amongst a lot of us that if we’re members of a fitness club or a gym, 
then by default we must be a fit and healthy person. Being a gym member forces us to keep 
fit. Actually, the opposite may be true. Lots of us find we simply don’t have time to go to the 
gym, or we get a bit lazy. If this is the case, do we cancel our membership? Not on your life! 
That would be an admission of failure. So we carry on with our membership, carry on paying 
the monthly fee (not cheap these days), while the owner counts his money and we stay at 
home.

Practice Test One
Section 1
Narrator: You will have 10 seconds to read each question and the corresponding options. Then listen 

to the recording. After the recording you will have 10 seconds to choose the correct option. 
Put a cross in the box next to the correct answer, as in the example.

Narrator Example: 

 Listen to the trainer addressing customer service staff. What aspect of customer service is 
he talking about?
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Trainer: Now the most effective way to establish a good relationship with the customer is to imagine 
that he or she is there in front of you. We may not be able to see them, but it’s important to 
make them feel we really care.

Narrator: The correct answer is A.

Narrator: Number 1

 Listen to two people discussing a report in an office. What do you learn about Mike?

Woman: Hi Frank. You know you’re late with that report for Mike. 

Man: Yes, I know. It’s taking longer than I thought. It’ll be ready by the end of the week.

Woman: Well I don’t want to put you under any pressure, but you know what he’s like with deadlines.

Narrator: Number 2

 Listen to these two work colleagues. What is David’s attitude towards work?

David: I really don’t know why you work so hard Sue. I mean, it won’t get you anywhere and you 
won’t get paid any more.

Young woman: It’s not about the money, David. If I’m doing a job, I want to do it well.

David: Suit yourself. No-one can accuse me of not getting the work done. But I’m not going to kill 
myself, not on my salary.

Narrator: Number 3

 Listen to the man talking. Who is he?

Man: Well, the news is good, both for the company and the community. As a result of increased 
production, we’re able to announce that an unspecified number of new recruits will be taken 
on shortly. A bit of good news for a change for job seekers in the area.

Narrator: Number 4

 Listen to two people talking. Who are they?

Woman: Well, we all really enjoyed it. What’s the view from the band?

Man: Fantastic! That’s the best we’ve played for about six months. They loved it. I can’t wait for the 
next one.

Narrator: Number 5

 Listen to the man talking. What is he talking about?

Lecturer: The second movement opens with a melody played by violas and cellos, with 
accompaniment by the double basses. A second theme soon follows, with a harmony 
provided by clarinets, bassoons and violins, and then a variation of the first theme reasserts 
itself. 

Narrator: Number 6

 Listen to two people talking about a musical show. How does the man feel? 

Man: Well that was much better than I expected. I normally don’t like that sort of thing but it was 
great, I have to admit. Thanks for persuading me to come.

Woman: I knew you’d like it. That last song brought tears to my eyes. I never realised I could get so 
emotional about anything. 

Narrator: Number 7

 Listen to two people talking about the woman’s husband, Jack. How does he feel?

Man: How’s Jack getting on with his fitness regime?

Woman: Oh it was hard at first, not surprising after all those years sat at a desk, but he says he feels 
on top of the world now, and the surprising thing is, it’s not just physically but mentally too.

Narrator: Number 8

 Listen to the woman talking. What is she doing?

Woman: I just worry about you doing too much exercise; you’re not as young as you used to be. I 
know it’s good to get fit, but you mustn’t overdo it. You hear some terrible stories. Why don’t 
you talk to someone who knows about these things?
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Narrator:	 Number 9

	 Listen to the man talking. Where is he?

Doctor:	 It’s a simple idea. What you eat, less what you use up, is what you see on the scales! I’m 
afraid you’re eating more than you use up and you’re putting your health at risk. That’s why 
I’m recommending this dietary programme.

Narrator:	 Number 10

	 Listen to the man talking. Who is he referring to?

Man:	 I’m so proud. He’s put so much into this and he’s trained so hard, in the gym, on the road, 
and it’s paid off. He took a lot of punishment in that fight, but he came through in the end. 

Section	2
Narrator:	 Number 11

	 You will hear a recording about the effect of changing employment patterns on retirement. 
Listen to the whole recording once. Then you will hear the recording again with pauses for 
you to write down what you hear. Make sure you spell the words correctly.

Woman:	 An employment history showing a continuous full-time career / of more than 40 years / 
would normally guarantee an appropriate standard of retirement living. / But current 
flexible labour markets / result in job insecurity and higher unemployment. / At the same 
time, the public pension system / is undergoing a sea change / which will have significant 
repercussions / for the retirement of current workers.

Section	3
Narrator:	 Numbers 12 to 16

	 You will hear a radio interview with a scientist talking about why music makes us happy. 
First read the notes below then listen and complete the notes with information from the 
interview. You will hear the recording twice.

Interviewer:	 Does music make us happy?

Man:	 There has been a music boom in the past few years, largely through the popularity of the 
iPod which gives us access to constant music. People are seeking a route to happiness 
through music.

Interviewer:	 How can we tell?

Man:	 Well, we can now use science to help us to understand what happens in the brain while 
we’re listening to music. Music is organised in a similar way to the way we communicate 
meaning when we speak to each other. 

Interviewer:	 At what stage in our lives do we gain this ability?

Man:	 We can understand the patterns of music a long time before we can speak. The ability 
of the brain to identify musical sounds is the first to fully function and so we use music 
to communicate with our mothers and vice versa, like singing to each other. Codes and 
patterns of sound are familiar to us and therefore pleasing. 

Interviewer:	 So what changes occur in the body when we hear music?

Man:	 We can’t shut our ears. The effect of a rhythm on us is immediate and physical and causes 
the release of chemicals into the bloodstream, which make us feel good. That’s why we tap 
our feet and feel happy. Music is so universal that it stretches beyond simply making us 
happy; it makes us feel connected to the rest of the world.

Narrator:	 Numbers 17 to 21

	 You will hear a radio presentation about people’s attitudes to work. First read the notes 
below then listen and complete the notes with information from the presentation. You will 
hear the recording twice.

Man:	 Why is it that so many people complain about their work, and at the same time are terrified 
they may lose their jobs? There aren’t many people who like everything about their job. 
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There are disadvantages to every job, even the best ones. But you just have to get on with 
it and look at the bigger picture. Some people always seem to complain, about everything, 
no matter how good their lives or their jobs are. Some people are always complaining about 
how they’re not appreciated, their companies are terrible, yet as soon as the manager 
complains about their performance, they’re terrified. 

 On the other hand, there are people who live for their work and who really enjoy what they 
do, especially those in vocational professions like teaching or scientific research. 

 It may also be true that, these days, when some people are faced with a challenge, they 
don’t have the skills to respond to it. Instead they complain to anyone who’ll listen. 

 Deep down though … is a new job in a new company going to make these people happy? 
Probably not. They’ve already decided that they aren’t going to be happy.

Narrator: That is the end of the listening section of the test. Now go on to the other sections of the 
test.

Unit 2
Language skills
Listening: Key words

Narrator: Listen to the recording and write down key words which carry the main information. There 
are pauses to allow you to do this. The first one is done as an example.

Woman: In the run-up to an election, it’s interesting to note that politicians are always desperate to 
attract the votes of new voters, the people eligible to vote for the first time.

 In this election, there will be about four million of them.

 Practically every survey carried out about voting patterns has concluded that most people 
stick to the party they first voted for.

 So how can the political parties hope to attract the new young voters, when most of them 
have not the slightest interest in the first place?

 Anyone with a teenage son or daughter knows that the last thing you do with them is treat 
them like kids. They don’t want adults telling them how to lead their lives.

 We have to bear in mind that youngsters today are better informed with far more information 
at their fingertips than any previous generation. They just want some straight talking.

 It’s important that politicians discuss areas that are relevant to teenagers and twenty-
somethings.

 If they want to attract young people into politics, then they must really learn to understand 
young people.

Speaking and listening: Disagreeing

Narrator: Listen to the discussion on help to poorer countries. Note down the words and phrases used 
by the speakers to question or counter any ideas. For example: Surely, you agree ...

Woman: What kind of help do you think rich countries should give to poorer countries?

Man: Well, there’s no doubt we should start with a better understanding of the problems before 
we can do anything.

Woman: Surely, you agree there are immediate things like food aid to countries hit by drought and 
famine?

Man: Yes, but you could be adding to their problems. 

Woman: At least food aid will save lives immediately. 

Man: Well, dumping free food – and it may not be the right kind of food – could make them reliant 
on it. Isn’t it better to give countries ways of solving their own problems.
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Woman: Well, maybe, but we persuade the governments of these countries to do such things when 
they may have people dying from starvation.

Man: I really believe we should find out what’s needed by asking the people themselves. Then we 
can send in experts to help. That would be a far better way – and last longer.

Woman: That may be so, but won’t that still mean that they are dependent on outside help?

Man: Mmmm. But at least they’d be on the right track.

Practice Test Two
Section 1
Narrator: You will have 10 seconds to read each question and the corresponding options. Then listen 

to the recording. After the recording you will have 10 seconds to choose the correct option. 
Put a cross in the box next to the correct answer, as in the example.

Narrator Example

 Listen to a man addressing a political rally. What is his message?

Man: The important thing to realise is that the other parties will tell you anything just to get into 
power. We don’t do that. We tell you the truth, and sometimes the truth hurts.

Narrator: The correct answer is A.

Narrator: Number 1

 Listen to two people discussing politics. What is the woman doing?

Young man: For many of us politics is a big turn off. I mean, what could a group of overpaid, attention-
seeking politicians have to do with our daily lives?

Woman: A lot more than you think.

Narrator: Number 2

 Listen to the two people speaking. Where are they?

Man: I’ve asked you the same question three times and you have so far declined to answer. I’ll ask 
you once again, for the sake of people watching this programme, will you be raising taxes?

Politician: And I tell you again; it’s not a simple case of raising taxes or not raising taxes; it’s a question 
of analysing the situation before making decisions of that magnitude.

Narrator: Number 3

 Listen to the politician. What is he accusing the opposition party of doing?

Politician: These problems need to be discussed in open debate and the facts have to be brought to 
the attention of the public. The opposition are just sweeping these issues under the carpet 
in the hope that people won’t remember them.

Narrator: Number 4

 Listen to two people talking about books. What is the man’s attitude towards literature?

Woman: You’re not reading that are you? There’s so much good literature out there …

Man: Literature’s fine. But not on a long journey thank you very much. All I want to do is lose 
myself in a good story that gets me to my destination as painlessly as possible. I don’t care 
about exploring the human condition.

Narrator: Number 5

 Listen to two people talking. What is their relationship?

Man: Thanks for lending me that book. It was great.

Woman: Oh I’m glad you enjoyed it.

Man: Do you have anything by Faulkner?

Woman: Faulkner? Yes of course. I’ve got “Light in August” upstairs; you can borrow it if you like.
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Narrator:	 Number 6

	 Listen to the woman talking. How did she feel when she discovered the narrator was a girl?

Woman:	 My favourite book is “To Kill a Mockingbird”. I read that book as a young girl and it changed 
my life. I was amazed and excited when I realised the narrator was a young girl and not a 
boy, like most books I’d read. 

Narrator:	 Number 7

	 Listen to two people talking about a mutual friend. How can Jenny’s behaviour best be 
described? 

Young	man:	So there we are, sitting around the table just talking about this and that, and suddenly Jenny 
just bursts into tears, without a word of warning.

Young	woman:	Oh dear. I know she’s been under a lot of stress recently at work.

Young	man:	Yeah, but then she told us her boyfriend had left her.

Young	woman:	Oh, I’m not surprised then.

Narrator:	 Number 8

	 Listen to the lawyer speaking. What is she claiming about lawyers?

Lawyer:	 As lawyers we have to perceive ourselves as rational people working on thorough analysis 
of the facts in a particular case, not allowing ourselves to be swung by the relative emotions 
of the case. But having said that, we are just as vulnerable as anyone else to falling prey to 
emotion. We just have to learn to manage it better, that’s all.

Narrator:	 Number 9

	 Listen to the report about a football match. What happened to the players involved?

Reporter:	 The players have been condemned for challenging the referee when he awarded the penalty. 
Unfortunately, this is what can happen in crunch games like these when the referee makes 
a mistake. Emotions get the better of you. And in this team now, there are some very strong 
characters who hate to lose, and stand up for themselves.

Narrator:	 Number 10

	 Listen to the conversation. Who is the woman?

Woman:	 And what do you think could be causing this loss of control?

Man:	 I really don’t know. That’s why I’m here, to see why I do it. I just lose my temper all the time. I 
need your professional help.

Section	2
Narrator	 Number 11

	 You will hear a recording about ways of attracting young people to political elections.

	 Listen to the whole recording once. Then you will hear the recording again with pauses for 
you to write down what you hear. Make sure you spell the words correctly.

Man:	 Lowering the voting age to sixteen / was intended to counteract / the disengagement of the 
nation’s youth from politics. / Recent voting patterns might suggest failure of the initiative, / 
but many feel that if you treat young people like citizens, / they will act as such. / And within 
or outside current political structures, / it’s only a matter of time before their voice is heard.

Section	3
Narrator	 Numbers 12 to 16

	 You will hear a recorded announcement about a bookstore promotion. First read the 
unfinished sentences below; then listen and complete the sentences with information from 
the announcement. You will hear the recording twice.

Woman:	 Ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to Stones the Bookshop. We hope you can find what you 
are looking for in our new layout but I’m sure you will appreciate the thought we have put 
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into its organisation. If there’s something you can’t find, just ask one of the staff. Our current 
promotion is entitled ‘celebrate great literature’. Here at Stones we believe it is so important 
that we continue to appreciate the work of those who have inspired generations of writers; 
and so we are celebrating their work. Classics in the English language, from the 18th century 
of Sterne and Swift, through to the 19th century of Austen, Dickens, and the Bronte sisters 
and into the 20th century of George Orwell and James Joyce. And then on to the American 
greats such as Steinbeck, Faulkner and Fitzgerald. Then we consider foreign language 
literary greats such as Tolstoy and Dostoevski, Zola and Proust, Mann and Hesse. And finally, 
the more recent American greats in the shape of Roth and de Lillo, who are still with us, and 
the sadly and recently departed John Updike. To celebrate this promotion, make a note, on 
Wednesday June the 21st, author, TV presenter, and critic Philip Judge will be signing copies 
at Stones of his recent book “Who Are the Greats?” and talking about rediscovering these 
classic works. Details are in the store. Please come along. 

Narrator:	 Numbers 17 to 21

	 You will hear someone arranging to do a counselling course in ‘anger management’. 
First read the notes below then listen and complete the notes with information from the 
conversation. You will hear the recording twice.

Man:	 We can offer you a programme of Short Term Counselling.

Woman:	 What does that do?

Man:	 Our Counselling Therapists will help you explore the causes and roots of your anger or 
stress. We use Western psychological theories as well as deep relaxation techniques. We 
can show you how to engage with your natural anger in a different way.

Woman:	 And it’ll stop me getting angry?

Man:	 No, it won’t stop you getting angry, we want to help you control, contain and channel that 
anger usefully. The three Cs of ‘anger management’.

Woman:	 So I respond differently when something makes me mad?

Man:	 Something like that. We try to help you make it more positive and less destructive.

Woman:	 So how can I do this?

Man:	 Well, the Short Term Counselling programme is twelve or eighteen weekly sessions at sixty 
pounds a session.

Woman:	 I’d like to do something more intensive.

Man:	 We also offer an intensive course running on three consecutive evenings once a month.

Woman:	 When you say ‘intensive’ …

Man:	 Two and a half hours a session, from seven to nine thirty.

Woman:	 Is it in a group?

Man:	 No, you’ll work one-to-one with one of our therapists.

Woman:	 So I suppose it’s expensive. 

Man:	 It works out about the same as the weekly sessions, five hundred pounds. Given you have 
about seven and a half hours in the midweek, that works out about the same.

Narrator:	 That is the end of the listening section of the test. Now go on to the other sections of the 
test.

Unit	Three
Language	skills
Listening	1:	Listening	for	key	information

Narrator:	 Listen to the following recording about character and pick out three key ideas.
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Woman: To reach excellence in business you must first be a leader of good and honourable character. 
We must not confuse excellence with completing a job or a task. Excellence starts with 
leaders of good and strong character who engage in the entire process of leadership. 

 A person’s observable behaviour is an indication of her character. This behaviour can be 
strong or weak, good or bad. A person with strong character identifies what she wants and 
she goes after it, with energy and determination. She attracts followers. But a person with 
weak character does not know what she wants. She is disorganised and indecisive. She will 
attract no followers. 

 But a person with a strong character can also have a good or bad character. A gang leader is 
an example of a strong person with a bad character, while an outstanding community leader 
is one with both strong and good characteristics. An organisation needs leaders with both 
strong and good characteristics, people who will guide them to the future and show that 
they can be trusted. 

Listening 2: Listening for detail

Narrator: Listen to the same recording again and answer the following questions.

Reading and listening: Sentence and note completion

Narrator: Read sentences 4-7 below, then listen to the text to complete the gaps.

Man: There are many types of reading group – and no two are the same. Some are set up by a 
group of friends who want to discuss books whilst socialising, others are more formal. Some 
groups welcome new members, others feel that they do not have room for newcomers.

 Of course, if you are in a book group, choosing what to read next can be a serious matter as 
not every book has subject matter that can really be discussed. As part of their service to 
reading groups, our libraries can provide sets of multiple copies of titles for use by groups. 
They are held centrally and your group can request them through your local library – sorry 
you can’t do this online. The sets contain both fiction and non-fiction, and are chosen both 
to entertain and to help groups expand the range of their reading. New titles are added 
regularly. We have added a short introduction to each set, but more information can be 
found by searching the web or by consulting copies of Newbooks magazine, to be found in 
most libraries. Publishers’ sites often have pages devoted to reading groups – some even 
have guides you can download. Authors increasingly maintain their own sites, and often 
welcome feedback from their readers. We hope you will use and enjoy the sets – but please 
be aware that we serve a great many groups and that titles in the news are often highly 
sought-after. We do operate a waiting list, but with the long loan period which all groups 
enjoy, the wait may be lengthy. If your group has read a book which you feel other groups 
would enjoy, please ask your library to pass the suggestion along.

Practice Test Three
Section 1
Narrator: You will have 10 seconds to read each question and the corresponding options. Then listen 

to the recording. After the recording you will have 10 seconds to choose the correct option. 
Put a cross in the box next to the correct answer, as in the example.

Narrator: Example: 

 What is this man describing?

Man: Now from where we’re standing, you can see exactly why they decided to build it here. 
Strategically, it’s a perfect location, overlooking the river so that any unwanted visitors 
would be seen in plenty of time and repelled back down the river by the king’s army.

Narrator: The correct answer is C.
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Narrator:	 Number 1

	 Listen to two people discussing history. What is their conclusion?

Man:	 You know the phrase ‘history repeats itself’? Well, it may sound obvious, but it’s true. 

Woman:	 Yes I know. I think that studying history helps us to understand why people make the same 
mistakes again and again.

Man:	 It doesn’t seem to make any difference though!

Narrator:	 Number 2

	 Listen to the teacher. What is he doing?

Teacher:	 If you hate English, why do you want to do History? Both are liberal arts, both require 
extensive reading, research, and writing, and neither have a right or wrong answer. Maths 
and Science, on the other hand, are completely the opposite. It’s your decision.

Narrator:	 Number 3

	 Listen to these two friends. What does the man want to do with the book?

Woman:	 Wow! What’s this?

Man:	 Oh it’s an old book I found in the attic.

Woman:	 Let’s have a look. 1918! It’s in perfect condition.

Man:	 Yes, I think I’ll hang on to it. It could be worth a lot of money.

Narrator:	 Number 4

	 This man is advising his friend about a meeting. What kind of meeting?

Man:	 If they’re doing their job properly, they should judge you by your character and not just by 
your appearance. So they’ll ask you about the qualities that make you who you are, like 
values, beliefs and actions. So it’s a plus to look your best, but make sure you let them know 
what’s under the surface, too.

Narrator:	 Number 5

	 Listen to the sportsman. What kind of sport is he describing?

Man:	 We showed great character and determination out there. Coming into the final bend, it 
looked as though we were tiring, but we dug in, kept the lead and finished just ahead of the 
others; a terrific performance. 

Narrator:	 Number 6

	 Listen to the conversation. What is the relationship between the speakers?

Man:	 Now this one is a lovely piece. It has loads of character.

Woman:	 Character is all very well, but I want something that’s comfortable as well. 

Man:	 Try sitting in it; you’ll be surprised. 

Narrator:	 Number 7

	 Listen to the woman talking. What does she imply about going to university? 

Woman:	 Higher education means a lot more than just getting a qualification. It also offers you the 
chance to meet new people and take advantage of new opportunities. Who knows what 
doors a university education might open?

Narrator:	 Number 8

	 Listen to two people talking about university exams. What is the man’s advice?

Young	woman:	I’m really stressed about my final exams. I’m just worried what will happen if I don’t do 
well. 

Man:	 Think positive. If an exam being crucial to your final grade is making you stressed, adopt an 
“I can do this” attitude instead of thinking about what happens if you don’t do well.

Narrator:	 Number 9

	 Listen to the telephone conversation about student loans. What is the caller’s attitude 
towards the loan office?
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Woman:	 Yes, all I can do is apologise. There have been some delays with sending out student loans 
but we are catching up now.

Student:	 The problem is my money’s running out. I really need my loan as soon as possible. You 
people don’t seem to realise, I have no other income.

Narrator:	 Number 10

	 Listen to the man talking. What does he like about the actor’s portrayal of the vampire?

Man:	 Many have played the most famous vampire of all, but too many have tried to humanise him. 
Christopher Lee, on the other hand, simply lets his penetrating eyes and malevolent smile 
do the talking. 

Section	2
Narrator:	 Number 11

	 You will hear a recording about characterisation in novels. Listen to the whole recording 
once. Then you will hear the recording again with pauses for you to write down what you 
hear. Make sure you spell the words correctly.

	 When it comes to characterisation, / the novelist faces something of a dilemma. / 
Admittedly, the old adage that it is better / to show rather than tell / appears to address the 
matter, / but it is perhaps somewhat simplistic. / If followed to the letter, it would result / in 
a novel that comprised only dialogue and action. / In other words, it would effectively be a 
play or a film script.

Section	3
Narrator:	 Numbers 12 to 16

	 You will hear a university tutor addressing a group of students about ways to improve the 
delivery of their presentations. First read the notes below then listen and complete the notes 
with information from the talk. You will hear the recording twice.

Tutor:	 Many students think that giving a presentation is simply a matter of standing in front of a 
class and reciting what you know from notes that you’ve carefully prepared. But no matter 
what the topic, delivery and manner of speaking have an enormous effect on the level of 
attention you get from your audience. So how can you, as a presenter, improve in order to 
hold your listeners’ interest?

	 Now this may be painful at first, but try recording your presentation on video and then 
watching it back. As you watch, identify what you do well and make a note of what needs to 
improve.

	 The best kind of presentation is natural and spontaneous, a conversation between the 
presenter and the listener. If you read your presentation, any such interaction or connection 
is lost. The presenter becomes distant and the subject matter tedious. Even if you are a 
dynamic reader, when you stick to a script, you lose the expressiveness of plain talking. How 
can you maintain eye contact if you read from your notes?

	 Of course, the way you open your presentation is crucial, so make them sit up with your 
opening line, or ask a provocative question which immediately grabs their attention.

Narrator:	 Numbers 17 to 21

	 You will hear two radio presenters discussing the effect of historical inaccuracy in film. 
First read the notes below then listen and complete the notes with information from the 
discussion. You will hear the recording twice.

Man:	 I find it worrying that movies that claim to be “based on actual events” come to be taken as 
historically accurate. A recent survey showed that many teenagers believed the events in 
these kinds of films to be fact. 
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Woman: I suppose you mean some film-makers send out the wrong message and change young 
people’s understanding of history and this makes them irresponsible.

Man: Well perhaps that’s a bit extreme. I mean, a film like “Braveheart” twists and changes 
the timeline of history, not with the intention of giving the wrong message but to create a 
dramatic story based on real events. It wouldn’t be as good a film if they stuck to all the 
facts and time differences. 

Woman: So the job of the historical film may not only be to entertain, but also to create enough 
interest in the story to motivate people to research what really happened. 

Man: Well yes, although I doubt this happens in many cases.

Woman: That’s OK, but I think a film like “U-571” really misleads people. It depicts the Americans 
capturing the Enigma code machine from the Germans in World War Two, whereas it was the 
British, not the Americans at all.

Man: Yes, I agree this is questionable. The problem is, as long as the film-maker doesn’t claim that 
this is historically accurate, there’s nothing we can do about it. 

Narrator: That is the end of the listening section of the test. Now go on to the other sections of the 
test.

Unit Four
Language skills
Listening and writing: Dictation

Narrator: You will hear a recording about garden cities. Listen to the whole recording once. Then you 
will hear the recording again with pauses for you to write down what you hear. Make sure 
you spell the words correctly.

Woman: The idea of garden cities has been around since the 1960s. / Today there are incentives to 
develop sustainability / through opportunities for urban farming. / Roof-top gardens and 
plant-covered walls / can transform the lives of city dwellers / through better air quality and 
the offer of local food supplies.

Practice Test Four
Section 1
Narrator: You will have 10 seconds to read each question and the corresponding options. Then listen 

to the recording. After the recording you will have 10 seconds to choose the correct option. 
Put a cross in the box next to the correct answer, as in the example.

Narrator: Example: 

 Listen to the man speaking. How does he feel?

Man: The newly developed shipping container is what we’ve all been waiting for, but, and it’s a big 
but, introducing a new technology requires a major player to take a huge risk in adopting it. 
So the question will always boil down to: who pays for the extra cost, and takes the initial 
risk? The main obstacle is institutional, not technical.

Narrator: The correct answer is A.

Narrator: Number 1

 Listen to the conversation. What are the speakers expressing?

Man: So you’ve heard that Sarah’s leaving?

Woman: Yeah. It’s really bad news. I’m gutted.

Man: They’re not going to replace her easily.

Woman: They say she was headhunted.
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Man: That’s no surprise.

Narrator: Number 2

 Listen to the man talking. What is he talking about?

Man: Our programme, leading to a much coveted qualification, taps into the limitless 
opportunities generated when you combine our top-ranked business education with our 
diverse network of successful executives from around the world.

Narrator: Number 3

 Listen to the woman talking. What is she recommending?

Woman: What’s hot and happening? For what’s on in a fast moving city, you need a listings mag, 
not a guidebook. Try the well-established whatsonnow.com. For the insider’s guide into 
what’s going on, check out citiestoday.com with its stylish weekly directories from Madrid to 
Moscow.

Narrator: Number 4

 Listen to the conversation. What are both speakers’ attitudes to the person being talked 
about?

Man: He’s a real doubting Thomas.

Woman: Not with the overwhelming evidence of global warming!

Man: He’s a self-confessed flat earther, I’m afraid.

Woman: It’s not some kind of religion, is it?

Narrator: Number 5

 Listen to the conversation. What does the man need to do?

Woman: So what aren’t you supposed to eat then?

Man: Mostly stuff I like. You know, cheese, butter.

Woman: So is it a fact that this will reduce the cholesterol?

Man: All the research points that way. 

Narrator: Number 6

 Listen to the announcement. What is it suggesting?

Woman: The idea of an ‘eco safari’ might sound like a paradox, but tonight John Reid looks into the 
world where game hunters, largely oblivious to the concerns of the indigenous population, 
continue to argue that hunting is a great form of conservation.

Narrator: Number 7

 Listen to the man talking. What is his view?

Man: We financial directors welcome the evolution of our roles. Stepping into the limelight 
because of cash reporting is an opportunity – as business picks up – not to get pushed back 
into the backroom with our spreadsheets – exciting and a bit scary.  

Narrator: Number 8

 Listen to the man talking. What is he implying?

Man: I’m not radically opposed to the science of genetic modification, but so far there’s been 
no evidence of significant progress, because it’s being carried out by the same tired 
agribusiness interests. Yes, there is a way to use biotechnology, but the research needs to 
be conducted independently.

Narrator: Number 9

 Listen to the man talking. What is he assuming?

Man: I’m here today on a special mission on behalf of a million trillion insects. Please keep in mind 
that if we were to wipe out just that group alone, which we are trying hard to do, the rest of 
life, and humanity with it, would mostly disappear.
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Narrator:	 Number 10

	 Listen to the woman talking. What is her view of squatter cities?

Woman:	 People are heading into town. In the bustling squatter cities, they see action, they see 
opportunity, they see a cash economy that they didn’t have access to. Squatters are building 
the urban world. These are not people crushed by poverty.

Section	2
Narrator:	 Number 11

	 You will hear a recording about the meaning of “wilderness”. Listen to the whole recording 
once. Then you will hear the recording again with pauses for you to write down what you 
hear. Make sure you spell the words correctly.

	 Defining wilderness is challenging / because the word has many different usages: / it is 
sometimes used very loosely / and sometimes very precisely, / for example as a biological 
descriptor. / Adding to the complexity is the fact / that the term refers to qualities, / such 
as wildness, intactness, and remoteness, / all of which are to some degree / contextual and 
subject to interpretation.

Section	3
Narrator:	 Numbers 12 to 16

	 You will hear an interview about volcanoes. First read the notes below then listen and 
complete the notes with information from the interview. You will hear the recording twice.

Interviewer:	 You’re a brave man because you’re prepared to defend volcanoes.

Man:	 They’re symbols that the Earth’s a living planet, a planet with a molten core. We live on a 
planet with tectonic plates. Iceland is a volcanic hot spot on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge – the 
dividing line between the Eurasian and North American continental plates. Where Iceland 
actually sits, it’s on a boundary between these plates and you can stand there with one foot 
on European land and one on North American land and, where that gap is, is where volcanic 
action happens. But, for example, we’d have no magnetic field if we didn’t have that molten 
core. That happened to Mars. It cooled down and died as a planet. So, remember, without 
volcanoes there would be no atmosphere on this planet.

Interviewer:	 So we really do need them.

Man:	 And the good news is that this volcano, which filled the sky over northern Europe with 
ash, is a minor player in Icelandic terms – though its last eruption lasted for more than a 
year. Minor, because its sister volcano, one of the two so-called Angry Sisters, is one of the 
highest volcanoes in Europe and its crater has a diameter of ten kilometres. Spectacular if it 
goes up, but potentially cataclysmic. 

Narrator	 Numbers 17 to 21

	 You will hear part of a lecture. First read the notes below then listen and complete the notes 
with information from the lecture. You will hear the recording twice.

Woman:	 Let me introduce one of the most bizarre wilderness places I’ve come across. Off the Horn 
of Africa, it’s the archipelago of Socotra, and it has a forbidding look. Scorching summer 
winds strand ships. So fierce is the constant gale that it has whipped beachfuls of blinding 
white sand into dunes, hundreds of metres high, that ride up the cliffs. Even in winter, it is 
blisteringly hot. 

	 Yet Socotra is one of the world’s last enchanted places. The sea teems with giant lobsters, 
turtles and leaping dolphins. A unique breed of civet cat roams the limestone plateaux that 
are seamed with gorges carved out by the rushing streams, and spiked by finger-like granite 
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towers rising to 1,500 metres. The cats are just one among 700 native species of plants and 
animals found nowhere else on Earth.

 Most astonishing are the trees. The dragon’s blood species, oozing red sap and looking like 
a cross between a steroidal mushroom and a monster broccoli, towers to 15 metres and lives 
for up to 500 years. It has to be seen to be believed. But even the ordinary here seems odd. 
The cows, the Socotri cows, a breed recorded in Egyptian reliefs dating to 1,400BC, could be 
those you and I are familiar with, except that they are barely waist-high.

Narrator: That is the end of the listening section of the test. Now go on to the other sections of the 
test.

Unit Five
Language skills
Listening: Listening for the main idea and for specific information

Narrator: Listen to the recording. What is the main idea of the text?

Man: The US Bureau reports that the number of people aged over 80 will increase by 233% 
between now and 2040. Again, the way this change is reported makes it sound: a) big and 
b) problematic. But such growth over 30 years only works out at around 2.7% a year. This is 
almost exactly what the UK will experience over the same period, according to figures from 
the UK’s Actuary’s Department. And by 2040, the over-80s will make up 8.8% of the total 
UK population – compared with 4.5% now. While those of more or less working age left to 
support these people through taxation will shrink as a proportion – from 60% to 55% – this 
reduction is not huge and it will not happen overnight.

Narrator: Listen again and answer the following questions:

Practice Test Five
Section 1
Narrator: You will have 10 seconds to read each question and the corresponding options. Then listen 

to the recording. After the recording you will have 10 seconds to choose the correct option. 
Put a cross in the box next to the correct answer, as in the example.

Narrator: Example

 Listen to the man talking. What does he claim?

Man: Emerging countries are no longer content to be sources of cheap hands and low-cost brains. 
Instead, they too are becoming hotbeds of innovation.

Narrator: The correct answer is A.

Narrator: Number 1

 Listen to the conversation. What does the man want to do?

Woman: So when are you due to retire then?

Man: Well, officially in two years.

Woman: So I guess you want to go earlier?

Man: On the contrary actually.

Narrator: Number 2

 Listen to the woman talking. What is she doing?

Woman: This course is for those of you who missed out on Shakespeare at school or college. It 
covers three genres: comedy, history and tragedy. The thirty-six lectures allow you to enjoy 
the artistry not only of the greatest playwright, but also of a dramatic interpreter and master 
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teacher. No homework, no grades – only the pure joy of life-long learning.

Narrator: Number 3

 Listen to the conversation. What is the woman trying to do?

Woman: You’ll have to take them to see it.

Man: Well, they’re not into that kind of stuff.

Woman: Both of my kids said they wanted to see it again!

Man: Well that’s a ringing endorsement, I guess.

Narrator: Number 4

 Listen to the man talking. What is he talking about?

Man: … and if you want to avoid watching the football, you could do worse than watch the actor, 
Robert Redford’s gloriously shot ode to outdoor mythology, through the metaphor of fly-
fishing.

Narrator: Number 5

 Listen to the woman talking. What is her opinion?

Woman: I think the management literature on older workers is a mere molehill compared with the 
mountain devoted to recruiting and retaining the young.

Narrator: Number 6

 Listen to the man talking. What is he doing?

Man: We’ve planned this course as a link between what you did at school to going beyond to 
explore ‘the what and why’. For those of you still intimidated by the numbers, the measuring 
sticks used to gauge economic performance, we’ll go over this ground explaining the 
implications in human terms.

Narrator: Number 7

 Listen to the woman talking. What is her point?

Woman: I’ve learnt not to worry how people interpret my plays. I just let people get on with it, hoping 
they make some emotional discoveries along the way.

Narrator: Number 8

 Listen to two people talking. Who is the man?

Man: Can I ask you if you support any charities?

Woman: Not really regularly.

Man: And so which do you support when you do?

Woman: Well, I really think that help should start at home.

Man: But you do sometimes give? What causes have you donated to in the past?

Woman: It depends. When there’s been an appalling natural disaster I’ve sent money.

Man: And a final question. Are you influenced by media coverage of such events?

Narrator: Number 9

 Listen to the man talking. What are the experts going to discuss?

Man: Let’s turn to our panel of experts here to discuss whether finance directors have the 
necessary attributes to move beyond their role as scorekeepers. 

Narrator: Number 10

 Listen to the conversation. What is the man influenced by?

Woman: He’s fine to get to school on his own.

Man: No way. He’s far too young. I know it’s not that far.

Woman: It’s perfectly safe. He’ll be with his friends.

Man: But you hear such awful things.
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Section 2
Narrator: Number 11

 You will hear a recording about making films. Listen to the whole recording once. Then you 
will hear the recording again, with pauses for you to write down what you hear. Make sure 
you spell the words correctly.

Woman: For the 21st-century world of film making, / the Internet is a double-edged sword. / The web 
is a marketing bonanza / where producers can generate a community of interest / before a 
film is made. / It allows them to circumvent traditional distribution methods; / some even 
use it to raise funding. / However, as the music industry has clearly shown, / the downside is 
the ease of piracy.

Section 3
Narrator: Numbers 12 to 16

 You will hear a radio news item. First, read the notes below then listen and complete the 
notes with information from the broadcast. You will hear the recording twice.

Man: Today’s announcement of a food security deal to support farmers in poor countries, is 
potentially one of the more substantial initiatives to help developing countries. The aim of 
the 20 billion dollar package is to help poor countries feed themselves rather than us giving 
out millions in sending food aid to keep them alive. And one day soon they might even be 
able to feed us, too.

 The field of agriculture has seen some impressive results. An initiative funded by 
international donors has been working to boost agricultural productivity in Africa by training 
smallholder farmers, supporting the development of high-yielding seed varieties, and 
ensuring that farmers have access to good quality seeds, tools, and fertiliser. Since 2006, 
the project has trained and certified more than 5,000 new agri-dealers and aims to reach 
9,000 by 2011. This is having a real, positive impact on farmers: in 2006 in western Kenya, 
a farmer had to travel an average of 17 kilometres to an agri-dealer to purchase seeds and 
fertiliser; today that distance is an average of only 5 kilometres. There are many more such 
examples of ‘Smart Aid’ and the initiative on food security will confirm that increasing trend.

Narrator Numbers 17 to 21

 You will hear a report. First, read the notes below then listen and complete the notes with 
information from the report. You will hear the recording twice.

Woman: Investment in training middle managers appears a thankless task, particularly if those 
managers are none too keen on participating. A recent survey showed a dramatic drop in 
attendance at management training events by the over fifty-fives. 

 One approach is to make training less about abstract theory and more about the actual 
workplace. This means steering clear of the case studies that business schools are so fond 
of and, instead, relating new ideas directly to what is happening on a day-to-day basis 
within the organisation. To accomplish this, training should be delivered in short, sharp 
bursts so that the executives can take a lesson, put it into practice, assess its effectiveness 
and then return to shape it further, in light of this “trial by fire”.

 Charles White, a high-profile champion of the middle manager, takes this approach one step 
further. He believes the best way to win over this group is to get them to train themselves. His 
organisation brings experienced executives together for 90 minutes at a time. Managers are 
supplied with learning guides but not teachers. The emphasis is also unashamedly Luddite. 
Laptops, BlackBerrys and the like, are discouraged in favour of old-fashioned pen and paper. 
The managers learn from each other and, most crucially, develop actions for their workplaces.

Narrator: That is the end of the listening section of the test. Now go on to the other sections of the 
test.
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